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suite-like presentation.
d mUSICa bi e WI or evenThesubjects an or narration, com m delightful tableaux
haps a little story aling recital, a
per. f a clever and appe
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h 're umTry them-t ey
" . Music" 410-40112 $.60
autumn from Aroun~ the. Year WIIth'lh tunes and titles appropriate to the autumn(A collection of appealing plano so os WI
season.) k 130-40184 .30
the ghost stalks at midnight (Or. I) Martha Bee 110-401.63 .30
march of the jack-o'-lanterns (Or. 21/2) Ella Ketterer 110-25702 .40
gohlins (4 hands) (Or. 2) Ella Ketterer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 130-40134 .30
witching hour (Or. 2lh) Berenice Benson Bentley 130--40350 .35
hobgoblin (Or. 1) Bernard Wagness 110-40139 .30
halloween! (Or. Ph) Louise Stairs ................•..... 110-01749 .30
witches' dance, Op. 31, No.5 (Or. 3) J. Concone .
the american traveler-Marie Westervelt and Jane Flory .... 43D-41013
f
.85
1. hit f the early modes 0 traver,
~~~:1~1ht~~ls~~~~C~~Ov~o~d~Ya~~~~~lch~r~i~~eillu~:a~ro~spre ent excellent ideas for
settings and costumes.) 110--40147 30
speed boats (Gr. 2Yz) Anne Robinson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in a hansom cab (Or. 2) Ralph Milligan .........•........ 110-40156 .30
on a hayride (Or. 2) Everett Stevens 130-41070 .30
in my airplane (Or. 1V2) Ada Richter. 110-26961 .30
here comes the train (Gr. 1Yz) Lilian Vandevere 110-27992 .30
glider (Or. 2V2) Bernard Wagness 130-40232 .40
our latin-american neighbors-Ada Richter ' : 41 ~O 180 .?5
(The rhythms and melodies which e~emplify the musIc of the. Lat~n American countnes
are always appealing. These selections are excellent for plct1.!rangt~e customs. and
traditions of foreign countries. Each tune has at least one verse an Enghsh translation.)
christmas in mexico---Marie Westervelt and Jane Flory 430--41012 .85
(Clever ilIustra~ionsand tuneful pieces ~ring forth the spirit and color of the Christmas
festival in MeXICO.Some dance mstructJon also.)
pedro and pepita (Or. 2) Lilian Vandevere 110-28004 .30
castanets (Or. 2) Anne Robinson 110-40046 .30
cielito Iindo (Or. 1V2) Ada Richter 110-27616 .30
glimpse of cuba (Or. 2V2) Olive Dungan 130-41088 .30
impression of the argentine (Gr. 4) Olive Dungan 130--41062 .40
los dos (Or. 3V2) Francesca Vallejo 110-27720 .50
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
T 0 THE EDITOR
whole recital from it. It is won-
derful for practicing sight read.
ing.
I have been studying music
for quite some time. I love it.
I play the piano, and my favor-
ite composer is Bach. I have
entered the National Piano
Playing Auditions sponsored by
the National Guild of Piano
Teachers, since 1949. This year
was my first one on national
roll as I entered with ten pieces.
I got a superior rating of ninety
seven and a half percent. The
judge told my music teacher
that I was the best one with
tone quality. Please forgive me
if I sound too conceited in tell-
ing you all this.
Thank you ever so much for
presenting such a wonderful
music magazine. Good luck to
you!
(Miss) Matilda Matthews
Douglaslon, L. I., N. Y.
A Recital Idea
Sir; In my recent mail, there
came a rather unique idea for
children's recitals, which I will
pass on to you.
Children love drama In
music. Children's recitals are
changing from the rather dull
cocoon-stage to butterfly magic.
The usual hit or miss collection
of numbers the budding musi-
cians render, has been glamour-
ized. By the use of settings,
backgrounds, and atmosphere,
this is achieved.
I was invited to a most in.
triguing entertainment in this
new guise. It was so interest-
ing, as to make the recitals of
the past seem prosaic, indeed.
This was an exhibition of talent
based on the popular Ranch
theme, with young performers
cast in western roles. There were
dudes, cowboys, and cowgirls.
~And who wouldn't like to be
one of those? They wore west-
ern outfits. They played their
'·pieces" on a stage, simulating
the great open spaces. It was
pure, unadulterated fun even
for the shyest performer. Their
instructor had chosen such mel-
odies as tied in well with the
ranch idea.
Ruth E. Whitnah
Wayzata R I, Minn.
Articles
Sir: The ETUDE has so many
interesting articles in it. The
articles written for the violin
are very interesting. I liked the
article on "Powers of Concen-
tration," in the January issue;
and the July issue has some
good music in it that is better
than the other issues. This is
my first year to subscribe to this
magazine. I like it very much.
Susan Parks
Cambridge, o.
Sir; "I feel your magazine is
definitely meeting a need for
profitable and entertaining read.
ing. Letters to the Editor are
most interesting and give an
excellent cross section of opin-
ion. "
Lorna Langley
Victoria, B. C.
Sir: When I first received
your magazine as a subscrip-
tion four years ago as a Christ-
mas gift, I wasn't sure whether
I was going to like it as much
as I do now. But now I love it
and I can hardly wait for each
new issue to come.
Your articles are interesting.
Could you publish more of Celia
Saunder's work? I just enjoy
reading her. She has such a
way of handling children, and
not only that, she gives us a
beautiful portrait of the cbild
student. I wish she was in
ETUDE every month. I don't
seem to read enough of her
humorous tales, about Sally,
Eddie, etc, etc.
Junior ETUDE is fun to read.
It must really be a great help
to young musicians. The chil-
dren have fun reading the sto-
ries: doing the puzzles, and mak.
ing new friends through the
letter box.
Sometimes I come across
complaints concerning your mu-
sic department. The music is
too hard, the music is too sim-
ple, not enough violin music,
not enough songs, etc. But as I
glance tllfough the music of
this department, I can't think
of a complaint to'make, nor do I
want to think of one. I think
your music department is per-
fect. You could almost plan a
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Each artist has "is own reason for choosing
Baldwin as the piano which most nearly approaches
the ever-elusive goal of perfection. As
new names appear on the muslca] horizon, .en
ever-increasing number of them are
joining their distinguished colleagues
in their use of the Baldwin.
kurt Adl.r
Victor AltlSlnd,o
Em,,! Anle,,"el
(I,udio A,r ...
Wilhelm BI~h,ul
Vl.dimir S.k.Jeinikoff
St,f.n Bird"
Joitph B.lIi'lI
Sir Thomu Bu~h.m
P,triei, eenkmln
Em. B"9'r
Me....in S.,g,r
R.lph B"kowitr
Pi,", Btmle
L,onlld B,rnlt,in
10.n Bold
~:~~'~dl~rw~,
Ben;.min Britte"
John B'own!..
Igor BuhloH
Richerd Burgin
Julius e'ill
M.ri. (ure'n
Elull. de C'IV.lho
GIlP'" ( ••udo
~d~b~~:Fi~I'
f,usto Clen
Auon Copl.nd
Emit Von Dohn.nyl
Antll Doreli
Jose Ech.nil
Amold Eidus
Cloe Elmo
D.niel Ericourt
Arthur Fiedler
kirsten FI.,.tld
Luk.. 'Fon
Pierre Fournie,
Zino Fr.ncelCettl
Slm.on Fr.ncois
Welte, Giesekin,
BorisGoldoy,ky
Robert Goldwnd~a~:~~~~i.s:rns
Theodor Hei,
Junnelte Heien
CeciliAH.nsen
f: '::~~I~~nlOn
Roy Hanis
Nicole Henriot
Juliu. Huehn
Amp'ro hufbl
Jose huroi
A,i Jembor
Thor John.on
Adyline JOhnlOn
J. R.ndolph Jone.
John kenler
Edwud KiI,,"yi
Aleunder kipnls
Robert Killin
Mor,uerite koItnn
Reful Kubelik
Wiklor Labunsl<i
Robert L.wrence
Theodore Lettyin
Rey lev
Rosin. Lhevinne
Arthur Bennell Lipkin
Jo.n Lloyd
Luboshull Ind NemenoH
Ruby Mercer
Olan M.rsh
Nino M.rtini
Edwin McArthur
Josefin. Megret
Duius Milhlud
Mlriorie Mitchell
Benno Moiseiwitsch
Alfonso Monteeino
Pierre Monleux
Ch.n" Munch
Nelson .nd Nul
Junne Neltlelon
Jo.nne Nettleton
Jo.quin Nin.Culmell
Moshe P.I.nov
Petee Peers
Leonl/d Pennene
Gre,or Pilii,orsky
Elio Pinn
Leo Podolsky
lily Pons
Row Ponselle
Ruth Pouelt
Frencil Poulenc
Xeni. Prochorow.
Glacier. Rive..
Joteph Rosenstock
AI/on Rownd
~nuel Rosenthel
Jesus Merie Slnroml
Max,m Sch.piro
Geor,e Schick
Hens Schwieger
Refae 1 SeblSti.
Leonerd Seeber
H.")' Sh"b
Leo Sirot.
Leon.rd Shure
Devid Smith
Henry Sopkin
Tony $p;v.kovsky
Ebe SIi,n"ni
~or SIr.vinsky
Soulim. Slrevinsky
j~~~hS{~~~lf.
Yi-kwei $u
Jlcques Thib.ud
Jennie Tourel
Helen Tllubel
MII'I/et TNmen
Emo V.llSek
Aline Ven Borentnn
Joseph Wegner
RobontWeede
Whillemore end Low,
EIII Wild
M.urice Will<
ThomasWright
Elrem Zimb.list
Albuquerque Civ1f;Symphony Orche.lra
Atllntl Symphony Orche.lra
B.lon Rou,e Symphon'yOr<;heslra
BeeumontSymphony Orche.lr.
Berle.hireMusic Center .nd Festivil
Birmin,hJmCivicSymphony
Boslon "Pop." Orchest ..
Boston Symphony Or<;heslr,
Brevlfd Mu.ic Foundetion
BUlh.onkSymphony Orcheslr.
Cenlr.1 Florid.·Symphony Orcheslrl
Chice,o Symphony Orcheslr.
CincinnaliM.y Festiv.l
Cincinn.ti SummelOp'u.
Cincinn.li Symphony Orcheslr.
Cumbe'[.nd Fore.l Festiv.1
Evening.-on_the.Roof, los An,el""
FortW.yne PhilhormonicOrcheslre
Friendsof New Music, Portlend, Ore,on
Gllnd R.pids Symphony Orchesu.
Grenl PirieConcerts,Chi<;.go
H.rtford SymphonyOrchestl.
InterlochenMusic Comp
f
1..
I..eel Philhormonic Orchesl.ri
Jeney City·Philhinnonic Symphony Orcheslrl
KoI.muoo Symphony $ociely
k.nws City Philhennonic Orcheslr.
Minnupolis Symphony Orcheslr.
New En,lend Opell Thuler
North C.roline Symphony Orcheslr.
OJ.; F,,!iv.ls
Peorie Symphony Orche.tr.
Phoenix Symphony Orcheslt.
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opere ASloci.tlon
R.vinie Festivel
Sell Leke PhilhermonicChoir
Sen Die,o Philhermoni<;$ociety
Sin Flln<;iscoOpere Assoei.lion
Shreveporl Symphony Orcheslt.
Singing Boy. of Norwey
Sprin,field (Mo.) CivicSymphonyOrchestll
51.Louis little Symphony Olcheslr.
SI. Louis PhilhllmOnic Orchnlt.
~I~~:tg~he::~~, D.I~IS
Vir,ini. Orehelu,
'THE BAlDWIN PIANO COMPANY * "''''NAT I I OHIO,
BUilDERS OF: BALDWIN GRAND PIANOS .. ACROSONIC SPINET PIANOS
HAMILTON VERTICAL AND GRAND PIANOS .. BALDWIN ELECTRONIC ORGANS
r
complete with all the
basic JESSE fRENCH
quality features
You can pay more ... $100, $150,
even $200 more ... but you can't buy
better value in style, quality. and
musical excellence! Yes ... in the nt:w
Jesse French Legend you save the dif-.
ference-c-yet you still get such out-
standing features as the exclusive 7-ply
pin plank; Penna-Crown sounding
board; individually voiced hammers;
MagicTouchAction. Investigate before
you invest. See, examine, play the new
Legend today, at your Jesse French
dealer! Only a small amount. down
and easy payments puts this new
Spinet sensation in your home!
Children in your home?
Check the COIIpon below for
your FREE (Opy of "Music in
your Child's Development" for
the answers to many questions
you should ask gboul thi, im.
porlont .ubject. We will also
.end free, How to Choose
the Be.t Piano. which will
help you make the ~jg'"flnal
deci.ion. Moil the coupon.
"YOIl1Chi/d",
o.wIOP"'~r
~JtsSeFrench&sons
CPianos
I) famous lor Musi[1I1Ex(ellen(e Sin(e 1815r----------------------·
I JESSE FRENCH & SONS :
: Dept,E·91,Elkhmt,lndiona I
I Without obligation, 5end me Ihese free booklets, :
: 0 "Music in Your Child's Devel,?pmenl" I
I 0 "How 10 Choo,e the ~e:5tPiano" :
I I
I Name I
I I
I I
I Street I
I I
I City 10ne_Slate__ I
I _ I
: 0 Please check here if you a~e Q teacher I~ J
2
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By GEORGE GAS COYNE
Lalo: Violin Concerto in F Major
Schubert: Rondo in A Major
Miriam Solovieff, one of the
best of the contemporary violin-
ists, plays two fine numbers in a
highly satisfactory manner. There
are moments in the Lalo works
when the tone sounds a little
pinched but these are insignificant
beside the beautiful tone which is
mainly in evidence throughout the
playing. Miss Solovieff is given
splendid support by the Orchestra
of the Vienna State Opera, con-
ducted by Henry Swoboda. The
reverse side of the record contains
a fine performance of the Rondo
in A Major of Schubert. Miss
Solovieff does full justice to this
lovely work and the string orches-
tra conducted by Henry Swoboda
gives proper support. (Concert
Hall Society, 1 LP disc.)
BruckneJ': Symphony in D Minor
The Concert Hall Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Henk
Spruit gives a fine performance of
this Bruckner work. The symw
(Continued on Page 6)
COMPOSER OF THE MONTH
Jean Philippe Rameau
If-·~..,.~.... ,-l'·v ...
"
For our September composer of the
month, we turn back to the seventeenth
century to the creator of the mod-
ern science of llarmony-Jean.Philippe
Rameau, born September 25, 1683, at
Dijon, France; died at Paris, Septem-
ber 12, 1764. He was a precocious
child; at seven he could play at sight,
on the harpsichord, any music placed
before him. After four years at the
Jesuit College, Dijon, he devoted himself to music, holding
the position of organist in various important churches and
cathedrals. While at the cathedral of Clermont·Ferrand he wrote
his famous "Trait/: de l'Hannonie" which though little under-
stood at the time, attracted considerable attention and roused
opposition.
In 1723 he settled in Paris holding the position of organist
at Sainte-Croix-de-la-Bretonnerie, and being recognized as the
foremost organist of France. In 1726 he brought out his
"Nouveau Systeme de Musique Theorique," an introduction
to the Traite. These works with their novel theories were epoch
making and tbey served to give an impulse to the rational
systemization of harmony, From 1733 he devoted his efforts
to composing operas. His first works in this field suffered from
having poor librettos but his later works established him as
a leader in the realm of operatic composition, so much so that
for 30 years his operas dominated the French stage, They were
definitely superior to those of Lully, showing a decided ad-
vance in musical characterization, expressive melody, richness
of harmony, variety of modulation, and individuality of in-
strumentation. He was a most prolific writer and l1is operatic
works especially roused much opposition, while at the same
time he had many enthusiastic followers. He was recognized
as one of the leading theorists of his time and he was eagerly
sought as a teacher. He was named composer of the King's
chamber-music; and just before his death he was granted a
patent of nobility.
Rameau's piano solo The Hen will be found on Page 28 of
this month's music section.
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FISCHER ".c.CARL . in Mllsic 18;z.195Z
80 Years of ServIce
In every State of the 48
the NEW-
is winning high praise
from Piano Teachers.
Thanks to the thousands of
Piano Teachers already enthu-
siastically using it, many Music
Dealers are indicating as their
"New Best Seller" the
iij:=::?,::%
......
:;;::i:=:t/ :'.~~EWFR EE OFFER
.';;;;;,;~=========
@»:::
TO TEACHERS .-::{lg··:;:.f·:·~···
ECKSTEIN frimwCbUlWL
by MAXWELL ECKSTEIN
(In Six Books)
This timely course, with its fine very.fir5t in.
struction book and 5 other following books, is
captivating throughout and makes lessons a
pleasure to the pupil as well as securing results
highly gratifying to the conscientious teacher.
A keynote throughout each book is the "stream.
lining" of all expressed ideas, outlined proce.
dures, and technical needs••• Each book is NEW
and VIT ALLY ALIVE .•• Each is tastefully and
interestingly illu5trated.• ·•Mr. Eckstein,. well.
known as a successful composer, editor, and
arranger, • devoted many years to teaching and
his talent5 and experience made it pos5ible for
him to "combine the practical with the beauti.
ful." •• ·When the pupil finishes Book 6 he will
have moved nicely through the usual3rd grade
of study.
BOOK ONE (Oblong format) (0 3703).60
BOOKS TWO to FIVE incl. (Upright) Each .75
CARL FISCHER~ Inc.
62 Cooper Square, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
BOSTON • CHICAGO • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES
(OFFER VOID OCT. IS. 1952/
;-H;; ~~ - -I-~;;:;;S~H;R:-;n:::;2"Ca:p:rSq: N;:Y:rk3- --;a-;:.-:.~~.-:-'
MUST BE I Gentlemen: As an established Piano Teacher I should like you
USED TO I to sand to me FREE of ANY COST or OBLIGATION a STUDIO
OBTAIN I REFERENCE COPY of both Book One and Book Two of the
FREE COPIES ECKSTEIN PIANO COURSE.
(Only 1 Free I
Reference I
Set too I
Teacher)
The solution to
your teaching
problems •••
Note these ALL·INCLUSIVEfeatures·
• BOOK ONE (20 ~omplete Lessons)
Pitch and the Staff Names of the Piano Keys,
Findi~g the Keys, The Treble Clef; The Bass
Clef •. Notes on the Staff, Keyboard-Staff Chart,
Low Jotes on the Treble Staff, low Notes on
the Bass Staff, Notes on the Brace, Octaves,
2/4 Meter, 4/4 Meter, The Dotted Half-Note,
The One-Beat Rest, The Two-Beat Rest, The
Four-Beat Rest, Eighth-Notes, You Begin to
Compose, You Compose a Melody.
• BOOK TWO (21 Complete Lessons)
A Single Eighth-Note, Sharps, Flats, Sharps
and Flats. Accidentals, The Natural, Counting
Eighth-Notes, The Dotted Quarter-Note, The
Tie, Intervals, The Names of Intervals, An In-
terval Trick, The Story of Scales and Keys,
ledger lines, Counting and Beating 2/4 Time,
Beating 3/4 Time, Beating 4/4 Time,.Harmonic
Intervals, We Compose Two Melodies, Compos-
ing with 4ths and 5ths, Composing with Mixed
Intervals.
• BOOK THREE (20 Complete Lessons)
Sixteenth-Notes, 3/8 Meter, Composing Three
Melodies with 3rds, Composing Three Melodies
with 4ths and 5ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds and 4ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds, 4ths and 5ths, A New Interval-the
6th, Composing with Mixed Intervals, Compos-
ing Downward, Composing Upward, A Story
About Chords, The Four Voices of a Common
Chord, The Three Positions of a Common Chord,
Chord Positions in Other Keys, The Perfect
Cadence, The Minor Mode, Major and Minor
Thirds, Major and Minor Sixths, Major and
Minor Triads, How to Make a Melody-Shape
and Harmonize It.
Note these
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES-
'IVJ Iluestions. and
~nsVlers 11\
1IleOI~-
Exercises in
Melody
Writing_
Exercises
for Self
£xpression-
Each Book $',00
ORDER TODA Y :
-~e~~----------------------
MUSIC CORPORATlOIII, RKO Bldg" RadIo City 20, New York. N. yO'
Endosed find $ • Please rush the "Adventures in Harmony" books
indicated below.
Book One __ copies Book Two__ copies Book Three __ copies
11 NAME' _
ADDRESS;~_~ _
CITY ZONE __ SJATE,~ _
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By NICOLAS SLONIlUSKY
DEBUSSY'S FASCINATION withwater is revealed by the
large number of works he wrote
with water as the subject: La
mer: Reflets dans I'eou the song
Le jet d'ean, and-if rain is to
be inc1uded-Jaretins so us La
pluie.
rn the light of musico-
Freudian analysis, it seems that
this fascination first manifested
itself in Debussy's early child-
hood. At the age of four, De-
busey, playing at a fountain,
tried to seize the spouting wa-
ter, lost his balance, fen into
the basin, and was nearly
drowned.
After that childhood acci-
dent, Debussy feared water, and
disliked sea trips. He subll-
mated the water lure by paint-
ing it in tones, and created
aquatic music peerless in it
immediacy of sensory percep-
tion.
John Cage, the ne-plus-ultra
modernist, has developed a sys-
tem of musical composition by
throwing Chinese dice. He is
not the first practitioner of
what may be called the aleatory
method of musical composition.
A method of composing "with-
out the least knowledge of mu-
sic, as many German Waltzes
as one pleases, by throwing a
certain number with two dice"
was published early in the nine-
teenth century, under Mozart's
name as the author!
In 1888, a JULln-orou.s fel·
low, hiding under the obviously
fictitious name of Theophilus
Pliimpser, published a booklet
entilled ':Der Schnellkompon-
ist/' with the subtitle, "Infallible
Manual for Anyone to Become
ill a Short Time 8n Important
Composer. By a Flunked Con-
servatory Student_" But the lext
of PlUmpser's rnanual deceives
the promise of the humorous
title. It lurns out to be nothing
more than a set of practical
rules for converting a funeral
~narch into a polka or a waltz
mto a chorale.
"I hruno this piece! Whal
i its title?" exclaimed a young
thing at a party when some-
one strummed Mendclssohn's
Wedding March on his guitar.
"The A1aiden1s Prayer," replied
the guitar! t.
•I' rus ATAI.OCUE oftheMos_
cow publi hing house of
Jurgenson there appears thc
name f P. inopoJTas the au-
thor of a BVy 'lurch, composed
in 1878. Th march wosactually
written I y Tchaikovsky who
ask d J urg n n not to usc his
nam f r thi piece. and to pub-
lish it und r 0 p eudonym. Jur-
genson made up the name Sin-
p IT after inopc, the town on
the Turki h eoo t of the Black
- "8, \\ hich \\8 the scene of the
\ iet ry of the Ru sinn fleet over
the Turks in 1853. Yet Tellai-
kO\'sky's hand is all too erident
in the music; the themeof the
march nnli ipalcs the Overture
of lhe" utcracker uile'lwrit·
leu {ourteen year later.
TilE TIIE)IE OF TilE J'o\\·Y )I.~Rtll
~2~
._-
Tehaikovsky's eorly 'ym-
phonic poem, "F aluJ1Il·'\135 the
first of a series of his works
d ,ol d to the idea of inexor·
able fate. culminating ill the
fataliSli mood of the "Path<-
tique" ymphony. At the time
o[ the first performance of
-'Fatulll" in ~loy ow in 1869,- .Tchaikonky, who was Ul
h igldr nervous date. remarked
to a friend. han Klimenko.an
architect who was all ardent
music lover '-1 wish someone
would gi,-e ~lea carton ofgood
cigareU ." Klimenko. whobad
ETcm;- EPTE.lIBERjq;!
a somewhat whimsical turn of
mind, decided to playa practical
joke on Tchaikovsky. He asked
Tchaikoveky's publisher Jurgenson
to print three stickers with the
words in large letters: FATUNI
CIGARETIES. Then he bought
three cartons of cigarettes: and
pasted on the stickers. The next
day: with the air of a conspirator:
he went to Tohaikovsky's house. A
servant opened the door, and Kli-
menko told him to put the cartons
on Tchaikovsky's desk. Tchaikov-
sky was improvising at the piano.
Soon Jurgenson came in too, and
both eagerly anticipated Tchaikov-
sky's surprise at finding the cige-
rettes. Finally Tchaikovsky stopped
playing: and went into the study.
He noticed the packages at once
and exclaimed: "Cigarettes? Who
brought them? Oh, God: look-
these are Fatum cigarettes!" An
expression of mystical horror ap-
peared on Tchaikovsky's face. See-
ing his distress, Klimenko con-
fessed that it was all a hoax. But
Tchaikovsky, ever credulous, in-
sisted: "But these are printed
brands! So there must be cigarettes
named Fatum!" It took Klimenko
and Jurgenson quite some time to
persuade Tchaikovsky that there
was nothing fateful in their little
joke.
Although the members of the
so-called Mighty Five did not par·
ticularly favor Tchaikovsky's mu-
sic, there were some exceptions.
Cui, who was an influential music
critic as well as a composer~ told
Stasov that the "cooing:: love
theme in "Romeo and J uliee' was:
in his opinion, even more beautiful
than the duet from ::RatclifIe:'-
the latter being Cui's own opera!
Stasov duly reported Cui:s words
to Tchaikovsk),. "Confidentiany~"
replied Tchaikovsky, "this love
theme I took from Tchizhik." It
must be explained that "Tchizhik:'
(the Russian word for bluebird)
is a popular Russian tune sung to
rather vulgar words: "Tchizhik,
tchizhik, where were you?-I
drank vodka, that is true, I drank
one glass, I drank two-And I
got quite dizzy, too."
be-sa! So-eis.kt!"
perfectly.
suit the melody
"TCHIZHIK"
~rmunn i 011 rd
RmlEO AND JULIET
fhipJ . ,J I r en
The principal theme of the sec-
ond movement of Tchaikovsky's
Fifth Symphony is also of lowly
origin. It was inspired by a street
,'endor's cry, "Salami! S~usages!"
which Tchaikovsky heard as a
child. The Russian words: "Kol·
ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 1952
,..nTh
eeue _ a _ ge6!
it
magnecorti
WtJd/j mtJd/ w~ UIJed'
~~MeO~t
Sa _ la • lui!
T HE SECOND violinist had 0
difficult time with an awkward
page turn in Pfitzner's String
Quartet in C Sharp Minor. He
asked Pfitzner, who attended the
rehea rsals. whether it would be all
right to add a bar of rests. Pfitzner
agreed that it would be musically
feasible to do so, but there was
another reason against it. "I have
exactly one thousand measures in
this quartet," he said, "and the
addition of a bar would spoil the
round number." The violinist had
a perfect retort to that: 1001 bars
would convert the string quartet
into the Arabian Nights!
•
The "Musical Herald" of Lon-
don published in 1913, this "true
tale," reported by Ethel Smyth:
the British lady composer. It seems
that a friend of hers wished to hear
a rehearsal of Schoenberg's Cham-
ber Symphony. He asked one of
the attendants if the rehearsal had
begun. The attendant went into
the hall, and returned with the re-
port that the orchestra was still
tuning. Fi\re minutes later he went
in again, and, somewhat baffled:
said: "They are still tuning.:' But
the orchestra was playing th~
Schoenberg work all the time.
In olden tiJlles, music cntlCS
spoke their minds with great blunt-
ness about gesticulating conduc-
tors. The reviewer of the New York
Times had this to say on November
26, 1889: "M. Walter Damrosch
conducted with a triAe less dem-
onstration than is his habit. The
change was welcome. The ener-
getic movements of an enthusiastic
conductor djstracts the attention of
the audience and sometimes give
rise to the fear that a tragedy of
a collar button or the untimely fate
of a coat seam may seriously im·
pair the leader's usefulness. How-
ever, 1\1r. Damrosch's .muscular
movements are less offensive than
the pendulous motion of Herr Seidl
from the waist upward, which fre-
quently suggests forcibly to pa-
trons of the opera that the weight
of Wagnerian tradition sits heavil v
upon the shoulders of the music;]
Atlas, and nothing short of Jamai-
ca ·ginger can work out his salva-
tion." THE END
Magnecorder brings unlimited opportunity for
repetitive study and self improvement. Students
recording their own performance can hear
themselves precisely as they sound while speaking,
singing or...playing an instrument.
Magnecorder adds new student interest in studying
and learning to study. Historic broadcast~, plays,
concerts, lectures ... all can be brought into
the classroom for study and discussion. St::l.rtan
"audio library" with sound preserved exactly
as it was originally created.
Ma;gnecorder is built for profession:lls, yet it is
SImple to operate and provides high fidelity
recording at a budget price.
The New MagneCol'dette-
for use with youI' sound
or public address system.
The world's lowest priced
professiotwl tape recorder -
only $385.00.
1!laqueecU/ Inc., Dept. fT·?Write for
destriptive liter·
oture or refer to
your dassif,ed
telephone
book under
"Recorders'· for
° dllmonstralion.
225 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, III.
-Namll .
Sireet ..
Cily " Zon SIal.,.
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So you think you know your music!
Well, try this for size-
1. Russian composer; was major general in the
Russian army, died 1916.
2. One of the nine fabled goddesses presiding
over art, literature and music. ----
3. The first four letters of a word meaning
"the dampers." (Italian) ----
GET THE COMPLETE EXPERT'S MUSICAL CROSSWORD PUZZLE
in the August issue of THE REVIEW OF RECORDED MUSiC
A challenge to music anrhuslcsts, FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS 10
THE REVIEW OF RECORDED MUSIC for I year to the firsllO
contestants who correctly eemplete the crossword puzzle.
THE REVIEW OF RECORDED MUSIC is a 3Z-page magazine, of vital
interest to record buyers, issued monnuv and containing reviews of ClIrrent
recordings, articles by celebrated music authorities, crossword plIz;:.les and
a buyer's 3-speed listing of major releases.
Feature Artide by GID WALDROP,Editor,THEREVIEWOFRECORDEDMUSIC
Copies available fREE ot your local record dealer
If your local dealer does nat carry THEREVIEWOFRECORDEDMUSIC,write
THE REVIEW OF RECORDED MUSIC
110 Greene Street, New York 12, N. Y.
$2.00 for J year subscription
New Records
(Continued from Page 3)
phony, according to .Bruckner's
own dates on the var io us move-
ments was apparently written
piecemeal and it was not until
1924" twenty-eight years after the
composer's death that the sym-
phony was given its first. per!onn-
ance. The present recording 1S en-
tirely satisfactory. (Concert Hall,
one LP disc.]
Scllocnbcl· ...: "Erwarl.lu,g"
One ot the outstanding events
of the New York Philharmonic-
Symphony Orchestra's concert of
the past season was the perform-
ance of Arnold Schoenberg's
monodrama "Erwartung," for so-
prano and orchestra. It wa given
in concert form with Dorothy Dow
singing the difficult solo role,
under the inspired leadership of
conductor Dimitri Mitropoul s,
The same forces are used by Co-
lumbia in the present recording
which provides a valuable addition
to the library of contemporary
music on records. That thi work
cannot be listened to as one would
listen to lots of other recorded
music, must be admitted at Once.
There is this matter of dissonance
to which one's ears must becorne
accustomed. There are terrific
vocal hazards which the soloi t
overcomes with apparent ease. It i
a truly remarkable performance
conducted by an inspired leader
who understands what he is doing.
The reverse side of the record car-
ries Ernest Krenek's Elegy for
String Orchestra (In lVIemoriam
Anton von Webern.) (Columbia,
one LP disc,)
Mozart: Cosi fu", TittLe
Here is the first complete long.
play performance on records of
this sparkling iVIozart opus. It is a
uniformly compett.nt presentation
and the singers generally speakinO'
. b
turn 1I1 good work. The cast in-
cludes Erua Hassler (Fiordiligi),
Hetty Pluemacher (Dorabella),
Kaethe Nentwig (Despina), Albert
Weikellllleier (Ferrando) Karl
Hoppe (Guglielmo) and Franz
Kelch (Don Alfonso). Tbe Ton.
studio Orchestra and Chorus of
Stuttgart are the cooperating
forces all conducted in an able
manner by Joseph Duennwald.
(Period, 3 LP discs.)
~"-/_--------------
A BRILLIANT NEW PIANISTIC TRIUMPH!
By the composer of "Warsaw Concertoll
THE SMOKY MOUNTAINS
For Piano and Orchestra
Reduction for Two Pianos-Four Hands by the Composer,
RICHARD ADDINSELL
Price 3.50
for a set of two copies
* * * * * *Other Piano Concertos From The Catalogue OF ,*
CHAPPELL & CO •• INC.
ALAMEIN CONCERTO
Complete Version 1.00
.............. " Arlen
Themes .60
LONDON FANTASIA ... Richardson
Themes .60Complete Version 1.00
MEDITERRANEAN CONCERTO .. " .....•.. , Semprini
Complete Version 1.00 Themes .60
SPELLBOUND CONCERTO .... ,."."." •............. Rozsa
Complete Version 1.00 Themes .bO
WARSAW CONCERTO ....... Addinsell
Themes .bO
One Piono-Four Honds 1.00
Complete Version 1.00
Easy-to-play Edition .bO
Two Pianos-Four Hands (set of two copies) 3.50
CHAPPELL"& CO., INC.
RKO B1d9. • Rockefeller Center - New York 20, N. Y.
Verdi: "~1ucbeth"
Another full-length opera reo
cording sure to attract the atten.
tion of record collectors is this
generally satisfying performance
of Verdi's "Macbeth". It is suns
in German and carries a ioreward
by Robert Korst. In the cast are
Matthieu Ahlersmeyer, Elisabeth
Hoengen, J osef Will, and Her.
mann Baier. Karl Boehm is the
conductor and the orchestra is the
Vienna Philharmonic. (Urania,
LP di c .)
Saint. udns : Concert Piece CorBaril
nurl Orcl1eSlrCl, Oil. 154
A liul out I tbc beaten track
of r rding i this one of a sel.
dam heard work, written by aint-
acn at the age of 8-J.. It is a fine
display pi ce lor the harp and as
re ord d h re by Jeannclte Helms
and the ymphony Orchestra of
Radi B rlin il provides a genuine
n velty for the collector. Heinz
Iahlkc is thc able conductor.
( rania ne di .)
PI'oeh: Th '11'I0 aud Varilltions
Duvid: hormAnl Oi.seau
Th se lW'o numbers long favor·
itc wilh !oralura oprano5are
given splendid performances by
Lily P n . In lhe first she has the
c lIaboration of Frank Versaci,
flulist and an orch tra conducted
by Pielro (imam, while in the
David number the assisting Butist
is Juliu Baker, with ~Iaurice
Abravanel conducting the orches·
tra. (Columbia, one IO-inch di.""l
Bcctho ..'c.n: COriOllHl Or:erfure
Egmofft O()4!.r'ure
These two fine overtures of Jl<e.
lhoven are gi\'en spleodid record·
ings by Eugene Ormandy and Tbc
Pbiladelphia Orcbestra. (Calum·
bia, One lO·jneb disc.)
IacDowcU: Piano Concerto in 0
~Jillor
Here is a recording of thiswork
by lexander ~IacDaweU which
does full justice to it. Played by
Alexander] enller with the Orches·
tra of the iellna lale Opera.con·
ducted by Heury lIObada, il is
given a competent performance.
On the re,·erse 01 the disc Artu;
Balsam play the Waodlan
Sketches with its perenniaUr pop-
ular, To a Wild Rose. (Cancerl
Hall, one 12-incb disc.)
1lfusic Lover's
~MILLSPIANOM'ETHODS~
Easy fo Teach-Easy fo Learn
MICH~EL AARON
The Organist and Choirmasler
by Charles L. Etherington
INC.• •
1619 Broadway •
New York 19, N. Y.
••••
BOOKSHELF • •
• •
•
By DALE ANDERSON
•
The ASCAP Biographical Diction-
ar-y of Composers, Authors and
Publishers
Edited by Daniel I. McNamara
A second edition of a useful
and excellent work containing
2,500 entries including biogra-
phies, dates and facts, principal
works. The great advantage of the
book is that it includes a large
number of names that cannot be
found in "Who's Who" and many
other standard biographical dic-
tionaries. The nature of the work
precludes the introduction of many
of the men in ASCAP, who have
not been composers, but who have
contributed greatly to ASCAP, as
did for instance, the great Nathan
Burkan and many important music
publishers. This, however, would
doubtless have made the volume
too bulky. A comprehensive list
of publisher-members is given in
the appendix. There is also a
chronological list of members'
birthdays by month. Apparently
more members were born on April
3rd and December 25th than any
other days of the year. More mem-
bers live in New York City than
any other spot. The book will
prove a valuable addition to all
libraries.
Thomas Y. Crowell Co. $5.00
So You Want to be a Singer
by Irving Wilson Voorhees, M.D.
This little brochure comes from
the pen of a counselor and guide
to singers for man y years. It tells
how to avoid vocal strain, the
dangers of singing through a cold,
vocal habits which handicap, vocal
nodules, vocal breakdown, co-
operating. for recovery, etc_ It is
in the nature of a "pep talk" for
those who are discouraged and
frustrated because their progress
in singing is not satisfactory.
Temple Publishing Co. $1.00
East Indian Music-(l\Iusique In-
dienne)
by Alain Dllllielou (Shiv;'; Sharon)
This catalog of recorded classi-
cal and traditional music of East
I ndia will become a precious pos-
session of musicologists interested
in the music of the far East. It is
•
• GRADE TWO
Stimulating progress pattern established in Grade One now
• expands, including Minar and Chromatic Scales, Thecrv and
Harmony, Chord Construdion. . Sf .25
•divided into four parts:
. 1. Hindustani Music
II. South India
HI. Folk and Tribal Music
IV. Tibetan, Nepali, and Sing-
halese Music
A number of Indian savants co-
operated in the compilation of this
remarkable listing. \Vith our west-
ern conceptions of music, it would
take a lifetime to master the no-
menclature alone. The reader of
this unusual book will be surprised
to discover the great number of
East Indian players and singers
who have made records. (Colum-
bia, His Master's Voice, Decca.)
The preservation of this music on
records is of immense value for
future historians. Many of the per-
formers and singers are university
graduates. To most Westerners,
however, this music will seem in-
comprehensible. The text of the
work is in French and in English.
Columbia University Press $2.50
GRADE THREE
• Musicianship begins with Chromatic
Studies, Cadence Chords, Augmented
• and Diminished Triads $ r .25
GRADE FIVE
GRADE FOUR. •
Emphasis on technic, composition
and formol values which student can
grosp. These ore fine for recitals. $1.25 •
• •Newest addition to Series. Material encourages student'smusical initiative, ploying more ambitious works. "Technic
• Through Melody" proves itself ago in.. ..$1.25
ADULT PIANO COURSE ADULT PIANO COURSE
• Book One Book Two Just Published! •
Fundamentals of music ond piano Comprises special moteriol to stlmv-
study for mature viewpoint. Progress late and sustain interest of older be-
• is integrated with adult thinking and ginners and teenagers, as well as.
application $1.25 odults.. . $1.25
•
•
• GUY MAIER• "Scholar •• authority •• disfinguished interpreter of the masters" •
• YOUR CHOPIN BOOK23 selections creamed off the top of Chopin's Preludes. Nee- •
turnes, Waines, Polonctses, Etudes, Sonatas and Eccssctses.
$1.00 ••
YOUR BACH BOOK
24 compositions chosen from Suites, Portila~. Two_ and Three- •
Voiced Inventions, "Goldberg" Variations, and The Well-Tem-
pered Clavichord for intermediate and early cdvcnced students.
$1.50 •
•
•
• YOUR MOZART BOOK
The original text on Mozart-approved
• first editions of shorter, lighter fa.
vorites with a ~ey to expressing the
• composer's subtleties. . ... $1.50
THINKING FINGERS
• (Written with Herbert Bradshaw)
Finger exercises for intermediote and
• .advanced pionists .... $1.00
YOUR MOZART RECORDS
Guy Maier establishes the impeeec- •
ble standards students will oim for.
These are compositions in YOUR.
MOZART BOOK. 10" Long Playing
Records .. . .... $3.95 eoch •
IT'S EASY TO READ
(Written with Memo Beyers) •
"The best beginner's boo~ to teoch
fluent reading_" $1.50 •
Mr. Etherington, an experienced
organist, choirmaster and com·
poser of church music has written
a comprehensive book of 177
pages, particularly for Anglican
organists. It is an excellent guide
for the young organist and choir-
master and is packed with useful
information from the Seasons of the
Church, down to Choir Etiquette.
The Macmillan Company $4.00
MARV,IN KAHN• •Practicol Booles for Popular Piano Playing
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO POPULAR PIANO PLAYING
Covers early rudiments of mu~ic, to swing and Boogie Woogle.
• Concentrates on simple chord formations which are vital part
of popular playing and improvisation... $1.25
•
•
• CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND HINTS FOR
POPULAR PIANO PLAYING •
Great Composel·s
b·y Warren S. Freeman Ulld Ruth
W. Whittaker
For people who can read and play printed sheet music. Teaches development of full
• bass, harmony and embellishments which enrich "incompletely written" popular piece .. $1.25 •
MODERN STYLES AND HARMONIC CONSTRUCTION
• FOR POPULAR PIANO PLAYING •
The sequel to Chord Construction and Hints will advance the student to more pro-
• ~~~~~Is~~;;~~~~;~m~n~;f ;~;~~~~iV~dl~~t~ ·PLAy·I·N·G·· ...... · .. ·. $1.25 •
~ode:n comp~sitions need great technical skill and dexterity. The~e studies give the
• fingering exercises and patterns necessary for graceful playing.. . .. $1.25 •
A comprehensi\'e series of eight-
een well-known composers from
Bach to George Gershwin, are en-
compassed in this 160 page book.
Dr. Warren S. Freeman is dean of
the College of Mnsic of Boston
University. Prior to that time, he
was director of music in several
pnblic schools. Ruth W. Whittaker
was formerly on the staff of Bos-
ton University. The chapters are
short and are designed to give the
ordinary reader a glimpse of the
main facts in the lives of these
composers.
Abelard Press, Inc,
HAZEL COBB
LOOK AND LEARN
First approach to note reading emphasiling kevboord study of two
octaves above and below Middle C. Drills and Drawings. $1.25
• •
• •
• LOOK AND LEARN
WORK BOOK
• (Written with EUgenia Robinson)
Direct and effective steps to note-
• reading. .. . $.75
LOOK AND LEARN •
WORK BOOK II
(Written with Eugenia Robinson) •Note-counting, as well as reading,
developed in clear charts and dio-
groms $.75 •
•MILLS MUSIC,• ••••••••$2.50
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IT'S NOT TOO EARLY TO SELECT-
Christmas Cantatas and Oratorios
SATB (unless otherwise specified)
THE ADORATION
George B. Nevin 432-40057 .75
20 minutes. Solo Voices: SAT8. Choruses: SATS,
SSAA. TTBB.
THE ADORATION
George B. Nevin. . . .432-40058 .75
20 minutes. Solo Voices: SMA. Choruses: SSAA.
THE AWAKENING
William Baines....... ..412-40057 .75
30 minutes. Two Parts SA, Chorus (or Junior Choir).
BETHLEHEM
George F. Root. :. . .... 432-400 I0 .75
Solos. SAT, Bar. T,ios, Quartets, Angel Chorus, Full
Chorus.
THE BIRTH OF CHRIST
Alfred Wooler. .432-40059 .75
25 minutes. SoJa Voices: SArS. Choruses: SATS, SSA.
TTBB.
§THE BIRTHDAY OF THE KING
Norwood Dale. .412-40059 .75
40 minutes. Sofas: Tenor, Sop., SA, Boss Duets, T,ios;
Male and Mixed Quartets; Mixed and Women's
Chorus.
§CALL OF THE STAR
Lawrence Keatin9 412-40060 .75
45 minutes. Solos: SA, Bar., Tenor (or Choir). Men's
Chorus or Quartet, Trio for Women.
§THE CHILD OF BETHLEHEM
Louise E. Stairs 412-40064 .75
45 minutes. Solos, Duets, T rios, Choruses.
§THE CHILD OF BETHLEHEM
Louise E. Stairs. . .412-40062 .75
45 minutes. SA, Bar. (or Two Port SA).
§THE CHRIST CHILD
C. B. Hawley. .422-40018
45 minutes. For choirs with solos, SAT, Bar., B.
.75
~THE CHRIST CHILD
C. B. Hawley. . .... 422-40012 1.00
40 minutes. 3 Part for Treble Voice or Junior Choirs.
§COME, LET US ADORE HIM
Lawrence Keatin9 .412-40071
40 minutes. For average choir with choruses,
and ensemble numbers.
.75
solos
THE FESTIVAL OF THE
NATIVITY
William Baines. . .... 412-40090 .75
30 minutes, For Junior Choirs.
~THE GR~ATEST GIFT
H. W. Petrie 412-40096
50 minutes. Mixed Chorus Solos: Sop., Ten.,
SA duet. STB Trio.
.75
Boss.
~THE HERALD ANGELS
R. M. Stults .412-40 103
35 minutes. Sofas: SATB. Duets, Trio, Quartets
.75
HERALDS OF PRAISE
William Baines .. 412-40209
40 minutes. Mixed Chorus and Junior Choir.
.75
THE HOPE OF THE WORLD
P. A. Schnecker 432-4006 I :60
(Arranged for treble voices.) 20 minutes. Solo VOIces:
SA. Choruses: SA.
HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST
Alfred Wooler. . .. 412-40 I07 .75
40 minutes. Sofa Voices: Quartet, Trio of Women's
Voices, Trio orr. for ATB.
§THE INCARNATION
George B. Nevin 432-40132 .75
30 minutes. Sofas: SATS. Trios, Quariets, Men's
Chorus, Mixed Chorus
~THE INCAR;NATION
GeOrge B. Nev,n 432-40000
30 minutes. TTBB. Solo Voices: T, 2T, Bar., B.
.75
THE NATIVITY (Pageant)
Luida Ekeman and
Elizabeth Fyffe 432-40063 .75
Strings (Optional). 60 minutes. SO/Ol: Seven Medium
Voices_
THE NATIVITY (Oratorio)
H. J. Stewart 422-40002 1.25
80 minutes. Solos: SATS.
THE NEW BORN KING
Benjamin Loveland 422-40011 .75
40 minutes. S%S, Men's Chorus, Women's CllofUI.
§THE PRIN E OF PEACE
John Spencer Camp ..... 432-40064 1.00
60 minutes. 50/0 Voiccs: SAT, 80r. ChOluses:
5ATB, SA. TTBB.
STHE PRINCE OF PEACE1Truman Wolcott 412-40153 1.00
Sofas: SATB. Men's and Mixed Choruses .
THE PROMISED KING
G. F. Broodhead...... .432-40065 .75
S%s: SAT8. Men's ana Mixed ChoruJf~s.
THE SHEPHERD'S VISION
Irenee Berge " .432-40067 .75
30 minutes. Solo Voic~s: AT, Sor. Choruses: SATB,SA.
§SONG OF BETHLEHEM
Louise E. Stairs 412-40017 .75
40 minutes. Solos. Ouch, Trio ond Choruses.
THE STAR OF HOPE
Grace Pierce Maynord 432-40068 .75
S%s. Soprano. Quartet ond Choir. Men's Voicel.
§STARS OVER BETHLEHEM
Louise E. Stairs 412-41002 .75
45 minutes. Sofas: SATS.
THE STORY OF BETHLEHEM
William R. Spence 432-40069 .60
25 minutes. 50/0 Voices: SATS. Choruses: SATB, 1188.
~THERE WERE SHEPHERDS
Louise E. Stairs .412-40176 .75
50 minutes. S%S, Dueh. Chorus for Womell.
§TIDINGS OF JOY
Louise E. Stai 412-40180 .75
40 minutes. Solos: SATS.
WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED
Lawrence Keatin9 412-40192 .75
45 minutes. So/a, Duef. Trio.
§THE WONDROUS LIGHT
R. M. Stults 412-40202 .75
30 minutes. S%s: SAT8. Dueh: SA and TB. QUfUfe#.
§THE WORD INCARNATE
R. M. Stults 412-40193 .75
30 minutes: Solos: SATS. SA dueh. Quoriet.
THE WORLD'S TRUE LIGHT
R. M. Stults .412-40194 .75
40 minutes. S%S onr/ Choruses.
§Words. $2.50 per 100
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.....)---_ ......_---
§THE INFANT HOLY
Louise E. Stairs ... 412-40 I 12
4S minutes. Solos: SAT8. Trio; SAT.
.75
§THE KING COMETH
R. M. Stults ... 412-40116
45 minutes. For the average choir.
.75
§THE KING COMETH
R. M. Stults. . .412-40 I 17 .75
For SA. 45 minutes. S%s: SA, Duets, Trios. Quartets.
§KING OF KINGS AND LORD
OF ALL
R. M. Stults. . .412-40120
35 minutes. Solos: Alto, Ten., Quartets,
and Mixed Choruses.
.75
Ma/e
THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
Mrs. R. R. Forman 412-40124
30 minutes. Sales: SATS.
.75
§THE LIGHT O'ER BETHLEHEM
Louise E. Stairs 412-40126 .75
45 minutes. Solos, Duets, Trios.
§O LITTLE TOWN OF
BETHLEHEM (Easy)
Lawrence Keatin9 412-40129
45 minutes. Solos: SATS.
.75
§THE MANGER PRINCE
Louise E. Stairs 412-40135 .75
40 minutes. Solos, Duets, Trios, Choruses, Re~ifatjYes.
~THE MANGER AND THE STAR
R. M. Stults 412-40134 .75
40 mlnufes. Solos: SATR.
THE MANGER THRONE
Charles Fonteyn Manney. 432-40062
30 minutes. Solo Voices: AST, Bar. Choruses'
SATB, TTBB. .
.75
THE MONARCH DIVINE
Lawrence Keatin9 412-40208
40 minutes. S%s: SAB.
.75
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What to Do
on the Stage?
Jarmila Novotna as Prince Orlofsky in Die
Fledermaus-c-one of her great roles
From a conference
with [armila Novotna
As told to Stephen West
STAGE-DEPORTMENTisbasedonbody-
. control brought, through practice, to
a degree of second-nature that enables us
to express what we feel at a given moment.
This expression is associated chiefly with
actors, but it is equally necessary for the
recitalist. Both must discipline their bodies
to flow out an impact of feeling.
The essence of good control is good pos-
ture-standing straight and "tall," keeping
the back erect, the abdomen in, the shoul-
ders up, and the chest high. This posture,
of course, should be cultivated regardless
of professional activities; it is beneficial
to healthandbreathing,andputsthe body
into the best position for free, unhampered
motion. One practices good posture by as-
suming good posture! But be careful to
ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 1952
JUl'lllila Novoma-c-e Profile
How to walk-how to stand-how to sit down-
how to laugh-how to cry-all have to do with
developing proper stage deportment
stand relaxed, without tensions.
When you know how to stand, you learn
to walk. When you walk on a stage, you
wish to give the impression of straight,
clean, uninterrupted motion through dis-
tance-as though you had a reserve of
motion that could keep you going on indefi-
nitely. This is achieved by taking finn,
free, even steps of equal length. The many
exercises for stage-walking include making
even steps along a chalkline; setting down
theheelfirstandthenshiftingbody-weight
to the ball of the foot; never looking down
at the feet while walking; fixing the eyes
on a point above and ahead of you and
moving towards it; and keeping the steps
as even as possible. After a period of prac-
tice (during which you may feel self-con-
scious and mechanical), the free, rhythmic
step gradually becomes naturaL
Now you must learn to sit! The trick of
sitting down gracefully lies in keeping the
knees free and relaxed, like buoyant springs.
Place one foot slightly in front of the other
(as in a curtsey),feelthe edgeofthe chair
with your leg, and ease yourself down using
the back leg as leverage and keeping the
front one straighter. In the sitting posture,
keep one foot just a little in front of the
other. When rising, poise weight on the
front foot and push with the onebehind.
These are the basic techniques; for por-
traying character, they must be adapted to
the kind of character you play-a peasant,
for instance, would not keep one foot be-
fore the other, but would plant both feet
squarely down in an even line.
Thesebasic skills shouldsufficefor the
recitalist-s-except for the important matter
of facial expression. As you come walking
out, just how should you look at your
audience? Ask yourself what you wish to
convey to them! You are glad to see them,
yOll wish to welcome them, to promise
your best efforts. Try to put that into your
face! Certainly, you must not grin or ges-
ture--and don't try to look "professional."
Look pleased, welcoming, and eager to give
pleasure-as you do when you greet guests
in your home. The best stage presence is
complete naturalness. This sounds easy but
is, actually, difficult, especially for the be-
ginner who has not quite found himself
and does not know what his "natural self"
is. Practice and confidence are the best
correctives. Also, complete naturalness must
be tempered with social grace-if you are
nervous or cross, you don't want to show
that to your audience! One helps overcome
stagefrightby taking three or four deep
breaths, in and out, before going to the
stage.
These same skills are used in acting, but
on a wider scale. The singing-actor needs
training in stage- crafts as much as in vocal
work, and it is heartening to see a greater
care for dramatic effects in our modem
performances.(Continued on Page 56)
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The inspiring story of one man's
dream and how it has been fulfilled.
AT 4:30 on an average Monday afternoonof the school year, a group of alert,
eager-faced boys stand at attention. Every
eye is focussed on the director as he raises
his hand in signal that the rehearsal is on.
This is the TUCSON ARIZONA BOYS
CHORUS in the Han of Pythias where
their rehearsals are held.
The chorus is unique in many respects.
Unlike other recognized Boychoirs in the
world today, who get their education in
private choir schools, the members of this
chorus all go to the Tucson Public Schools.,
That means all the work done at rehearsals
and study with their leader is confined to
their spare time. Although this is a terrific
handicap for boys of that age-8 to 15-
they willingly forego many of the pleasures
enjoyed by ordinary teen-agers. In fact they
are happy and proud to sacrifice anything
for their beloved chorus!
They are also unique in their genuine
informality, for which their versatile di-
rector plus Western tradition, are jointly
responsible. Instead of being a "picked"
group with "super" talent and background,
Eduardo Caso, who knows boys about as
well as anybody possibly could, used in the
beginning various and sundry means to get
his boys. The telephone was used extenso
ively. But Casa wasn't loth to approach a
youngster anywhere, on the streets, buses
or street cars, if he thought he had found
a prospect. In fact, both eyes and ears were
always alert, and even today he likes to tell
about standing in line at a Safeway, wait-
ing to be checked, when he suddenly heard
a ten-year-old softly humming to himself.
Needless to say that boy soon became a
member of Case's chorus. This was in the
early days. Now, one of the director's prob-
lems is "how to keep them out!"
Eduardo Caso, British-born tenor, came
to the United States in 1930. He expected
to follow up a singing career, but serious
illness overtook him and he came to Tucson
for aid. He did nothing for two years. Then,
as he slowly regained his health. he de.
cided to channel his newly-found 'energies
into building up a boys' chorus which, he
determined, should be unexcelled. At no
time or place is it an easy thing to interest
growing boys in singing, but especially in
the southwest where most boys of that age
prefer the outdoor sports associated with
horses, to hours of steady rehearsals. Caso
...'-)--------
These "desert" lads from Arizona
are as much at home in a Junior
Rodeo as on the concert platform.
The Tucson
Boys Chorus
by Helen John on
was determined. He "rounded up" the best
boys he could find and began training
them. Back of the musical training, how-
ever, Caso put much zest in the character-
building program, thus helping its youth-
ful members to become beuer citizens as
the years would go by.
But because of his versatility and
marked independence, Caso wanted a sing-
ing group, according to hi own words h3S
different to its European counterpart a5
night is to day." So he proceeded Labreak
well-established traditions of the musical
agenda, turning from Germanic operettas
of the old school to groups of pecially ar-
ranged Western songs, which are so typi·
cally American. He wanted, above all
things, to create a chorus after the image of
America, his adopted country. He has done
it. Superb as these boys are in their rendi-
tion of Western songs, equally so are they
in classics, carols, folk songs and Mexica»
novelties.
Mr. Caso has replaced the rather "hooty"
tone of the old school. too, by injecting a
rnore vibrant quality which adds warmth
and beauty to the tone, and gives far
greater latitude in (Continued on Page 57)
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A section of the chorus in their vestments
On the steps of the Capitol during a tour in 1951
An outdoor rehearsal wltb the San Xavier Del Bae Mission in the rear
In formal line-up in front of a section of the mission
The boys enjoy a sing
in Colossal Cave
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A thoroughly experienced
vocal coach
and acconipunist. tells why
Vocal Accompanying
•
IS a
Specialty
The field of the vocal accom pani.st has its
own special requirements, different entirely
from those needed by
one playing for an instrumentalist.
by James Quillian
As told to Annabel Comfort
ANY PIANIST who has a desire to ac-company the voice, will find that it
is a field which has its own special re-
quirements. There has to be something
in the pianist's makeup that gives him this
desire. I have known pianists who loved
the sound of the singing voice, and wanted
to be associated with it, and for this rea-
son alone, they have made accompanying
their life's work. If you want to make it
your vocation, it will still be necessary to
continue the study of piano as an instru-
ment, because a solid technic is the foun-
dation of accompanying. The accompanist
should develop a big piano technic, a sing-
ing tone, and put special emphasis all
legato, and sostenuto playing.
Sight reading is just as important as
piano technic. You become a first rate sight
reader by being curious enough to inves-
tigate, and read limitless vocal and instrn-
mental literature. Now the secret of read-
ing well at sight is to keep the ryhthmic
flow of a composition at the expense of a
missed or wrong note. Keep the music
going at all costs. Don't stop. It spells de-
feat as a sight reader. Any ensemble prac-
tice that you can work out will make you
that much more proficient. This teaches
you to listen to the other person. The ac-
companist should be listening all of the
time that he is working. In fact, he should
have a double ear.
Since I specialize in vocal coaching and
accompanying, I have little time to play
for instrumentalists; but one must dis-
criminate between instrumental and vocal
accompanying. Instrumental playing is an.
other special realm_ It requires one to be
a good solo pianist, and ensemble player.
~e must understand instruments, know the
orchestra, and have a special feeling for
...~/_------
playing with tr ios, quartets, and quintets.
The accompalllst must know languages,
German, French. and Italian, as well as
English. How will lie understand how to
interpret what the singer is singing about
unless he understands the texts of the
songs?
The technical demands of great song
literature are equal to the demands of a
piano soloist's repertoire. Certain songs by
Schumann, Schubert. Brahms. Debussy,
Ravel. Moussorgsky, Poulenc. Roussel. and
Faure', to mention only a few. require a
pianist of first magnitude. When accom-
panying the songs of Schubert, it is im-
possible to do his strophic songs (many
verses written to the same music) unless
one has a knowledge of German, or at least
have had the ong translated. A, an ex-
ample of this. the first ng in the ycle,
"Die Schone Miillerin," DDS Wandern
would b com m n I nou ind d if all
live verses were played exactly alike. If
the soli t d Iiver-s th ong with th true
meaning of the words, the a eornpaniment
must be varied ace rclingly, using accent
and color.
Let's take hu rt' eliglieit as an-
other example. This simple ng of two
pases ha thrc vers s, and a twelve mea -
ure introduction, but again if )"u vary the
dynamics and color a c rding to the words,
and give them 1"11 a ning, an J 1> tr), the
accompanim nt \\ ill not sound monot n u.
In this short conf renee it i possible
to discu but a few great rmnn and
French song, but 1 have chosen three songs
of Faure to repre enl three outstanding
examples of French ng literature, J have
selected them for their implicity. J do not
mean technical simplicity, but I do mean
the limpid, singing, crystal clear tyle, al-
most like Mozart, and chubert. and an
idiom that makes Faure more difficult to
accompany than most of the modern im-
pressionists of today.
His Clair de lune with a page long in-
troduction for piano, before the voice is
heard, exacts great arti tryon the part of
the accompanist. The left hand plays just
a whisper of sixteenth notes against a single
melodic line in the right hand. Faure's
Nell with its sixteenth note figuration in
both hands: claims dexterity from a pia-
nist, or it will sound bumpy. This is one of
the most difficult songs for piano, in all
song literature. It must float, be filled with
air, and be pia yed at a fast pace. The
beautiful Apres un reve should only be
chosen by performers who can sing a long
phrase on one breath_ With this in mind,
the song must not begin too slowiy. and
the artist needs the support of a solid. finn
accompaniment, as chords underly the
vocal line.
The vocal accompanists should study
voice production, breath control, and learn
how individual singers produce their tones,
and why they breatbe the way they do.
He should ,tud)' (Continued on Page 49)
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None of the great
composers had a
Corner on
Scales
but they made
frequent use of them
in their works
OLIVES, OYSTERS, spinach, scale,-these are some of the usual dislikes of
childhood, and it sometimes happens that a
Iantasie of childhood becomes a bete-noire
in adult life. Further, if a music teacher re-
tains from his own young days an aversion
to scales, even though unconsciousl y, it
seems possible to pass on to his pupils a
similar, unfortunate attitude. One teacher,
who carried this feeling throughout a long
career, when going to her studio would ask
her friends to pity her because she had to
spend the afternoon listening to pupils
measure off yards and yards of scales!
Fortunately, the great composers liked
scales and made excellent use of them.
Recall how Chopin carries a scale up an
octave and a half in the first few rneas-
ures of his Hfiat Major Mazurka;
Ex. I
~@ Ot&#=
and what Handel does with a descending
scale in the carol l oy to the World.
~ F C:LLtJ4 j ;!=
AU but four of these tones are followed
by scale-steps. In the First Nowell, ~f
unknown origin, the scale-step record lS
still higher. Look at the rhythmic scale
,vith which Haydn opens his Symphony, No.
147
Ex.;}
~I
by ELIZABETH GEST
opens his piano quintet with a vigorous
descent on the pure minor scale
E~.4
*". -lSipI' tRu ~ I r+±'fffi
These few examples on the diatonic scale
will bring others to mind. Chopin built
an entire Etude on the chromatic scale
(0". 10., No 2)
ii~r;~r~
and Wagner kindles the sparkling flames
of magic fire over a slow, chromatic bed
of coals.
E.~"(j I I
~lt l '5 ' "* 'HiHFM~Cf I~a'1 ! 11F"i=E ~
Uebussv Hashes his own sparks of genius
through whole-step scales, too numerous
to mention.
Schlieder says a tune is nothing more
nor less than a scale in action and the
scales in the above examples are conspic-
uously acting that role. More intricate
melodies, of course, use sections of more
than one scale, and this combining tonal-
ities, while at the same time skipping
some of the scale tones, as they do, make
the identification of the underlying scales
more difficult.
Somerset Maugham is quoted as saying
that everyone should perform two unpleas-
ant acts daily for character development,
but that in his own case the matter is
already taken care of by hi, going to bed
and getting up! For some teachers of mu·
sic it may be that the assigning of scales
and the hearing of them may fulfill such
oblieation: and for some pupils the daily
e , . I
practicing of scales would meet WIt 1 at
least half of Maugham's approval. We have
all heard pupils ask the question "M.ust
I practice scales?", whereas the question
should be "May I practice scales?", and
this change of attitude is not difficult to
bring about.
From some points of view there is noth-
ing more interesting historically nor in-
triguing musically than scales, They are,
of course, the building materials of com-
position and the color-palette of its paint-
ing, for the tints of major, minor, duo-
matic and whole-step scales with the chords
generated by them, produce a kaleidoscope
of changing color-patterns.
What and whence are scales? As in
many cases, before satisfactory answers
can be found, the calendar must be put in-
to reverse. In the Greek civilization there
was music of a sort, used mostly in com-
bination with words; and among the frag-
ile instruments of the time there were
lyres-a few strings stretched across an
open frame. Also in those days there
were philosophers; and well-made instru-
ments, even though fragile, upon which
the laws of acoustics play, offered op-
portunities for the scientific research abil-
ities of philosophers. One of them: Pytha-
goras, in the five-hundreds B. C. became
interested in the vibrations of tone-pro-
ducing strings, systemizing them and lay-
ing the foundation of the science and laws
of acoustics as it exists today. He increased
the number of strings on the lyre, thus en-
larging it, ,cope. (Continued on Page 64)
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And what pianist has not played the
scale decorations on the first page of
Mozart's C Major Sonata? Cesar Franck
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Your Child and the Practice Problem
SOONER or later every teacher and par-ent is confronted with the age oldproblem of practicing a musical in-
strument. In many homes it becomes the
insurmountable problem with Junior rais-
ing the roof in a noisy tantrum of protest.
The question that faces the parent becomes:
Should I force my unwilling child to prac-
tice or let him give up music altogether,
as he wants? ... and ... will his inabil-
ity to play and amuse himself be tossed
into rny face at a later dale?
Not "long ago I was visiting the home
of one of my more successful students. The
youngster who was noted by the neighbors
for his excellent playing, had just com-
pleted a beautiful rendition of a modern
classic when his older, married sister ex-
claimed: "Gosh! If only I could play like
that. "
The mother immediately countered with:
"Now Joan, don't start that again. You
know very well that you had the same op-
portunities when you wer'e his age but you
just wouldn't practice. It's your own fault."
"My fault," screamed the daughter in
open defiance. "My fault! Listen to her,
will you. Mother, I was only a child. I
didn't know any better. You were older and
presumably wiser. You should have known
what it might have meant to me later in
life, and forced me to practice. Today I
would be praising you instead of blaming
you. It's not my fault, mother. It's yours."
This presents a rather complex problem
for parents to solve. Which of the two was
correct? Was it the mother who didn't
want to force the child-or, was it the
child who later criticized the mother?
Let's look at this problem in another
light to find our solution. What child
really wants to go to school? What child
would stay home if he or she were not
MADE to go? We as adults know it is nec-
essary for the future of the child that
he have an education, so we and the law
force attendance. Again, consider wash-
ing, keeping clean, brushing teeth, going
to bed at reasonable hours, coming into
the house when the hour grows late, or
even the companions the child chooses.
These things we know are for the good of
the child and the development of his future
so we are compelled to assert ourselves
through sheer conviction and wisdom of
by ERNEST WEIDNER
our own advanced years and learning. ':Ve
cannot afford to let our child's whole Iife
become a hit or miss proposition. There
are many things we permit the child to
choose for himself and as he becomes older:
wiser and more judicious we permit him
a wider field of selection. But in you nger
years we must assert ourselves. Freq~ently
thoueh when it comes down to muerc les-o '
sons. the education of the child is frequently
hop~lessly neglected through the wishes of
a youngster who, because of his lack of
knowledge, cannot possibly be expected to
make a wise decision.
Music today is not a luxury. It is an
essential part of every child's education
and should never he left to the whim and
fancy of a young and immature mind. It
is a glorious pleasure in any home if it is
handled properly . . . and here is the
rub. J n nine out of every ten homes it is
certainly not handled properly. It can be
a source of enriching and filling out every
life. But 'like an yother benefit to a full
life it requires patient development and
study. This of course, implies practicing.
The parent then . . . even as in the case
of homework ... assumes the responai-
ability of making sure that this practicing
is attended to.
Most of the reasons why children don't
like to practice can be very easily over-
come if a little careful study is given to
the problems. Here are some of the most
important reasons given by over two hun-
dred students themselves, as to why they
didn't want to take music lessons or prac-
tice. This list is impartial and the students
were not prompted or influenced in any
way. They were merely asked to set down
in their own words their feelings about
practicing and "taking music lessons.
I-Practicing interferes with play time.
(eighty-one students)
2-Don't like the music my teacher gives
me. ('forty-three students)
3-Don't like my teacher. (forty one
students)
4---Rather watch television. (thirty-seven
students)
5-lVIusic is too hard. (twenty-two stu-
dents)
You will observe by the results of this
questionnaire that not one of the students
questioned on the subject, said they did
."':/:..._------------------------
not like music. AIIIIOoL e\er)' child would
like to play some musical instrument, but
the boogey mall i practicing. Fortunately
everyone of the items listed above is easily
solved by an ambitious parent. And the
solution will make th study of music a
joy I r the chill inst ad 01 the fearful
torture or headn he it could be.
Let us consid r f ram 111 nt the items
the childr Il themselve have listed and
sec if",c can find a oluti n 10 these
problem .
l-ITINT·nr·IE WfTH 1YPLAY·
TJME. This should n t be! Every child
should be permiu d the h urs 11'10)'which
rightlully belong 10 children. The period
of practice sh uld be an i elated port 01
the day ill whi h the child is n t usually
occupied. It sh uld be t at a regular
time each day and within a few short weeks
it will bee me a mechani al a procedure
as brushing teeth. ]f it interferes with
play, it natu rally b om di tasteful to
the child. Parents frequently forget the im-
portance of play to the young ter. It is as
important to him as bu ines is to the in-
dustrialist and just a in tru tive and en-
lightening. ,
2-DO TT LIKE: THE MU rc MY
TEACHER Gl E ME. Here the problem
is very easily solved. Have a talk with the
teacher. There is so very much beautiful
music in the world that appeals to children
that allY teacher is only defeating his or
her own purpo e . . . and that of the
child . . . by forcing dull dry material
all the little mind. Popular songs, if they
are to the child's liking and induce prac-
ticing, can be used. It is far better to have
the child play these songs and graduate
into something better than to have the in-
strument closed or put away forever. Some
teachers do make the grave mistake of
forci.ng a child I11tO dull classics and they
don't seem to be able to understand that
these are CLASSICS and as such are as
incomprehensible and dull to a juvenile
mind as Bacon, Shelley or Scott might he.
There is 110 harm in working on the music
the child likes. And if the teacher refuses
to give the child a 'break" then a .new
teacher is in order . . . one who under-
stands youngsters and their problcms. The
child and his education are the important
things. As far (Continued on Page 64)
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by James Francis Cooke
THE HUMAN VOICE is the only musi-cal instrument with a heart, a mind
and a soul. It is man's chief means of
communion with his God and his fellow-
man. Without it our civilization would be
unthinkable. The singer plays upon no in-
strument but himself. It should never be
thought that the instrument is located solely
in the throat, the nasal cavities and the
lungs. The magnificent Lilli Lehmann used
to say: '~When I sing I have a sensation
that my whole body is singing from the
crown of my head to the bottoms of my
feet." The voice is the expression of the
whole physical body, and intellect and the
spirit. If the body, the mind or the sou] is
ill, the voice is affected instantly. Beauti-
ful vocal tone starts with the loftiest con-
ceivable idealistic aesthetic values in the
singer's brain. One cannot think with the
throat. The tone is originated in the brain.
Because of the miracle of the singing
voice the subject is of interest to all who
are concerned in the art of music. I have
long wished to put down certain observa-
tions I have made through numberless con-
tacts with scores of the greatest singers and
voice teachers most of whom I have inter-
viewed and marry of whom have become
valued personal friends during the last half
of this century.
The idea that anyone may, with train-
ing, become a singer, is merely the bait
held out by unscrupulous voice teachers.
The vocal organs you are born with have
a major part in determining your vocal
success. Some women for instance, are born
with the beauty of a Dolores del Rio, a
Hedy Lamar, a Marguerite Piazza, or a
Lucille Ball. while others are born with
faces we want to forget. Don't expect to
be a Jenny Lind, a Patti or a Flagstad if
you were born with the throat of a clam
peddler. The vocal apparatus in different
individuals varies as markedly as do the
fealures of the face. Many are born with
physical conformations and impediments
which make fine singing impossible. Of
course, there are hundreds of thousands of
students with definitely restricted physio-
logical vocal conditions, who, through com-
}Jetent instruction, vocal exercises, the stud y
of breathing, posture, phrasing, diction and
the art oJ music itself, improve their voices,
and contribute greatly to their joy of living
and even improve their health.
One of the cruelest possible practices in
teaching is that of even intimating to the
pupil that a great vocal career lies ahead of
him, when the teacher knows that the
pupil's vocal conditions are hopelessly
mediocre, or that he has HoOO personality
which could help make great success as a
singer. Only fake teachers are guilty of this.
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The
(I.) Enrico Caruso
(below) Caruso's famous
caricature of himself
as Cai"io ill "I Pagliacci" ;:~
Golden Chalices
of Song
Unfortunately they do the profession incal-
culable harm.
The singer with ideal natural vocal con-
ditions can never rise to real greatness
without a thorough study of the art of
music itself. Just the ability to run off a
few vocalises is not a musical training. He
must understand form, rhythm, theory, har-
mony and the fine literature of vocal music.
Most of the great singers have found it
highly desirable to study the piano. The
extraordinary Amelita Galli-Curci whose
vocal technic was amazingly fluent and im-
peccable, started her career as a piano vir-
tuoso. She commenced the study at the age
of five and acquired a large repertoire of
the great classics. In faci, she taught piano
for four years. After hearing Busoni at a
concert, she was so overcome by the over-
whelming greatness of his skill, that she
went horne, closed her piano and decided
to abandon her inusical career. A family
friend, Pietro Mascagni, composer of
"Cavalleria Rusticana" persuaded her that
she had an extraordinary voice. Once on
a visit to the writer's home in the suburbs
of Philadelphia, Galli·Curci said:
"All of my musical training has been
a great asset. The time has arrived when
the singer who has the voice of an angel
and the musicianship of a poll parrot meets
with great difficulty in drawing large audi-
ences."
In conservatories in Europe two subjects
were considered obligatory (geschwungen).
One was solfeggio and the other the piano-
forte. I believe that the time will come in
America when these subjects will also be-
come compulsory for all vocal pupils in
music schools of standing.
The singer must also look forward to
other attainments. He should be familiar
with the languages most used in singing,
Italian, German, French and Spanish. He
must also learn interpretation. This is
usually done through a coach. He must
be careful not to (Continuued on Page 20)
*The Caruso bust shown above was modeled
by him at the height of his career. Ten repli-
cas were struck off in bronze. Caruso then
destroyed the mold. One of the busts was
presented to Dr. Cooke by Caruso as a
Christmas present.
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WallaceMagill (I.),
Ezio Pinza, and
Donald Voorhees
(piano) in a
rehearsal
BACKSTAGE AT ...
Interesting and revealing facts
connected with the presentation of one of the mosl
widely listened to programs on the air.
1. to r.) Barbara Cnrham, assistant ;
'anI Knight, NBCprodncer, Wallace
il:agill,and Don Abbott, NBC engineer
Wallace Magiil
in the control room
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From a conference with Wallace Magill As told to Rose Heylbut
EVERY commercial radio program has
the same purpose-to present enter-
tainment attractive enough to make peo-
ple listen willingly to the sponsor's mes-
sage. In 1940, when The Ben Telephone
System decided to go on the air, there arose
the problem of selecting the program-type
-drama, variety, news, etc.-most likely
to attract an audience commensurate with
the scope of an enterprise which serves
the nation as a public utility. The company
and our advertising agency believed that
America's widest audiences could be
reached by programs of consistently good
music. This policy has governed The Tele-
phone Hour through more than .twelve
years on the air, and through more than
ten years of its Great Artists series.
The Telephone Hour programs are
planned as much as a year in advance, and
the planning begins with the artists. Earl y
in january, after careful research and
many discussions with Donald Voorhees,
our able conductor, I prepare a tentative
list of performers who, by reason of their
proven artistry, variety, and audience-pull,
seem most capable of assuring us fifty-two
weeks of quality concerts. The list includes
seven or eight programs devoted to the
violin, and seven or eight to the piano,
with the rest divided among the various
categories of voices. Each name is fortified
by my detailed reasons for choosing it, and
my choice is by no means final. The list is
submitted for discussion to a large group
of persons connected with the Telephone
Hour and this group (again with reason)
approves or disapproves engagements.
The next step involves business arrange-
ments-dates, fees, etc. Schedules depend
on the time of year when artists are in this
country, and when their other commit-
ments allow them time to come to New
York. Date arrangements involve nothing
more serious than jigsaw-puzzle manipu-
lation. Fees can present another story,
for a bid from The Telephone Hour could
become a signal for asking exorbitant fees.
However: artists and managers generally
are reasonable and experiences of this kind
are seldom encountered.
But at last the artists are signed, and
the sequence of their broadcasts sketched
in with as great a variety as possible. Then
program building begins; and since it re-
quires the most careful coordination be-
tween soloists and orchestra, the work gets
under way at least three months ahead.
The first consideration is timing. The
Telephone Hour sends out about 21Y2 min-
utes of solid music, divided between solo
spots and orchestra spots. My first step
is to ask each artist for his personal choice
of material performable within a given
time limit. Singers usually are asked for
an aria, a familiar work, and something
in English, all totaling about eleven min-
utes. Instrumentalists are allowed about
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fifteen minutes, since concerto movements
are generally longer than arias. We build
the program backwards. The hig aria (or
movement) is generally performed last,
and we choose (and clock!) it first, fitting
the briefer works into the remaining time.
Always and invariably, our artists select
their O1\'n numbers. If several happen to
choose the same work, we must, of course,
suggest changes; otherwise we demand only
that the artist perform something with
which he is thoroughly familiar, and in
which he utterly believes. Anything short
of that detracts from his performance and,
consequently, from ours. The program
aims at showing all facets of the artist's
abilities in their best light.
The artists' choice of programs is then
sent to Donald Voorhees who fills in a
balanced and varied selection of orchestral
works (also timed), and returns the fun
program rounded out to 21 Y2 minutes of
music.
The script (introductions to the music)
is prepared two months in advance. The
entire program-music, opening, closing,
applause, talk, and commercials-must fit
smoothly into 29 minutes 20 seconds of
air time. Despite the months of advance
preparation, we are always alert for last
minute changes which may occur-up to
the time of dress rehearsal.
Rehearsal begins at three o'clock on the
day of the broadcast. For an hour, Voor-
hees runs over the accompaniments to ac-
quaint the orchestral players with the notes
and cues and to correct errors. From four
to five Voorhees and the men together re-
hearse, and polish the orchestral numbers.
Following the five o'clock break, Voor-
hees, at the piano, reads through the
works with the artist, establishing cues,
phrasings, etc. At 5 :30, artist and orches-
tra run through the soloist's selections for
Don Abbott, our engineer, and me, so that
we may check on volume, diction, balance
of sound, and anything else of an acousti-
cal nature. If no problems arise, this run-
through takes about twenty minutes, after
which interludes and commercials are re-
hearsed. At six, there is a full dress
rehearsal. For some singers the dress re-
hearsal may be a "walk-through" of whist-
ling or humming in order to keep their
voices fresh for nine o'clock. After dress
rehearsal, Me. Voorhees and I discuss the
Ohio-born Wallace Magill has a back-
ground of orchestral work ('cello), pro-
fessional singing, stage appearances, vaude-
ville, choral and stage management, ex-
perience in the NBC Music Division, and
radio production. In 1940, he was chosen
to accompany Toscanini and the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra to South America.l in the
capacity of producer. In 1942, he was
invited to produce and direct The Tele-
phone Hour.
timing and make whatever music or script
alterations that are necessary.
This is perhaps the most interesting part
of our preparation. It is here that rules
and routines must be tempered with a psy·
chological approach to the artists' indi-.
vidual idiosyncrasies. No matter how care-
fully we rehearse, we know that the per-
formance will still show the slightest pos-
sible margin of difference-artists behave
just the least bit differently. They don't
mean to, certainly, but the excitement of
"concert pitch" does something to them.
And when you're timing a concert by a
stop-watch, it's well to know what to expect.
For instance!
If Clifford Curzon runs thirty seconds
under time at rehearsal, we must find a
means of slowing up the rest of the pro-
gram since Curzon normally tends to be a
bit quicker at performance. If, on the
other hand, Lily Pons runs a minute under
time at her rehearsal, everyone breathes
relief and thinks no more about it. We
know from experience that, at performance,
she always takes longer. Tagliavini has to
be coaxed to give the engineer more fun-
voice singing at rehearsal so that proper
balance between him and the orchestra can
be decided upon. At performance, the late
Grace Moore al ways held certain notes
longer than she did at rehearsal. On one
occasion when she held on to several tones,
time considerations made it necessary to
cut out the applause, and Miss Moore fin-
ished in triumph but in complete silence.
After that, she was careful about holding
on to notes. We can depend on Robert
Casadesus to perform exactly as he re-
hearses, down to the last split-second.
J ascha Heifetz also holds to his rehearsal
timings. Incidentally, he takes the most
time for rehearsal, requiring up to one
hour extra to satisfy his demands for
perfection.
Marian Anderson's 5 o'clock rehearsal
is usually with her own accompanist, Franz
Rupp, instead of with Voorhees. Other-
wise, she reveals no performance quirks.
No matter what she may be feeling or
thinking, Miss Anderson maintains her own
understanding graciousness. Her special
quality, I think, consists of true artistic
humility blended with a nobility of which
she is quite unconscious.
And after this short discussion on
whether we must speed up, slow down or
allow the artist's idiosyncrasies to take
care of themselves, everyone departs for a
relaxed break until the swinging strains of
the Bell Waltz ushers in show time. Don..
ald Voorhees composed this waltz for The
Telephone Hour's initial broadcast, using
an ingenious combination of woodwinds
and triangle to simulate the ringing of
bells. Designed with masterly craftsman-
ship, it is so arranged that the theme can
he continued, reo (Continued on Page 51)
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There'. much that can be done
with young children
Befo reMusic Lessons Begin
to show them what fun there is
in making melodies at the piano.
by Sigmund Spaeth
THERE HAS never yet been a normalchild insensible to the appeal of music.
The first response may be to the mere
noise of a rattle or a bell, but the aware-
ness of rhythm and even melody and har-
mony may appear quite early.
Whenever a child of any age sees a piano
for the first time, the immediate and auto-
matic result is an enthusiastic banging on
the keyboard. The experimental instinct for
noise and more noise has never been known
to fail. (Even adults are by no means
blameless in that respect) .
Parents can find out very soon whether
this instinctive desire to make a noise is
open to guidance in the direction of more
pleasing and perhaps even musical sounds.
Most children try to sing a little just as
soon as they begin to talk, sometimes even
earlier. Their conception of a melody may
be primitive, but at least they try.
This willingness to sing can and should
be encouraged by parents, even if they do
not consider themselves at aU musical. The
I~
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baby is too young to check up on them in
any case, and by the time a higher stand-
ard has been developed, the parents them-
selves may have shown a parallel improve-
ment.
Nursery rhymes, hymns and little
prayers, plus a few simple folk-songs (like
Frog Went a-Courtin') can be used at the
start, without requiring any instrumental
accompaniment.
A possible musical talent will soon be
revealed, not only in the small child's abil-
ity to carry a tune and keep time, but per-
haps also in the willingness to pick out
patterns at the piano that make musical
sense. These patterns may take the form of
crude improvisations, often to original
words. Children are by nature creative and
love to make up their own songs and
rhymes.
There are two kinds of patterns that very
young children can pick up at the key-
board. Roughly tbey can be called melody
patterns and harmony patterns.
Usually the hands of a cbild of three,
four or five are too small to compass even
a three-note harmony like the triad, C-E·G,
much less a complete octave stretch. For
adults these simple chords are a good in-
troduction to the piano. (They are de.
scribed in detail in the author's little book,
"Fun with Music").
But a small cbild finds it far easier to
pick out a familiar tune with one finger.
One of the easiest for a ....start is Hot Cross
Buns, which requires only three notes,
E-D-C (3-2-1 if the keys are numbered
from 1 to 8). It is even easier to show a
child how to play the three basic notes of
Three Blind Mice (holding tbe third twice
as long as the other two), especially if
someone can fill in the other parts of the
round and make it und like a duet. This
is perhaps the simplest patterns of melody
for any child to find on the keyboard-
just the three notes on which we ing the
phrase "Three blind mice."
Other simple ne-finger tunes nre lingle
Bells, the Rousseau Lullaby, Mary Had a
Little Lamb and Long, Long Ago. Ir a child
can learn the pattern of Chopsticks, it has
acquired a feeling for both melody and
harmony, but this i not 0 ea y.
During the pre-les on stages r musical
development excel! nt u e can be made of
various toys that have a mu ieal ignifi-
cance. From the rattles and bells r baby-
hood a child progres e easily to music-
boxes that can be played by turning a
handle, through Mickey Mou e, Donald
Duck and Mother Goo e characters that
make their own music a they are pulled
across the floor, to Iiule xylophones, toy
trumpets, even harmonicas, that stimulate
the desire to make more and better music.
A recent invention called the Plnyanc
represents a big step in the direction of
early music lessons for the enthusiastic but
not necessarily talented child. This is a set
of eleven white keys, fitting over those of
the piano and numbered upward from the
logical starting-point of Middle C.
The trick is that each time the cbild
presses down a key with one finger the re-
sulting sound is a three-note harmony. The
effect is that of "playing a piece" immedi-
ately, and the satisfaction to the little per-
former is tremendous. 0 notes are re-
quired. The child plays by ear or from
cards on which the tunes appear by num-
bers instead of on the musical staff. Jingle
Bells, for instance, begins as 3·3·3, 3·3·3,
3-5-1-2·3; and it really sounds quite irn-
portant.
If tbe cbild is ambitious or gifted or
both, it can easily add bass notes on the
actual piano, and these are indicated on
a chart that slips in behind the Playano. A
keyboard in colors is now on the way,
which makes the whole system all the more
attractive to a child. A book is also in
preparation, in colors, covering Fifty Tunes
[or One Finger, and this will be practical
for the pre-lesson (Continued on Page 50)t.. _ ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 1952
From a conference with
Flor Peeters
Noted Belgian Organist
as told to
.LeRoy V. Brant
One of the greatest among present day organ virtuosos gives his views on
Trends in Organs and Organ Music
INTHE ORGAN world of today FlorPeeters is numbered among the im-
mortals. His musical genealogy is a shin-
ing one, reaching back through Tour-
nemire, Franck, Cherubini, Beethoven, and
Haydn. He belongs to that school of vir-
tuoso performers-composers, made eminent
by Buxtehude and Bach in the bygone
times, and culminating in Lemmens, Le-
mare, Dupre and Peeters himself, of yes·
terday and today.
Modest and unassuming in person; at the
console Peelers is a giant whose Bach play-
ing is a thing at which to marvel, and
whose dramatic presentation of his own
compositions is an experience unmatched.
Peeters' graciousness is proverbial among
those who know him, and his profundity
of thinking weights ev-ery word he speaks
with deep significance and importance.
Flor Peeters was born July 4~1903, in
Tielen, Belgium, some 30 miles from Ant-
werp, among people whose mysticism ex-
presses itself in religious beliefs and activi-
ties. Life has always been hard in this
country, and the young boy early had his
struggles which, perhaps, strengthened him
greatly for the life of a creative artist which
lay ahead of bim.
Pere Louis Peeters was the organist and
verger of the local church, and also the
village postmaster. When young Flor
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rea~hed the age of 8 he took his father's
place at the organ, and during the 40 years
which have elapsed since that time he has
never been without an organ post.
At the age of 16 he attended ihe Lem-
mensinstitute where at the age of 20 he
was awarded the "Lemmens-Tinel," the
highest honor bestowed by this great school
of organ playing. There he studied counter-
point, harmony, fugue, Gregorian chant,
music analysis, history of music: improvi-
sation, and piano and organ. In 1925: at
the age of 22, he became a professor at the
Institute, and organist of the Metropolitan
Cathedral of Mechelen. In 1931 he was ap-
pointed professor of the Royal Conserve-
tory at Ghent. Since that time he has be-
come professor of the Royal Flemish con-
servatory at Antwerp.
His own pipe organ which stands in his
studio at Mechelen where he now resides
is worthy of note as to specifications, em-
bodying a union between the older baroque
instruments and certain modern concepts
of tonal architecture. The thoughtful reader
will analyze the rather simple specifications
which are given here just as Peeters gave
them to me:
Soubbas
PEDAL
16' Bas
Choralbas 4'
SWELL
8' Nasaard
8' Octaa!
8' Cymbel
4' Schalmei
GREAT
Prestant 8' Zingend Prine. 4'
Holpijp 8' WoudAuit 2'
Builder: Stevens (Belgium) 1938
Peeters possesses one of the world's great
organ treasures, the console on which Cesar
Franck played during his 30 years at St.
Clothilde. When the organ was enlarged it
became the property of Charles Tournemire,
who was a pupil of Franck. TnToumemire's
will the console was left to Flor Peeters,
"the best of his friends."
Flor Peeters has concertized in Belgium,
Holland, France, England, Italy, Switzer-
land, Germany, Denmark: Sweden, Norway,
Czecho·Slovakia, Canada and the United
States. During his three concert tours in
this country and Canada (1945, 1947 and
1950) he played in more than fifty cities
and 20 states.
Peeters' compositions are steadily in-
creasing in favor with thoughtful seekers
after additions to worthwhile music. He
is already past his opus 75. His works are
for organ, for piano, for solo voice, and
for chorus.
The nature of (Continued on Page 20)
Roerfluit
Spitsgamha
Vox Celeste
BlokAuit
2%'
2'
3-4'
8'
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Peeters' works deserves comment.
Most important of all, he' has a
definitely melodic genius: In. the
vernacular, "- he can write a
good tune!", a thing that cannot
truthfully he said of many great
musical minds both past and pres-
ent. In this connection I think of
his De Heniers, one of the most
hauntingly beautiful Christmas solos
that I have heard in more than 40
years of professional life. It draws
a musical picture of the plains of
Bethlehem, of the Babe and his
parents. of the blessings brought
the wo;ld by the "manger birth, all
unexcelled in the whole world of
music of the Nativity.
It should he stated that all of
Peeters' works are not of equal
merit. The same generalization could
he truthfully made of Bach, Beetho-
ven, Sibelius, or Bloch.
For the benefit of young com-
posers in America Peeters williugly
expressed his ideas about certain
modern trends in composition.
"Dissonances and consonances are
relative concepts, which are depend-
ent of the personal degree of educa-
tion, taste and development. His-
tory approves it. In the beginning
of the polyphonic music only octaves
and fifths were consonances. Later
the thirds and sixths were allowed,
and much later the fourths. It is
the same with polytonality and aton-
ality. It is a matter of becoming
accustomed to it. That's all!
"My personal idea is that poly-
tonality or atonalitr should not he
a necessity' for the composer. It
doesn't matter if a composition is
polytollal or atonal: that is only
the husiness of the composer. The
most impol·tant thjng is whether he
has something to say. He can use
for that purpose the triad of C major
01' an accumulation of three tonali-
ties; never mind, those thjngs are
only means and not objects."
"The use of GregOl'ian themes in
music is not new. The whole classic
literature is impressed wjth it, the
vocal as well as "the 'instrumental
music.
"It is a memorable fact that mod·
ern composers return to the inex-
haustible gold mine of the Gregorian
art; not only for the nice melodic
tou,rnnre of the expressive and pure·
ly constructive Gregor,ian line as
such, but also for the rehabilitation
of the pel'ennial-young ancient modi.
"The characterjstic nms and
their own color, melodious as well
as hannonious, of these ancient modi
are not yet exhausted.
"When the art of the 19th century
-mostly work of epigones-had
fallen in a slump, the modern com-
posers had the lucky idea to return
to the origin of the music, and they
took, with more expert insight, the
monody and the old masters w'ith
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their rich variety iu kinds of tunes,
as starting-point or as means for
their rejuvenated source of inspira-
tion.
"Through the, larger freedom of
rhythm of the Gregorian art, through
the curious and very original runs
in the melodic construction, and
through the richness of variety in
the different modi, the modern music
has undergone a rejuvenation cure
which expresses itself in a much
more free use of the rhythm, a big
variety of the melodic plastic; the
harmonious palette received a depth
of color and a thus-far-unknown
richness in sonority."
Flor Peeters has practical ideas
about the tonal design of organs,
founded upon a real knowledge of
the practical and aesthetic considera-
tions involved in organ structure.
"The baroque organ is the ideal
type for the flowering-age of the
organ-building and organ Iiterature.
At the same time, it is the most
suitable instrument for polyphonic
organ-playing.
"Imitation of the baroque organ,
in the present times, should be
discouraged, because imitation is
never art. An excellent idea, how-
ever, is to apply rationally the
good qualities of the baroque-spirit
to our modern instruments, because
we have still to counter the 'or-
chestrion organ' of the late 19th
century, which was also a false and
bad imitation.
"Low-pressure reeds and low-pres-
sure flues are recommendable. They
much better join in the.ronal plan,
are less individual, and are so more
able to he social-binding elements
in the whole tonal architectme.
"The manuals must have their own
character, which has to be subordi-
nate to the total tonal architecture
of the organ. The destination of a
Church organ or a Concert mgan has
self-evidently an influence on the
specification. A Church organ with
4, manuals (for a large church) has
enough with one swell box, whereas
on a Concert organ a second swell
box could be desirable.
"The sonority of each manual is
closely connected with the ground
plan of the instrument and with the
S]laCe ''v-hich has to be filled.
"The Great (II) shall he the base
for the total tonal architectme of
the organ, and shall generally have
larger scales for each of the families
of stops. The Ruchpositiv (I) has
to he the rival of the Great, but on
a more nalTOW gl'olmd plan.
"The Choir (III) can be, accord-
ing to the general ground plan a
transition to the (IV).
"The Swell (IV) shall have a rich
variety of nnks and chamcteristic
reeds. When the organ has a Solo,
instead of a Ruckpositiv, one should'
find there some characteristic solo
stops.
"In any case, each manual has to
(Continued on Page 62)
THE GOLDEN CHALICES OF SONG
(Continued from Poge 15)
'form a stereotyped style, so that
everything he sings becomes like the
repetition of a phonograph record.
Singers formerly made so many
oheisances to what was known as
"tradition" that there was very little
individuality. What they sang be-
came a kind of stupid mimicry of
other singers of the past. One very
noted voice teacher of Europe
turned ont a succession of students
so stamped by "the method" that
they were as similar as two pennies.
Singers in these days are obliged
to realize that they must also he
actors. They must learn that the
meaning of a stage situation or the
significance of the words of a song
must be interpreted with the proper
and natural vocal feeling. This is
not something affected. When tele-
vision first came along, one of the
things which producers discovered
was that a singer with very attrac-
tive features might sing a phrase
with no indication that she was
t.h.inking the meaning of the words,
and as a result, produce little effect
upon the audio-visual public, On the
other hand a singer with very ordi-
nary Ieatures whose voice and coun-
tenance showed that she was
thinking the meaning of the words
soon became popular.
What is meant by emotions affect-
ing the voice? Sing "I hate you"
in an)' convenient range hut without
any suggestion of your feeling. Then
conjure up in your mind a feeling
of intense hatred and repeat the
phrase. Note how the timbre of the
voice changes instantaneously. Your
whole vocal apparatus is surrounded
by nerves which spontaneously re-
flect your most intimate thoughts.
This it is, which makes the human
instrument greater than all other
instruments. This it is which can
give the touch of indh'iduality to
every voice.
The late David Bispham (1857-
1921) widely consjdered the great-
'est ~f all American baritones, h'ad
a VOJce so distinctive that when his
records were heard by tJlose who
knew him, they had the eerie feeling
that he had come to life in person.
His voice could not be mistaken for
that of any other. His pupil, Nelson
Eddy, has the same characteristjc
of individualjty. Bispham's voice in
ilS~lf, was not naturally a g;eat
VOIce, such as for instance was that
of Cbaliapin or l\iIadame Nordica
Nordica was one of the foremost of
Wagnerian sopranos and one of the
most impressive singers of her time
Shoedid not possess a natural singin~
VOIce compa~'ahle with that of the
:eno'~ned VOIces of history, hut her
mteJllgence, her sense of the drama
and her emotional powers were un.
forgettahle.
Individuality is a rare quality in
a voice. 'Vhen you hear records of
Galli-Curci, Lauritz :Melchior, Ezio
Pinza, James Melton, !\-Iarion An.
derson, Lily Pons, Mario Lanza and
others, you can 'identify them at
once. There are also many voices
ofa more popular type such as Jane
Froman, Arthur Godfrey, Kate
Smith, Gracie Fields, Bing Crosby,
Perry Como, Vaughn Monroe and
others, which are as distinguishahl-
as would be photographs of their
faces.
Sir George Henschel, one of the
greatest of Lieder singers, was also
a remarkable teacher of voice.
Henschel was born in Poland.
He was splendidly educated in
111L1 ic {a pupil of Moscheles and
Heine ke). On hi can crt tours in
Europe and in Am rica with his
11.11 nte I wife, Lillian Bailey. he
played all of the a companimenls in
his 'large rep noire entirely from
memory.
Hen hel had an altogether origi-
nul way of expressing himself. He
once said in my presence to a pupil:
"Please speak the first two Jines
of the humunn-Heine Song 'Im
wundersehonen _ Ionat ~rai, oJ'iialle
Knospen prengen,' in the most
benutiful speaking voice you can
create. "
The pupil poke the words,
" ow," said the great master of
singing. " ing those words and fill
each word right to the brim with
the most beautiful musical tone you
can imagine."
The pupil sang.
"Ah!" said HenscheL "you spoke
the words finely hut you filled them
only half fuJI of music. You can
surely think more beautiful tones
than that."
This bas to do with a certain im·
portant a.nd almost indescribable
principle that I doubt I can make
clear. "Fill the tones right to the
hrim ,,,-ith beautiful music." As a
l)oy I was taken to hear Adelina
Patti Knowi.ng little or nothing
about music, I was not capable of
critically appra.ising the great diva's
voice. The first tones gave me an
unforgettable thrilL There was a
quality Iar djfferent £Tomany I had
ever heard. The tones were "fiBed
with music" so eX(juisite, so pure, so
warm, so appealing, that it seemed
to make my whole hody ,'ibrate. I
found myself trembHog and breath-
ing so deeply that my father put his
ann around me to quiet me. Here
then was a singer whose tones were
so vibrant with musical joy that a
Httle child responded spontaneouS'
ly, Her voice was as different from
the average voke as would be the
tone of the Strad.ivarius "Swan"
(Continu.ed on Page 63)
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The Pieces of the Year
TEACHING materials for the elementaryand intermediate grades grow steadily
better. Publishers have become more dis-
criminating (thank goodness!) ; composers
are learning how to write simply and with
substance; cheap clap-trap stuff no longer
finds a market .... Which means that piano
teaching levels have now risen to an all-
time high.
The reasons for this are easy to find:
teachers are demanding better materials;
the pupils eat up the good music, refuse
the junk; the many vital Workshop and
Normal courses throughout the land, and
the amazing nation-wide activities of the
National Guild of Piano Teachers are set-
ting new standards.
The embarrassing richness of this year's
piano issues makes it harder than ever to
select the outstanding pieces of the year.
... I have carefully culled over a small
mountain of music .... For the best all-
round short piece I nominate Margaret
Lyell's rousing The Whistling Sailor (Cur-
wen), Written in the style of a happy-go-
lucky English dance tune, it bounces along
irresistibly. Short (two pages), with no
octave stretches, it can be played by third
year youngsters with narrow hand-spans.
For the Beginner's (first year) Piece
of the Year we have a tie between Dvorine's
The Scissor's Man, (Century) an enchant-
ing little five-note sketch-excellent exam-
ple of simplicity with substance-and
Scher's lovely Wintry Days (Marks) which
will make even adults cry .... When chil-
dren play singing pieces it is unwise to
impose adult tempos on them. Youngsters
almost never 'feel tempos as slowly as
grown·ups (Is it because their hearts beat
fa,ter?), so let them play Wintry Days
faster-almost like a waltz.
The Etudes of the Year
Also, I cannot decide on the year's Etude
-so let's award a tie prize to Betty Enoch's
short, channing The Princess Etude (Sum-
my) which, in spite of its sappy title, makes
a rich and showy recital piece-especially
for a thiro or fourth year girl.
The other half of the tie is Flying Saltcers
by Carl Deis (Schirmer), a "mythterious"
sLreak.in-the-sky study. It offers grand drill
in clear, swift articulation of the 1, 2, 3
fingers and gives a perfect skip-flip drilL If
YOll use it, be sure to give preparatory exer·
cises for two weeks in those swiftly revolv-
ing disc-figures which appear in the last
two lines of the piece. (Don't show the
piece to the pup~l until after the two-weeks
preparation). Use in third or fourth year.
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The abundance 0/ superior
publications this year
makes it difficult
to select those deserving
0/ special mention
By Guy Maiel'
Special Occasion Pieces
For your Halloween party the piece is
Joyner's This is the Night of Halloween
(Presser) a shivery, but enticing piano
and pianissimo contrast of staccato and
legato ... early second year.
For Thanksgiving there is John Tasker
Howard's November (Elkan-Vogel), a sOrt
of choral fantasy which begins with a
single voice line and culminates in a ma-
j estic chord finale, Requires strong, solid
hands. Sounds :fine on the organ, too-
fourth year.
For Resurrection Day, Buenta Carter's
lovely little Easter (Mills) fills the bill
perfectly. Soft, quiet chords and melody
with a poetic text, are interrupted by sil-
very trill bells-second year.
The Christmas Songs of the Year are
certainly the Five Czecho-Slovakian Carols
arranged by Louise Rebe. (Ditson) Fresh
and uplifting these make a perfect sing-
ing and playing contribution to any festive
December occasion-third year.
The Classic Pieces of the Year
Seems strange, doesn't it, to name a
composition by old Karl Philip Emanuel
Bach as the Classic Piece of the Year? Yet.
how many readers have discovered his ex:
quisite Rondo in B minor, edited by Foote?
{Schmidt] .1. S. Bach's second son wrote
dozens of beautiful clavier pieces besides
the "Solfegietto" . . • (Better look them
up!)
Arthur Foote, one of America's finest
composers, an expert and sensitive musi-
cian, did pioneer service in searching out
and editing little known compositions of
early classic composers. His taste and in-
tegrity are guarantees that the sanctity
of the composer has not been violated. He
did no tampering, produced no disar-
rangements. This Rondo is an excellent
example of his editing. It shows K. P. E.
Bach far removed from his father's "style,"
and is a good example to prove that he is
truly the link between J. S. Bach and Mo-
zart. This short, slow Rondo with its ten-
derly varied theme and chromatically de-
scending bass makes an ideal opening of a
program for a sensitive pianist-early
advanced' grade.
Leo Podolsky has produced the Classic
Album of the Year in his "Recital Reper-
toire Book [" (Summy), which is a fasci-
nating and imaginative series of 21 pieces
from Rameau to Schumann, for third and
fourth year students ... expertly edited
and annotated.
Modesty almost forbids (but not quite!)
mention of a useful collection of pieces
by Mozart, "Your Mozart Book" (Mills),
two sonatas, two fantasies, the variations
on Ah, Vous Diroi Ie Maman), the G major
gigue, D major minuet and four movements
from well·known sonatas, with study notes
on each selection and a helpful introduc-
tion. For students' stimulation phonograph
records of the pieces are available.
Recordings of all the familiar, not too
difficult classics and romantics are sorely
needed for teachers to play to students,
A large, and as yet untapped market is
awaiting the company smart enough to
produce a hundred or more items by Bach,
Beethoven, Haydn, Schubert, Chopin, Schu-
mann, Brahms and Liszt, which teachers
and contests constantly assign. . . . Who
,vill do it?
Other Pieces of the Year
For the Poetic Pieces of the Year no
compositions hold a candle to Francis
Hendrik's Dreams to Remember, (Ditson)
four beautiful singing "dreams." These
are ideal not only for mooning adolescents
with big hands, but also for fourth year
adult students to use as "recreations."
The March of the Year is Margery Me-
Hall's March of (Continued on Page 64)
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Conducted by KARL W. GEIlRKENS,
111usic Editor, Webster' s New International
lJictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College,
HOW CAN I GET RHYTHM?
• I am an adult and have been talcing
music for two years under a good instruc-
tor, but although I am able to read notes
I can't seem to get rhythm. My teacher has
suggested that 1 write to you jar advice,
and! hope you may be able to help me.
-L. M. W., Michigan
I have no recipe or formula for becom-
ing rhythmic, but here are some funda-
rnental principles to he followed in the case
of children. (1) When children are very
small it is wise to encourage them to make
large, free physical movements in response
to music that they hear. Most children like
to clap their hands, stomp their feet, and
sway their bodies when they hear rhythmic
music. If the parent and teacher are wise
they will encourage all this, guiding the
child gradually into making a bodily re-
sponse that is in keeping with the music,
and directing the attention to the fact that
there are two kinds of rhythm in music:
First, the pulse, with its measure accents;
second, the rhythm of the individual tones
as they fit into the measure scheme. The
important thing at this point is to encour-
age the child to express rhythm with his
body-and without fear. If you criticize,
scold, or correct him too much he stands
a good chance of losing that freedom and
flexibility which is just as important as
the regularity of the rhythmic pattern. All
this may begin very early-c-wben the child
is only a year or two old. (2) The next
step-which comes several years later-is
to show the child how the musical rhythm
that he has been hearing and expressing
with his body is indicated in the musical
score by measure signs, bars, and note
values. (3) Having now learned something
about the mechanics of both rhythm and
its notation, the pupil is encouraged to
make his performance a little 1110reflexible,
holding certain tones a tiny bit longer if
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QUESTIONS
AND
ANSWERS
the music "feels" that way, hurrying a little
at another point; etc.
I know nothing of your own environment
and musical training. Perhaps you were
never taught to count rigorously and to
play precisely according to your c.ountin.g.
Maybe you were just a careless little girl
whose teacher or parents didn't "bring you
up right" so far as rhythmic response is
concerned. Or possibly you were frightened
or became antagonistic and therefore never
learned the discipline of rhythm on the one
hand, and its lovely flexibility on the other.
I do not know.
"But," you are wailing, "what shall I
do now that I am a grown woman and still
cannot play in time?" To which I reply
grimly: I don't like metronomes very well,
and in spite of some contrary opinions, I
continue to believe that the metronome is
primarily a device for informing us at what
tempo to play the music. But in your special
case I believe the use of a metronome is
indicated, so I send you the following pre-
scription: Get a metronome and use it at
least a half hour every day while playing
very simple music. Incidentally, if you buy
a metronome I suggest an electric one as
being more steady and dependable. -K. G.
AN ASPIRING LAO ASKS FOR ADVICE
• 1 am a boy of thirteen and 1 love music.
I have studied piano for four years under
four different teachers, the first three of
whom were no good, but I now have a fine
teacher. 1 am also studying harmony as
you advise piano students to do and GIn
about half-way through the book by Heacox
that you recommended, What shall l do
next? In a contest soon I am to play a
Beethoven sonata and a Chopin prelude,
and at another time I am to do Scherzo
Caprice by J aim T hom.pson; 1 have also
had some of the Little Preludes and Fugues
by Bach. What else ought / to be taking?
I also have two piano pupils whom 1 ant
teaching, and when I graduate }'d like to
major in music, so what academic courses
ought I to be taking?
-fl. A. W., South Carolina
Whew! For a boy of thirteen you are
certainly having an interesting musical life,
and I see no reason why you should not
major in music if you still want to do this
when you go to college. The works your
piano teacher is having you study seem
to be very well chosen, and the only
suggestion 1 have is that you probably
ouzht to be learning some of the Bachtwo.
and three-part lnventions. In the case of
your theoretical work I hope you are.doing
the ear- training and keyboard exercises in
the Heacox book as well as the paper work)
and when you have really mastered this
textbook I suggest that you tackle the hook
by Walter Piston called "Harmony."
As for entrance requirements, the differ-
ent colleges vary considerably but you are
always safe in taking at least two years of
foreign languages, and since you have a
choice I believe I would advise either
French or Spanish. You will need three or
four years of English too, and omc mathe.
maries, history, and science, so altogether
you are going to be a very busy young
man. However, ince you love music so
much you will want to keep up your sing-
ing in the chorus and y ur playing of trom-
bone in either band or orch stra. In con.
nection with all this you must in orne way
find time to have me recreation so as
to keep your body strong and well and also
because even a musician needs to learn to
play with other people so as to become a
well-adjusted human being as well as a
fine musician. -K. G.
TEMPOS IN A MODERN COMPOSITION
L, Since my copy 01 Aoron Coplancfs
Passacaglia for Piano (Jl1oltrice Senart edi-
tion) does not give any metronome indio
cations, would you. please give the approxi·
mate time values jar the jollowing sections:
Assez lent
Doppio mouimento
Delicat
Pas si vile
2. In the passage beginning at tbe end
oj the third score, page six, are the lowest
bass notes to be played as grace notes to
the notes all. the middle staf]?
-R. Z.,.\/innesola
1. I have asked my friend and colleague,
Em il Danenberg, Professor of Piano at the
Oberlin Conservatory of i\Iusic, about this
composition, and he has given me the fol-
lowing information:
Assez lent J = 56
Tl' "It"lIS tempo may not seem assez en,
but there must be some movement and
continuity to this section, and if it is
taken more slowly it becomes dis-
jointed.
Doppio movimento J = 96·112
This marking is troublesome. It liter-
ally means "double movement," but
the only way to take this part twice
as fast as the preceding would be to
take the first part altogether too slowly.
lf the first part is taken at the speed
suggested (Continued on Poge 62)
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WANTS CHRISTMAS PIECES
I have been put in charge oj the Decem-
ber program for my Music Club, and would
like to build it in the Christmas atmosphere.
But I do not know an)' pieces of this char-
acter. If you could give me a few names
I would appreciate it very much.
(Mrs.) S. L. K. (Ohio)
This special piano literature is not very
large, but here are some titles which I am
sure will meet the requirements:
LlSZT-The Christmas Tree (Weinachts.
baum] suite.
LlAPOUNOW-Fetes de Noel, suite.
DOHNANYI-Pastorale on a Hungarian
Christmas carol.
Perhaps the most "Christmasy" of the
above is the Liapounow Album. Its five
pieces are most evocative, at times pastoral
in character, at other times calling on the
folklore. One hears the caroleers, and bells
and chimes. When playing the entire suite
-the numbers are short-it is advisable
to change the order and finish with the
Marche des Rois Mages which is very
impressive.
UNUSUAL PROBLEM
I really wonder il my problem can be
solved. 1 studied piano jor six years and
taught for the last three yea,rs. While 1
teach OT hear somebody play I jeel the
rhythm very distinctly and every note with
pedal technic, and I almost can suggest
technic for interpretation and pedalling oj
my own.
Now when 1 sit at the piano I lose com-
pletely the sense of rhythm. I cannot hear
the notes, nor memorize; almost lost in
dark. But I see the notes on the sheets
dead)', and I don't know the reason for
this. Any suggestion will be of much help.
A. N., Michigan
It seems to me that your problem is
caused by an inadequate preparation of
the technical aspect of the pieces you
play. By this 1 mean: most likely yon
are so insecure with your text that it
makes you lose all sense of rhythm, pedal-
ing: or interpretation. This seems very
clear to me for two reasons. First: you
hear it when others perform and you do
not have to play yourself. Second: you can-
not memorize, which indicates that the
compositions you play are much in need
of integrating themselves mechanically into
your fingers.
May I suggest therefore, that you "take
your pieces to pieces," like a watchmaker
who repairs a fine clock. Practice both
hands separately: with different rhythms,
and use transposition in order to increase
the difficulty through awkward positions
(with always the same fingering). Do not
attempt any real playing until yOll have
conquered all difficulties thoroughly and
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Teacher~s
Roundtable
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., discusses Christmas pieces,
our good neighbors, the singing mouse and other matters.
when you start, let it be very slowly. In
this way the music will record itself auto-
matically into your fingers, and through
your sense of hearing into your brain. A
little analysis and careful examination of
the text will still add security. Then it is
my belief that you will be able to hear
yourself as clearly as you hear others: and
to give free rein to your interpretative
imagination.
BEWARE OF "FASHION"
As everyone has noticed, many concert
pianists seem to follow a certain trend in
the composition of their programs during
the same season. Some years ago the Liszt
B minor Sonata was performed at Town
Hall several times a month, or even a week.
At other times it was Schumann's Sym-
phonic Etudes, or the B minor Sonata by
Chopin. Teachers and students fell in line,
naturally, and those works-as admirable
as they are-were studied by many an
apprentice virtuoso whose technic or musi-
cianship were still too immature to cope
with the difficulties they contain.
Likewise and season after season, some
modern or ultra-modern name attracts the
attention. Without being more specific in
the matter I am sure many Round Tablers
will immediately think up names for having
noticed them profusely displayed on pro·
grams, in catalogues, and in recordings.
Some of these works, of course, have real
intrinsic value, but this is not the question.
What matters is the fact that they are used
by many who are thoroughly unprepared
to do so and who adopt them simply be-
cause it is "smart," and "fashionable."
Those who follow such a course should
be warned of the harm they are doing not
only to the author, but to themselves. Be-
sides, do they really care for that type of
compositions? Oftener than not they don't,
hut like the proverhial sheep they follow
what is a la mode, even when it consists
of discord that hurts the ear and of un-
pianistic, percussive writing that-would
make Chopin and Debussy turn in their
graves.
To all such people, yonng or old, 1 would
recommend a little meditation over Schu-
mann's eloquent words, for it was he who
said:
"All that comes with fashion goes away
with fashion, and if you strive to play only
what is fashionable now, with the passing
of the years you will become unbearable
to everybody, and will be esteemed by no
one."
THE SINGING MOUSE
In John Thompson's 2nd Grade Book
there is a number entitled The Singing
Mouse about which many teachers are
being questioned. They seem to be just as
puzzled as their pupils who inquire whether
there are any singing mice, and they have
to admit that according to the little picture
accompanying the piece the rodent is prob-
ably a mechanical toy.
Now comes a letter from a fellow Round
Tabler which throws light upon the sub-
ject. In the August 1871 issue of the
"Folio," a music magazine published in
Boston and now extinct, he found the fol-
lowing contribution:
- "A Cincinnati lady has a singing mouse.
His singing is said not to be loud, but sweet
and tender with very rapid intonations like
the twittering of a whole flock of birds. He
does not open his mouth, but seems to have
a way of producing music without using
that organ. He can sing and eat at the same
time. His great delight is to get into a
little cylinder attached to his cage and sing
while he runs at full speed, whirling the
cylinder as adroitly as the most practiced
squirrel. "
Little children will like perhaps to know
about this, adds our correspondent. I be-
lieve they will, as will the author himself,
and everyone will enjoy the picturesque
and delightfully old-fashioned description
above.
THE "WHY" STUDENT
I have an unusual problem to submit to
you. One of my students always asks me
"why" whenever I tell her to play [aster,
(Continued on Page 61)
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Organ Quality Is Not
Dependent on Size
An organ may be small in size
but its specifications may be such
as to make it outstanding in use.
BY ALEXANDER McCURDY
WHEN A STUDENT can playa hymnor a choral or a short prelude andfugue, he looks forward to the
rapture of the moment when he can play
these same selections on some large organ.
We all love to play large instruments.
There is a thrill about them which we
never get over. We love the overwhelming
sound, the silvery upper work, the bass
which actually takes hold of us, the never
ending variety and all of the possible
instantaneous changes.
If the great instrument is in a gener-
ally resonant building we like it still more.
There are exciting sounds from the organs
in City Hall, Portland, Maine; Girard
College Chapel, Philadelphia; the Cadet
Chapel, West Point; the Salt Lake City
Tabernacle, Utah; and Grace Cathedral in
San Francisco. These organs, of course,
are only a few of the many large and
medium sized instruments of this country
which are well placed in resonant buildings.
Strangely enough there are a great many
exciting instruments which, even though
not large, sound tremendous and are effec-
tive in every way. It has been pointed out,
for example, that every pipe in the Salt
Lake Tabernacle organ has an opportunity
to be heard. The organ is not placed in a
back room but right out in the main audi-
torium itself. One can sit in any part of
the building and hear the softest pipe. In
other words, one does not have to draw a
"handful of stops" to produce a sound
which should come from one stop. The
concert organ in City Hall, Portland, Maine
is placed to perfection (in the small end
of the horn, shall we say?). In this position
the organ becomes one of the thrilling in-
struments of our country.
We hear wonderful reports about obscure
instruments abroad. These organs are not
large but give forth a glorious sound. The
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reports by Robert Noehren concerning
some of the Dutch instruments which he
has played indicate that they are supreme
examples of fine organ building, as are
some Danish organs. It is interesting to
hear records by Heitmann, Jones, Schweit-
zer and others on this type of organ. In
this country we have some outstanding
organs which are not large. It is tiresome
to hear organists say that they cannot do
much with their small organs and that
nothing much can be played on them simply
because they are too small. I know all too
well that there are many small organs
which are not good but there are hosts
of them on which a devoted organist can
play real music. An electronic organ for
instance, if sincerely studied and appre-
ciated by the player, can turn out to be
a thrilling instrument. One only needs to
Pipe setting Aeollan-Sklnner organ, Eastman
School of l\lusic, Rochester, New York
look around a bit to find organists \\ho
can absolutely make a small organ talk.
It is said that some of the most excellent
recordings to date have been made recently
by Robert Noehr~n on a comparatively
small organ in OhIO. He makes ~very stop
count, knowing how to use what 1S at hand.
One must not forget that the hroadcasts
which have made E. Power Biggs famous
and have done so much for organ music
in general have been played on a two
manual organ which is unenclosed. Fritz
Heitmann plays a two manual egan at his
church in Berlin; Fernando Germani plays
a two manual organ in S1. Peter's in Rome.
Recently we wr te about an organ which
from the pecification on pal er looked as
thouzh it would turn ut to be excellent;
however, when the in trumcnt was fini..hed
and installed it wa a eli appointm nt [rem
almost every angle. The Instrument just
wasn't what it was SUI p sed t be and
there wasn't anything that th church could
do about it. I have aneth r organ ill mind
which is an example of the direct pposite.
This church had expected to hav a large
organ for their new hurch but did not
have the money to go through with the
original plans for the rgall b ause of
rising prices and the increased 0 lS of
their church buillingit elf. ':-J verthel ~S,
the people insisted that they have a pipe
organ no matter how mall. The plan for
this organ seemed ina lequate and 1 think
that in this situation I mys If, would per-
haps have felt it to be belt r 10 be sari fied
with a temporary instrument until the
church could afford an organ {its eh ice.
However, in this case a small organ was
built and it is a great success. It has the
following specification:
GREAT ORGAl
8' Bourdon
4' Prestant
SWELL ORGAN
3' Viole-de-Gambe
4' Flute Harmouique
Plein Jeu (III Rks.]
PEDAL ORGAN
16' Bourdon (Ext. Great)
8' Principal
COUPLERS
Swell to Great
Swell to Great 4' (
Swell to Great 16'
Swell to Swell 4'
Swell to Swell 16' )
Great to Great 4'
Swell to Pedal
Great to Pedal }
Swell to' Pedal 4'
COMBINATIONS-Fixed
GREAT-I, 2,3, 0
SWELL-I, 2, 3,0
Crescendo Pedal
Great to Pedal Reversible
At a glance at the (Continued on Page 50)
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Unison
Octave
Pedal
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The "De Ber-lot" Stradivarius
By Dorothea B. Vincent
IF WE COULD go to the plains of Lom-
bardy in Italy we would see the tiny
towns scattered below the Alpine moun-
tains. For two thousand and more years
these villages have clustered about their
churches, sublime in their elegance of archi-
tecture and natural surroundings.
One of these is Cremona. Snug in the
valley of the River Po and sheltered by
the mountain range, the sun-drenched vil-
lage appears much tbe same as its neigh-
bors. Cereals, corn, fruits, wine and cattle
flow daily into the market place, and an
air of prosperity hovers over the tOW11.
The thirteenth century bell tower still rings
the Angelus above the hum of modern in-
dustry. Silk manufacturing has come to
Cremona, and like the craftsmen of yester-
day the townspeople take pride in creat.ing
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Antonio Stradivarius
Master of Cremona
Musicians followed the trade route
to the door of Antonio Stradivarius
to obtain a fiddle of his making.
a centre for the best in quality and design.
For the town has a radiance all its own.
Above the natural pride of its people's
resolute strength, the beauty and harvest
of its fertile valleys, there is a quiet
knowledge of its gifts to the world. Beneath
the practical, often languid rhythm of the
tOW11,there is a deep awareness that Cre-
mona is a privileged place not only in
Italy but in the universal realm of music.
The love and practice of music is the soul
of Italy, but this town's composers and
craftsmen have delighted the world for
centuries. In the seventeenth century it
cradled what was to become the greatest
fiddle-making dynasties the world has ever
known. By the middle of the eighteenth
century the sparks of genius had been spent,
hut the fiddle-makers of Cremona left a
legacy for the ages, a peerless pinnacle of
perfection.
The greatest of them all was Antonio
Stradivarius. He was born December 18,
1644, into a family that was highly es·
teemed by the little community. Public
service was considered a necessity as well
as a pleasure by this happy household, who
fostered within its own walls and without,
a pride of workmanship, love of music and
a great peace of mind.
Life for Antonio was a little different
from that of other hoys. While he enjoyed
the normal round of events and diversions
associated with boyhood, his quiet nature
soon revealed its purpose. Coupled with
the sense and love of music that fills the
Italian heart was his intensive urge to
create.
With his friend, Andrea Guarnerius, he
haunted the crowded workshop of Nicco!o
Amati, whose skill and achievement was
to make him the first of the great dynas-
ties of fiddle-makers. Antonio hovered over
the bent figure of Amati, as hour after
hour he followed the expert hands as they
worked miracles on the Balkan wood. The
minute carving fascinated him, as did the
varnish pots and array of tools and strings
laid out on the work bench. They were
close companions-the master and the at-
tentive boy who preferred the crowded shop
to the freedom of (Continued on Page 59)
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To Be or
Not to Be
a Piano
Teacher
by
BERNARD
KIRSHBAUM
A STUDENT with potentialities for be-coming a concert artist rarely has any
intentions of seriously engaging in teaching
others to' play the piano. Such a student is
apt to feel he must devote so many hours to
furthering his own career that time for
teaching is entirely out of the question.
This is indeed true at the start of advanced
study. At that time one should be free to
devote his whole time to his work and to
make contacts that will advance his op-
portunities for public playing. But later on
he must think of settling down as a profes-
sional man. The majority of artists com-
bine some form of teaching with their con-
cert activities, and the serious student
should keep it in mind as something for
the future.
Teaching is as much an art as concert-
izing, and that perhaps explains why so
many famous pianists give some of their
time to instructing others. "The great
teacher," as Vladimir de Pachmann said,
"is an artist who works in men and
WOlnen."
Each field has specific requirements
that must be met in order to achieve suc-
cess, but there is one that is commonly
shared. Each demands the acceptance and
steadfast holding to the ideal of serving
others through music. Teaching solely for
the money to be had from it does not prom-
ise much genuine pleasure as the years
continue to pass. Exclusive concern with
this factor is the root of much boredom
with piano teaching as a profession. When
conceived as an opportunity for creative
work, however, there is as much zest and
26
Words of wisdom from an experienced pedagog
on the pros and cons of the teaching profession
pleasure in teaching as there is in concert-
izing. The great teacher instinctively senses
the creative opportunities abounding in his
work. Though the piano is his medium, his
work chiefly concerns itself with enriching
life through the gradual awakening of the
power to comprehend the language of
music.
Teachers of this caliber are rare. The
majority conceive their work to be that of
making those who come to them master a
set course of lessons which is practically
the same for every student. The creative
teacher, on the other hand, attempts to gear
the work to the individual's personality
and power of comprehension. This often
entails a radical departure from a logically
set course of instruction.
_ The development of modern psychology
has increased the responsibilities of the
teacher tremendously. Hitherto, subject
matter was the pivotal point around which
all education centered. Every pupil was ex-
pected to master a set curriculum as set
fcrth by those in charge. Anyone studying
piano was given a prescribed set of books
and pieces to master, depending 011 how
long he had been studying. The student
may not have cared at all for what he was
given to do. That was beside the point. If
he was to learn to play, he would have to
master the assigned course of work regard-
less of his interest in it. A great deal of
piano teaching is still carried on in this
fashion despite its tendency to boredom
and gradual withdrawal of all interest in
accomplishing anything with the piano.
Modern psychology makes the student
the central point in the learning process,
around ''I-hich everything else gravitates,
including the course of hlstruction. It has
been definitely established that where inter-
est and the attitude of the learner are ig-
nored, education is of dubious value. Edu-
cation is thus conceived as a growth based
on a genuinely felt need to get things
stra ightened out that are of significance to
the pupi1. This impulse leads to self-eHort
and self-education. The finest kind of teach-
ing creates situations in which such effort
is encouraged to continue.
A knowledge of all that goes into effec-
tive piano playing does not assure one of
the ability to guide others toward putting
forth the effort necessary to getting any-
where with a given course of lessons. One's
own accomplishments as a pianist are no
guarantee of ability to help others to be.
come equally accomplished. In short, the
teacher, like the concert artist, requires
aptitude, specific training, and experience.
Talent for teaching is shown in the abil-
ity to sense another's needs and interest,
and so fit the assignments to meeting such
needs and interest without making the
student a ware of the process.
This aptitude stems from a natural inter-
est in the well-being of others that gradu-
ally develops from the days of childhood.
Some become 0 engrossed in furthering
their own careers as to lose the touch of
sympathy with the cIT rts of others. Such a
loss lessens the efTcctivene s of any teaching
that is attempted. because interest then
tends to be centered ill covering a definite
assignment and the student's inclination
and ability become of secondary im-
portance.
The ideal of using talent for th ervlce
of others is the most effective antidote
against drifting into an attitude of indif-
ference to the rest of the world. This in-
volves more than becoming as fine a pianist
as one possibly can. It calls for a well-
rounded education embracing the entire
range of western culture. This does not nec-
essarily demand a college education but it
implies a wide range of reading on matters
of cultural value such as religion, philoso-
phy, science, psychology, art, music, and
education. It demands a wide acquaintance
with music as a language and therefore
serious application to the study of theory,
harmony, counterpoint, composition, his-
tory of music, and orchestration. All of
these subjects deepen and broaden the
understanding of music, and as a piano
teacher is above all else a teacher of musicl
it behooves him to become very intimately
acquainted with its language.
The trouble with a good deal of piano
teaching is that it is given by those who
know very little else but piano. There being
no license required to set one's self up as
a teacher, anyone with six months' lessons
can put a sign in his window-PIANO
TEACHER, SPECIALIST I BEGINXERS
-and pupils will be coming around under
the mistaken notion that here is an expert.
There are so-called experts for every grade
of piano playing who conceive their work
as being nothing Illore or less than l1et·
ting their pupils to cover a logically oar.
ranged series of exercises, studies. and
pieces, within a given time. Students
abound on all sides (Continued on Page 51)
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Bagatelle .
Beethoven's last piano works are rarely heard and hardly studied even at this late date. In the case of sonatas such asOp.106and Op.1l1,
this is understandable if one considers the fantastic technical demands made on the performer and the problems of interpretation which
require for their adequate solution a high degree of artistic maturity. The Bagatelles by the master are unique little compositions,fully
realized yet hinting at larger possibilities. This piece should be played with a solid, full tone, well articulated rhythmically. There,is
something about it that is perhaps ironic, yet tender. Play the last eight measures without r-et a r d. Grade 4.
LUDWIG v:1nBEETHOVEN, Op.llO, No.5
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No. 110-02676 The Hen
(La Poule)
Rameau occupies a unique place in music etnce his fame not only rests on the music he composed but also on his TRAITEDE
VHARM9NIE first published in 1722, which laid down a system of tonal harmony which is still taught today. THE HEN is char-
acteristic of the keyboard music of the time in which Rameau lived- descriptive almost programmatic, highly ornamented mel-
odic passages, homophonic style as opposed to a contrapuntal one. This piece demands precise articulation, very little pedal
and not too much tonal weight. (Turn to Page 3 for a biographical sketch) Grade 5.
JEAN PHILIPPE RAMEAU
(1683-1764)
Allegro (r120)
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Parade of the Pookas
VLADIMIR PADWA
Allegro con brio (J,,13S)
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Waltzes-Landler
Schubert often played dance music for the entertainment of his friends-waltzes, ecossaises, landler. Many of these he
wrote down. They are fragments of music but make up in charm and musical quality what they lack in proportion. Do not
sentimentalize these little dances but play them simply and rhythmically, setting off each phrase carefully. Grade 3
1
12.
FRANZ SCHUBERT
Arr, by Denes Agay
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Mexican Holiday
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Now Thank We All Our God
Grade 4.
SECONDO
JOHANN CRUGER
Transcribed by Clarence Kohl'm.ann
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Nowvl'hank Wo All Our God;
Grade 4. JOHANN CRUGER
Transcribed by Clarence KohlmQ,tnJ,
Andante maestoso
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Wenn Sorgen auf mich Dringen
(When Cares My Heart Encumber)
. for
Oboe d'amore Y,II; Violini unisono: Soprano and Alto
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from Cantata No.3
Ach Gott, 'Vie Manches Herzeleid
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
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Moderato
Passacaglia
<For violin alone)
~ ~
HEINRICH J. FRANZ von BIBER
Edited by Efrem Zl'wbalist
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The Butterfly
(Schrnetter ling)
ROBERT SCHUMANN
Op.79, No.2
Edited by Walter Golde
Hoffmann"von Fallersleben
Ellglish Text by Oonstcnce Wardle
Allegro (Quickly)(J.=s:]
n
don't flul - ler a « way.
you f lut> ter with fear,
was flie-I,asl du mic!,?
jetzl ltier und dano» da
V:OICE • . r
I~ 1. Dear but - ter - fly,
2. A - far and then
1. 0 Sc!,mat·tm· .li"g,
2. Jetzl fa:" u1~dda'l}".
~"
•
1 r . r
PIANO .P I;..:t ;,. ~
..
stay,
near
spricl",
nak,
. -
" , r -r r near!
~ far and then nearv; a - far and thenYou flee if fright.ened a - harm.as harm, I'll do you noto catch you, I'll do you noI'll try not nal,,_ jelzt fern und dann "alt!
War - 'lt1n docl, so ei - l,t'g, jetzt fern
u"d dann Laid.LC'id,. icl, lu dir kein
icl, will dicit nicM Ita - sclum. ic(, lu'
dir km'n
I'l L .
. .
to :::o-~
,
qt l~ . -..;.. ~. •
"
p
·· l'
I~ I'll do no harm, so take no a
. larro,
3. you
4. I'd whis - per to you that I 10\'e you
true,
3. Ielt lu' dir kei" Laid: a bleib' al - le -
zcit!
4. So spracJt' ic~t zu dir, k01n1l~, k01n1n docl, .ou 1nir!
I'i
~ . · . "!' "~ .. ~ '!",I.-- :: .~p ... iL J ."" It,L ... .:. .:. .... ··
, -
, -r
a flow- er I'd whis - per to
a flow - er, you might love me
O1:n Blum-olten, so sprach' ~'cll, zu
main Harz - elten, w{t? gut bin ie!t
you,. I'd whis· per
too, _ you mig-ht love
d~'r,_ so sprac},.' ie/"
dir! _ wie gul bin
you.
lao!
air.
air!
If I were
If I were
und wa1" 'Z:clt
icl,' sc!,mik dir
I#: ,
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(From the "Peasant Cantata") JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
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.Come,Little Bluebird RICHARD KOUNTZNo. 130·41108
Grade 1~.
Moderato <J= (12) Fille
~~i~~~~~~~~2~~~4~~i~~~~--~~~~---~~~'~---~ ~--- ~I 5-- 4 3 , I_i'- 0-1' '-=:::: =-=- I ~ : ImJCome, lit-tie blue-bird, Donat fly a- way. Come, !it-Ilc blue-bird, \Vith your song sO gay!
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No. 110-40187
Grade 1.
Pussy and the Little Bird
Moderato (J=100),., .
MILDRED HOFSTAD
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PIANO<
3 212
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big tall tree, There sat a bird sing-ing hap-pi-ly; Down un-der-neath was a pus-sy cat,
~ ~ •• f:L .... JL • .(1.
High on the branch of a
llif.. .... .fI. ~~
232 2 1 12321 2321
___ 5-{ 3 -I. 32
2 I
3/'2 1 2-
a tempo
1 -"........... j
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SO pus-sy thought he'd climb the tree, That li t.tle bird for his lunch would be;
I'!I' .. ... ~ .. 19- _ ... ,.,
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How he would love to be where she sat'
rit. e dim. .fl.. .. .fI. 19-
1 2 3 1 3 2 32 5 -I. 3 2 3 2
R.H. oveI,L. H. a tempo _____
I
tree! Out on the branchof an- oth-er tree,
19- Ilif... _. .fI. • .fI.
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Up PUS-5Y went so
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qui. e t . Iy,
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Fly, l it-t le bird, to an- o t hve r
1'1"1. e dim. ,.,
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There sat the bird sing-ing
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·rit e dim.
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Grade H. Dark Eyes Russian Gypsy Air
Arr. by Bruce Carleton
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When they're all so good
it's not eary to choose...
I•
• ADA RICHTER_ Planned with appeal for children aswell as with full educational value.
KINDERGARTEN(lASS BOOK.... .410·40135 $1.00
MY PIANOBOOK,Part I........ .410·40081 .60
ParI 11. ··· .. 410·40082 .~~
Part 111. ..•....•......... ·····••···· .410·40083 .
(Designed to follow the "Kindergarten Book." Parts I and 11 cover
about one year 0/ study, Part III another year.)
• BERNARD WAGNESS - A famous name that meansa proven, excellent method of piano study.
PIANO (OURSE, Preparalory Book.... . . .430·40113
PIANO (OURSE, Book I..... .430·40114
ENSEMBLEBOOK,$uppl.menl 10 Book I.... .. 430·40109
PIANO(OURSE,Book II... . 430·40115
PIANO(OURSE,Book III. . 430·40116
s .50
1.25
.75
1.25
1.25
ELLA KETIERER .......
ADVENTURESIN MUSI( lAND .
(Excellent foundation work)
ADVENTURESIN PIANOTECHNIc.. .
(Lively pieces and meaningful drill work for
second grade pupils)
.410·40062
I ~ • ... 410-40105 $1.00
.410·40106
LET'S PLAy · ····
(A minimum of explanation
playing in the fir5t lessons)
-with actual
••• take your pick 01 these
PIANO METHODS
• M WILLIAMS - The well known "Year ByJOHN : hi 1 pplies basic material for ,everalYear" senes w rc t su d
I e tory material for any other ,til y.
years or supp em n 410.40148 $1.00
FIRST YEAR AT THE PIANO .. :: .
(Comptete. New
N
ed,tlOn) 410.40096 US
FIRST YEAR AT THE PIA 0 .
(Complete. Old edition) 410.40091
FIRST YEAR, Part I. 410.40098
FIRST YEAR, Part II ··· ·••• ·410.40099
FIRSTYEAR, Part III .
FIRST YEAR, Pari IV · .. · .. ·••· 410'40:~~
SECONDYEAR AT THE PiANO 410·40
(Additional books for Third. Fourth, and
Fifth Years available)
• ROBERT NOLAN KERRL1IlLE PLAyERS......... . 410·40064
(For the youngest beginners)
TUNESFOR LImE PLAYERS 410·40235
(Planned to follow "Little Ptovers"]
LImE PLAYERi GROWING UP.. . 410·41001
(Excellent as supplement to any method thou h
particularly good after Kerr's other nco bookd
• MATHILDE BILBROKIMOERGARTENBOOK......... . 410-40063 S.l\
(Stresses finger agility and note recognition)
MIOOLE ( KIMDERGARlEN BOOK................•...•..•. 410·40066 .1\
(Some selections have words; suggeslions git en
for the teacher)
FIRST GRADE BOOK FOR YOUNG BEGINNERS...•.•.....•..•.. 416-40051 1.110
MY FIRST LESiON BOOK 43040021 .1\
(For the young child above the kinde.rgarten
level)
• LOUISE ROBYN
KEYBOARO TOWN......... . 430-40091 S.1S
(75 melodies covering oS ocrcves. For pre-xhoo1
child three to six)
mHNI( TAm-Book On 43040015 .1\
(~eyboard games entertain. .chile teochinl prin·
Clples of technic. Speci/icaUy adapted piKUl
TEACHER'S MANUAL FOR BOO~ ONE _.. 431-40066
.75
.50
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VOCAL ACCOMPANYING IS A SPECIALTY
(Continued from Page 12)
phrasing.Each singer may interpret
phrase differently, and you must
~e able to adapt yourself, anticipate
thevooalline, and give it specialized
support in each instance.
NowIwould like to bring out a
few points about accompanying
opera arias. Let's take. the well
knownaria, and a favorite of most
sopranos,Un bel di, vedremo, (One
Fille Day) from Puccini's "Madame
Butterfly." This is one of the
happiest arias to be found in all
operaticliterature, Butterfly has not
as yet lost faith in Pinkerton, and
paints a beautiful picture of his re-
turn, to her hand maiden, Suzuki.
The artist, and the accompanist,
mustnot only know the tradition of
the opera, but the meaning of the
words, the action, and in short
"what is happening." It is not suffi-
cient to play just the piano reduc-
tionof the score, which incidentally
is not difficult; but one must know
the orchestral score as well.
The open fifths in the left hand
at the words "rombail suo salute"
representthe sound of a cannon an-
nouncing the arrival of a ship in
the harbor. The fifths are not to be
playedfortissimo, but they do need
emphasis so that they will sound
and come through. At the words
"s'avvia per la collina" the accom-
panist should play with a certain
heaviness in the left hand, again
not overpowering the singer, but
depicting the tiredness of Pinkerton,
who has finally arrived, and is
climbing the hill which leads to
Butterfly's home.
At the passage beginning with the
simple F minor triad in the piano
part, and when Butterfly sings "chi
sara? chi sara? Ecome sara guinto"
the E-flat under the word "guinto"
although not marked to be accented
in the piano reduction of the score,
happens to sound strongly in the
orchestral version, and is taken by
the French Horn. This E-flat must
be brought out enough on the piano
to sound and sustain through the
following two measures.
Sometimes it is necessary for the
accompanist to add to the piano' re-
duction of a score. A good example
of this is found in this aria. At the
climax "eun po' per non morire al
primo incontro" I may find that the
singer needs more support than just
the octave G-flat, and for the meas-
ure and a half of the following, a
stronger climax can be obtained by
building in a chord on the G-flat,
and continue with octaves in the left
hand.
The piano part should be built up
at the end of this particular aria
with "another big climax. Play oc-
taves at the thirty second notes, and
where Butterfly sings the final words
"I'a Spet-to," play one measure and
then jump to the last two measures.
Here, I use a loud tremolo, and add
another G·flat chord. The piano
score is marked pp. My personal
feeling is that the piano part should
work up to a terrific "cut off" with
the singer, so as to avoid an anti-
climax in the accompaniment after
the vocal part has come to an end.
When an aria is accompanied by
the piano, it should sound as nearly
like the orchestral version as pos-
sible. In the scores of Wagner, and
Strauss this is even more important,
and unless one has clearly in mind
what sounds in the orchestra, he
should not attempt to accompany
these arias. The piano reduction of
such great scores 'as the Liebestod
from "Tristan und Isolde," or
Brunnhilde's great lmniolauon. Scene
from "Gotterdammerung" calls for
a first rate pianist. However, with
knowledge of what sounds in the
orchestra, it is sometimes possible
to omit some of the notes that are
simply pianistic, and colorful.
A coloratura aria does not need
the weight 'at the piano that a tenor
aria must have, hut even so, it still
must have adequate support. There
is no specific technic involved in ac-
companying any voice, but it is the
distinctive 'way in which you do it
that counts. For instance, Donna
Anna's aria Non mi Dir from "Don
Giovanni" is stylistically different
from the Monologue sung by the
Marsehallin, in "Del' Hosenkavaller,"
although they can both he sung by
the same person. It is the Mozart
style, the Strauss style or any style
that should come first.
Let's consider another popular
aria for baritone, Di Prouenea il
mar from Verdi's "La Traviata."
Again let me say, that the accom-
panist must have studied the opera
score thoroughly, and know how
the passage for double thirds in the
right hand sounds when played by
the woodwinds in the orchestra" It
is not at all trivial, but beautiful,
and can be made to sound on the
piano exactly like the orchestra.
The actual accompaniment of this
aria is very simple, but you must
bear in mind that the soloist must
have support because of the heavy
timbre of the baritone voice. At the
end of each verse the tessutura lies
very high. This calls for added sup-
port. This does not mean that the
piano should he loud, but the added
support should come from intensity,
and not from the hammer stroke. As
the artist sings the words "e chc
pace" I find it expedient to use oc-
taves instead of single notes in the
first verse, and I do the same 'again
in the second verse at the words
"maseal fin lj trovo an cor." THE END
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FCENTURY
BEFORE MUSIC LESSONS BEGIN NEW ISSUES
specification one would not be in-
terested in this instrument and I am
sure that an organist seeing this 01'-
gan and console for the first time
would he unimpressed. The swell is
enclosed, I am glad to say. But can
one imagine having fixed blind com-
binations in these enlightened days?
I cannot! The console is anything
but gorgeous and the stop controls
are the tilting tablet type. At a first
glance I cannot imagine anything
worse than playing this instrument
regularly. It would seem that only a
limited repertoire could be used, and
that accompanying would be next to
impossible. Would one be able to
have any nuances at all? We men-
tioned a latin phrase in our ,article
a month or two ago "Esse Quam
Videri" which means "To be rather
than to appear." We said that the
first organ discussed looked wonder-
ful on paper, looked excellent in the
church having all of the good out-
ward signs but none of the important
inner qualities. This organ is the
complete antithesis. In the first place,
the acoustics of this building are ex-
cellent (many an organ builder has
said that half of his work is done by
a building which ~s alive.) Secondly,
the organ is placed perfectly. Every
pipe has an opportunity to speak out
presents for the new teaching season
a selection of teaching pieces which
we think you will find interesting-
and outstanding.
These fine numbers will be at your
music store and we suggest that you
stop in and look them over.
stage, with or without the help of
the Playano.
With such cooperation offered by
the makers of musical toys, books
and actual instruments, there is no
longer any excuse for wasting the
years when a child's enthusiasm for
music should normally develop, but
when it is too early to think of
definite lessons except in the rare
cases of extraordinary talent or
even genius. The vital thing is to
stimulate the instinctive love of
music possessed by every child and
create the desire for its further
expression, if only in the form of
a game or hobby.
We are still about fifty years
behind normal in our national musi-
cal life because of the mistake made
by so many of our music teachers
of the past, in following a routine
formula based on foreign ideals of
mechanical perfection and utterly
ignoring the obvious limitations of
all but a handful of the students of
music .
The great majority of people
should play the piano as they play
golf or bridge, which is not very
well. If the popularity of golf de-
pended upon the skilled amateurs
and the professionals, it would soon
die a natural death. It is the dubs,
First Grade Piano Solos
~4045 Early Morning Rooster, C. . .ltogers
<>4046 March of the Rubber Boots, G Rogers
4047 Punch and Judy. G.. . Rogers
4048 Rain on the Roof. C. . nozere
4049 'Tiddlywinks, F. . .. Rogers
~4050 A Western Story, Gm. . .. uoaere
"405' Circus Scenes, C. . Uoger:;
''4052 Spelling Fun, C. . ncsers
4058 The Pied PiperS March, C. . Kr~,it
"4059 The Gum Drop Tree. F.. . .. Archer
4063 PUppy Is Lost, Om. . uucct
~4064 -ne.ree-ree. G.. . Kroft
First_lnto.Second Grade Piano Solos
4057 Cracker-Jack, F. .Kredt
"4060 The Waltzing FlamingoS, F ..... Archer
4061 Red Dancintl Shoes. F.. Aruher
*4062 White Sails in the Moonlitlht, G .. Archer
4067 Musical Powder Box, F. . Bayes
Second Grade Piano Solos
"4053 My Toy Trumpet. C.
4054 Tag, C.
4055 Whistling Tune, G.
~4056 Seale Sontl, C •..
4065 Little Ballet, Eb.
4066 Placid Lake. Ab.
... Hoger.
. . !toger,
. .... nosers
.. ROf;"ers
.... Wright
.. 'Yright
century Edition Is Only 25¢ A Copy
Our Graded-and-Classified or our
complete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is FREE-at your dealer or
on request from us.
not the experts, who keep golf alive,
and if it were not for the vast amount
of bad bridge played all over the
country it would long ago have s~c-
cumbed to the competition of SIm-
pler and more obvious card-games.
Very 'few golfers or bridge playe~s
are willing to work hard at their
hobbies. Most of them play purely
for fun, without worrying about
"technique" or the ability to show
off to an astonished public. If they
have a natural gift for a game or
sport, they may develop it to a
reasonable degree of skill, but they
generally refuse to turn it intu
drudgery. They keep at it as long
as they are having fun, and they go
as far as they wish on that basis
Why cannot music be treated the
same way? \Vhy should it eternally
be considered a task and a duty in-
stead of the simple recreation that
it actually is for all but a few highly
talented and enormously industrious,
self-sacrificing specialists?
For most of us music can never be
more than a game. If we tr y to play
a musical instrument, and particu-
larly the plano, it should lle for
personal satisfaction and sel f-ex
pression, even for mel'e amusement,
rather than to impress the neighbors
with dazzling technique. THE: END
from Century this year include 8 new
organ titles arranged by Kenneth
Walton; A. R. C. 0" A. A. G. O.
These additional titles bring to a
total of 24 the recent organ publica-
tions which Mr. Walton has cr.
ronged for Century. We think that
they ore of sufficient importance to
urge a trip to your music store to see
them.
ORGAN TRANSCRIPTIONS
by
KENNETH WALTON; A,R,C,D"
A,A,G,O,
(Hommond Organ Registration Includedl
3927 Ariolo. G.... . J. S. 31th
4071 Auflchwung (Soarlng). Fm :o\ehubllnn
4069 aereereue. Oll~ron. Ob.. . \\"Clll'l
4005 Conlolal1on. E... . ..... )Iendeillohll
393' Coronlltion March, I.e l'ro/l.el~, Eb
Mererbetr
3930 Elelle. Em... ..•. ",,,cllet
4076 Eitrelllta. f ..... ......... .1'UlItli
4075 Eretlk. Loye Poem, F... .. . Grlee
3932 Eyening Star. Talln_alllff. G ••... \\'a:llcr
4011 Mldltatlan. Tllrl •• 0 )b"enet
4072 Mllndnaeht (Moonlight). E l<tbU/II1llll
4070 Hoeturn, in (lm, .p. 37 HI. 1 C1(loln
4008 Old Cathedral, Th. G llll\lkllll
3928 Palmi, The. Ab flura
4006 prlelll March, .dI.~fI•• F )It"*Wohrl
4074 Romllnca. F ••••.•••...• ~•.• T.ehalto'l'.);r
4009 SlavonIc Danee H,. 2, Ell ..... l),~rlk
3939 Star Dt lh' E"l. Eb. .••• Ktluletl.J
4007 TambDurln. Em.............. .ltlllleau
4073 VIII" Llnll, CDPlf(IlIl. Eb I>tllbel
4010 Waltzu. DID P,edulK .... F lStrI1l$.l
century Edition Is Only 25¢ A Copy
Our Graded ·and·Clauified or our
complete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is FREE at your dealer 01
on request fram us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISNING CO,
41 West 63rd St" New York 23, N, Y.
ORGAN QUALITY NOT DEPENDENT ON SIZE
MUSIC READINESS PROGRAMAttention! Piano Teachers!
Are Y..QJ! missing the many
benefits you and your students
should be getting from
MODERN METRONOME
~~-~ TECHNIQUES
~
'-~'"tiiTRONOt-\l
TlCH1'lIOUlS..'''~.,,«,,;;.,...
Discover for yourself why
so many teachers (profes·
sionals, too) are getting
::;uch wonderful results
with modern metronome
techniques! Send only
$1.00 (cash or check) to-
day for your copy of the
authoritative book "Metro-
nome Techniques" by
Frederick Franz. You'll
find it worth man'y times
its low price! Write ET 952
FRANZ MANUFACTURING CO.
53 Wallace St ,New Hoven 11, Conn.
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CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO,
41 West 63rd st., New York: 231 N, Y.
into the church. Thirdly, the con·
sale ·works like a charm and blind
pistons preset turn out to be a help-
ful accessory. Fourthly, the instru·
ment was voiced for that particular
church alone. (We must realize how
important tIus last point is.) The
greater number of builders are in-
si:sting on this at the present time.
As one would expect, much of Pre-
Bach and Bach are suited to this
little organ. It is amazing to me how
it seems to sing with joy in Cesar
Franck and music of that period as
in music of today. The church has a
singing congregation and this little
instrument does a real job of accom-
panying. It is appreciated by the
~ongregation and also by a genu-
lllely devoted organist.
?utstanding work of this type is
bemg done by Aeolian-Skinner (the
builder of the above organ,) by Mol-
ler (I hope soon to write an article
on their new small instruments as
developed by Ernest White), by Hoi.
kamp, and many others. These build-
e:s dWeserve our constant investiga_
tIon. e should encourage the b ·ld.. I . u,
mg 0 lllstruments which are works
of art, not something just thrown to-
gether from a specification 10 ki
all right on pa per but soundinOg :fi
wrong when built. THE END
By Sister M. Xaveria, a.S,F., Mas,M,
The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM,
endorsed by prominent piono peda.
gogues. is adapted to various age
levels. Most children at the age of
six to nine yean may be consider~d
"pre-schoolers" in the study of musIC,
especially instrumental music.
The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
mares teoching beginners fun. It fas·
cinotes the child, gratifies the teadl-
er, and delights the parents.
MY MUSIC PICTURE BOOl( - .7)
MUSIC AND GUIDE BOOl( tOll
MY MUSIC COLOR BOOK ..•.. ·· .to
MY MUSIC LETTEIl: BOOK. _ ,75
MY MUSIC HOTE BOOK ,IS
P<»lpaiti fO( auh wilh otd«
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE
A PIANO TEACHER
(Continued from Page 26)
who are able to tickle the ivories
in a more or less complicated man-
ner,hut show very little understand-
ingof what they are doing. Whether
it be Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, or
a modern composer, their approach
to the keyboard is all the same
parrot.like rendition based on the
imitation of an expert's viewpoint.
It is this brand of routinized teach-
ing by imitation, with the monotony
attached to it, that has made many
a talented young person hesitate at
the idea of seriously embarking on
a career as teacher of piano. But
the vitally creative type of teach-
ing should strongly appeal to those
who may be wondering about it.
This type of teacher is distin-
guished by two qualities; 1. An
incessant desire for learning; 2. A
recognition before all else of being
a human being with all the impulses
and appetites akin to others. From
this recognition stems his sympathy
with the efforts of those who come
to him for guidance.
In turn, sympathy 0llens the way
to some understanding of the per-
sonalities that confront him in the
daily round of leaching. This under.
standing may be deepened by the
taking of courses and reading of
books on psychology, hut unless
there is a natural feel for thinkins
along this line, such courses and
readings can do little toward build-
ing up the insight that marks the
great teacher. From this insight
stems the power of determinina
what exercises, studies, and pieces,
shall be undertaken as the work
continues. It .is a continuous de-
veloping thing as the teacher comes
to know his pupils better and better.
Wjth the passing of time pupils
begin to reveal the following short-
comings: Lack of any real purpose
to studying; inefficient practice hab-
its; laziness; lnabillrv to concen-
trate on problems and master them;
no ideals to serve with their ability
to play the piuuo ; no goals or ob-
jectives in mind to what they are
studying. These are the main stum-
bling blocks to progress. Difficul-
ties with technical problems, rhythm,
time, touch, phrasing, pedaling, jn-
terpretation, or memory, are of sec·
ondary importance. Where any of
the mentioned personality defects
are too prominent, it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to progress in
matters specifically concerned ·with
piano playing.
(To be continued next month)
BACKSTAGE AT
AT THE TELEPHONE HOUR
(Continued from Page. 17)
peated, or cut to a climactic finish,
and in each case leave the impres-
sion that it was written in just that
one way.
We have somet.imes been asked
whether it isn't a hit hard on
young artists to build our series
around famous names. The answer
is No. We have tremendous interest
in young artists-the word to stress
however, is artists. It is under:
standable that ambitious newcomers
should long for one big chance-
Just one glamorous "showcase"-
to demonstrate their a:bilities. It is
e.qually understandable that a na-
tIOnalprogram like The Telephone
Hour is not a "showcase" but a goal.
Our program holds its listeners be-
cause it offers them proven artistic
ahility. And the young people them-
selvesbenefit from this policy' when
we d 'o encourage them it means
m h 'ore t an just -another date.
We are glad to encourage young
performers who, in one way or
another, have demonstrated genuine
artistic worth. We have presented
the winners of the Naumburg
Awards and of the Rachmaninoff
contest. We were the first to hring
Barbara Gibson and Michael Rabin
before the American radio public.
We kept an interested eye on George
London three years before we en-
gaged him. In each case, we offered
the engagement on the basis of an
award, auditions, or l'ecommenda-
tions which assured us of Telephone
Hour quality. In no case did youth,
inexperience, or lack of a "name"
hold liS back. My best counsel to
young people is to stop worrying
about a "showcase" and, instead, to
build up their skills to the point
where they can prove an abillty to
please the public. That is what. The
Telephone Hour aims to do. THE END
fasy-to-Play • •
LOW COST
~ST~Y
REED ORGANS
fasy-to-Own
(Continued from Page 18)
(Continued from Page 24)
•
Teachers have discovered that an
easy-to-play Estey Organ quickly
becomes the center of social and
cultural pleasure in the Home,
Club, Church, School, Lodge or
Orchestra. Pupils easily achieve
wonderful music on a modern-
styled Estey. Perfect perform-
ance permanent tone quality
always alwa.ys in tune. Priced
as low as $175 to $1150, plus tax
and freight. Write for illustrated
{older and nearest dealer's name.
Estey Symphonic
$630. PeJal operated;
$700. Motor 0IJerate(l.
Plus teu: and /reishe
Teacf.er_Salesm",,_Enjoy n ""r",(Owl/t.
proftJabl" busi""H both ill tenclli,,!; and
in selling Estey Organ8. 1/ YOl< are an
()7guIL teacher and "nee a car at YOllr
disposal. some excellent territories are
"I,m •. Write Jor inJorl/lulion.
Estey Organ Corporation, Brattleboro 10 .Vermont
o 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 0000
~
OV~R 100 Y~ARS OF FIN~
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r~iolitt t!uestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
On a subscription bosis ETUDE only costs 29¢ a month. So much
pleasure for 50 little and the music pages will be enioyed for years
to come.
likely that your violin is genuine.
'Vhat it might be worth in its pres-
ent broken·up condition. 1 could
not possibly tell you; probably very
Iiule.
I "
Subscription Rates are as follows:
ETUDE the music magazine
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Violas wul Cellos
~ere must be some reason why
,he JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS are i;,
sucl{ a great demand all over the
country.
Just compare the violins of other
makes at double or even triple cost to
the superb tone and excellent work·
manship of the JOHN JUZEK VIO·
LINS.---we have innumenble finest com-
ments from teachers and proIessional
violinists-many un artist prefers to
play on a "Ma5ter Art" JOHN JUZEK
VIOLIN rather than on an expensive
~ument.
Student outtits from the lowest price to the
Master Art grade
We are t.he sale agents for the famous F. N.
Voirin Bows, BOllrdai,n and Crevilte Clar-
inets.
METROPOLITAN
MUSIC COMPANY
WI,olesalers, Importers, afltZlUmm!ac-
turers of all lIIusicul illstrul/lents
222 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
Publislwrs of d,e famous books Oil
Violin Playing:
CAN A READER HELP?
A.S., Illinois. I have been unable
La find for you any trace of an
unaccompanied violin solo entitled
"Dixie." as recol·ded by the late
Maud powen. Possibly some reader
of this column can help you. It is
very likely, howeVel", that the piece
was never printed. You did not make
it clear if this "Dixie" of YOUfS
is the "Dixie."
VIOLINS BY PFRETZSCHNER
Mrs. 1::.0 .. vlinnrsota. Plretz-ch-
ncr violins arc rairl~ well made,
but they hac . no particular qualitv
to Ji"tingui..,h them from the vio-
line of scores of other maker" who
huiled from Vlurkueukirchen and
irs \ iclnity. If in good condition.
they urc worth today unywhcre from
S75 10 l50.
LET AN APPRAISER DECIDE
iVIrs. £.5.. New York. The only
way to find out if your violin ha-
any value is to take 01· send it to
an expert for his opinion. 1 would
suggest one of the firms that adver-
tise in ETUDE. There arc thousands
of violins that have "all the mark-
ings of a Stradivarius" but whiclt
are not worth more than lifty dol-
lars.
SUGGESTIONS FOR REPERTOIRE
Miss \/.1:: .. \/OIl/(t1l(1. \011 don'l
tell Ill' lIlu·h ahout ~()ur technical
alJilit). but l'tbinl.. "ome o( tilr
following pice'", "ill UI'IK:al10~ou:
AIIt',:rQ b) Fioceo urr. b\ O'\eill
Arioso b~ 0[1 h urr. h; f;anco:
Lotus l.el1H/ U) Sc lI·Kr j ..lcr. l'ri:e
SUI/[: lJ) \' 'ugn ·r·\' ilbelmj, I<rwit
by \ icuXl lUll", ImprodSOfion by
KalJ 'I·\\:-k). th· Humane in rand
C llIajur b) U· thO\l;n, and tile COT'
tegt' b) U \l1an&(·r.\1\\1 if )OU bal'e
a \:01111' 'lenL I)iuni~l to pla~ wim
) ou, • how aboul Lh' ~I tart aod
Ucctho\ ,'II "onulu..,t \ ou \\ould ltale
fun \\ illt th ':) '.
A HIGHLY REGARDED MAKER
Miss D.T., New Hampshire. tier-
nardus Calcanius was a makt:r
whose ·work is highly regarded Ht
the present time. He was also a
maker ·whose name and label were
unscrupulously used by many infe-
rior copyists. A genujnc Calcanin-
.in good condition could be worth
as much as $1800. But whether vour
violin is genuine 1 cannot sav. 'The
fact that you could buy -it for
$200 makes me doubtful-unIe:.!;,. o[
cour~e, yOLl have papers ccrtihin"
the lllstrumcnt. The aplJearanc~s of
age on a violin are vcry ea~y to fake.
Even ~xpert8 01 long experience arc
somellmes fooled \,y a cl'· . Iever JO)
of faking.
ill rs. :>. If . C., Ohio. Iljoun, lin
j;:, rcul!) Itl dud ,aluable. aod \00
want Lo cli"',KJ'" of it. ~ou ;:bl:Wd
eUllllUunicale \\itlt Rembert "ur'
lill.cr. 120 \\ c-l I:.nd lree1. ~e.
York. _ . ") .... end in him d rip'
tiun ... of un)- certificate. .. \OU Iwe
lJ\:rlainin~ h.1 th in-trutue~t. It the
~iulin inter "b him b might bn-ill-
1Il~ tu .. ·11 it lor 'ou. 1"0 uurlt- in
ETl D"::' thal mit;i,t IPIM:.alto wlllrt
··Old \ i..lin--und t' k ., in t\!
Januar~ 1916 i~~u . and -ldl-uk
~lark .. nn Old \ joHn ..·· in lit" j ... ;e,1
_\ugu-, 1951.
TO DISPOSE OF A VIOLIN
MERELY A TRADE NAME
H.-C., ~:rovillce of QUl:brr. The
so-called Con;,:ervatorv" " r
and ma\-be '"' '\1 ._ , . \~o In wu ....
_ . ~tJ 1:.. all ordlllan fuc-
tory product make it (; .
B I
. 1 1 t;rml;lnv or
o lemlU_ 1orc<et whiel, TI ..
,
. 0 . It:~t' In·
s luments have liltl " II ,. I e \ a lIC now-a·
(a)I:;\. t 10
1
ugh occa:.ionally ont; lurn ..
uptlatlasanu II.d . llLl~Ua ~ ~(lIld t(\IW
cons I enn<T the \. k
into the violin. \or -man~hil' put
AN ENGLISH MAKER
1\. Jr. _. O/utJfitt. G "r~c ~,
\\~ ... an Enp.h ..b m ),;,("r... rupil eI
,\ tn_ Fnr",u"r end o( Th IDol" D:6l
lIi-- "l"rkman ..bifl '" ~ e'l;('("l -
the tnnf" of b .. ,julin .. i~
It.alian 1n quality, In (,et.
111$!her-prirC1.1 halian '\lola - ..
hu\c a ... cood • lOOt' q 1.1 'C'
Cra-kf" '\in'in~. Hi.. u1
range from 1;0.00 t·)
FEW GENUINE STAINERS
C.S.v.W., PCllnsyh'u . 1·\ve!"'-' [. . - !lUl.. H're a rf'
• J ew genUIne Ja \ . . .
VIolins in exi , co lU'i Stanwr
1
. s ence and 1 Iknow o[ witl ' lone llat
163- 1 so earh· a d', . I-he would 1...· ate a ...
teen in thaI ll;l\e hl;'('n onh ...j".
year. So il i...very un.
52 £T! IlF
~r9an Iflluestions
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• I am organist for a small Epis-
copal church, having a Mason &
Hamlin reed organ with the [allow-
ing stops: 3 Diapason Dolce 8'
Octave Coupler, Sub-Bass 16' i
Diapason8', 2 Viola 4', Viola D~lce
4',EolianHarp 2', Vox Hurnana 2
Ffute4',1 Meladia 8', Seraphone'S'
Voix Celeste 8', 3 Melodia Dolce 8,'
Not having had organ lessons i
do not understand too well tlu: nse
o~the stops, but feel the following
gwe best effects: 3 Diapason Dolce
8', Sub Bass 16', 1 Melodia 8' Sere-
phone 8', Voix Celeste 8' ~Ild 3
Mefodia Dolce 8'. By using th e foot
pedals 10 control the amount oj ai
and the knee swells, / am able ;~
control the expression fairly well,
~stbete any publicat.ion which 'Would
mstruct one in the propcr playing
of Q. reed organ? Can yon snggest
musICfor preludes, volnntaries etc
Is it possible 10 have an el;ctri~
motor installed? How .h ld h' expcnswe
s au I LS be? Arc there two man-
/lal reed organs made, and is there
a firm in Missouri where such an
!/Istrumentcould be bought?
-E. J. C., Missouri
The SLOpS yOll. (fre using are per-
[,eetly~atlsfactory, but we no lice
lOU aVOIdthe 4 foot stops. Addinp"
~~Iesewould give a little more bri1~
lancy or brighter tone, especially
1:/accom1lanycongregational singin<J"
"e~~ h •Land c,ges~,t at you gel a copy of
. ons Reed Organ Method"
WlllCh .will give you full informati~n
regardtn~tile f
I d
" use 0 slops. For pre,
II es "01 ., untanes. etc. we su est
tbe fol1owing·"Cl· d ggG . aSSlC an Modern
emsfor Reed Oro-an'" "0 Hd d V 1 "', ne un·
T~oSt~~~aries,,, Murray; Presser
S I
. rgan Book; Reed Orgaa
e ectwns.
The Estey C f Bk 0., 0 rattleboro Vt
:~~~s ~rtwo m~nual, pedal, ~eed
Ih
' practJce purposes and
ey will be -I d . 'nameof tI . "a to give you the
"e a IleITnearest representative
1\ re a so d' .01a firmwhsen .mg you the address
ply ado. mIght be able to sup·
for ins~:fl' mstrument. For plans
we s mg an electrice blower
heinguggest writing the addresses
sent you.
• Some lime a ICOrlcenAf go attended a fine
rlumbe;s t~:r:r few. excellent or gun
an Outslu d' gamst accompanied
ing alllh~e Lng .soprano soloist. Dur-
the tremol: v~~ce r~nditions he used
recall m . s thts proper? As 1
me agai~t p;h°!ses~or alway; warned
ber why d' ut I can t remem-,an lvould appreciate your
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thinking on the subject.
-1. H. W., New
AN ETUDE SUBSCRIPTION BRINGS
MANY HOURS OF MUSICAL
PLEASURE AND KNOWLEDGE
We will be pleased to enter your subscription. Simply send your
remittance to:
Year . , ,$3.50
2 Years , ...•.........•........... _ $6.00
3 Years , .......•..••....•....... $8.00
Canadian subscribers add 25¢ PER YEAR for postoge.
Subscribers in foreign countries add $1.00 PER YEAR.
Pan.American countries no additional postage necessary.
World Famous
JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS
"SIM?LICITY OF VIOLIN PLAYING," Vol,. I. II
"ALL VIOLIN TECHNI9UE" (complete, from beginner to artist)
by Robert J uzek
Jersey
If you. h.u-oe co .nveruent access to
a copy of Trueue's "0 R·tion" C' . rgan egrstra-
In ) ou r librar-y or otherwise)
we suggest that you look up the ara-
;~~p~lonIt'he Tremolo on pag~s 60
. • . 1S too lengthy to quote
even m substance but it I· . ,J rat ler takes
Issue WIth those who would d. I . con emn
enure y the use of the tremolo It
has been said that the undulation of
tone ca used by the tremolo g.< 1 rves a
somew 1St uncertain pit 1 d'
therefore inappropriate) C,l, an ISo use to
accompany voices, .but this thinking
can be . dI . carne to an extreme. Some-
t ung depends also on the deer
or tremolo hani I creeTI .' mec alllca 1y speaking
Ie wnter sees no objection to ~
moderate use of the tremolo if tl
tremolo itsel f is moderate in eff \e
e\'en to accompany a soloist ecl;
should of course not be used in h~avy
;lumb~rs, but for soft effects it could
llC qUJ~e useful. Some singers have
)~e~ kmd enough to express appre-
CiatIOn to the writer for a "satisfy-
ing and effective" accompaniment.
and he frankly admits that wher~
t.he type of .· musIc seems to warrant
It, he does not hesitate to lise the
tremolo_ The main principle would
seem to be-just don't overdo it.
• I am interested in knowing more
about Hammond registration for
some of the organ classics. / am
stud)ing the Mendelssohn 5th Son-
ata (Kraft Ed. of Mendelssohn Or-
gan Works pub. by Presser). Since
the Choir is sometimes used with
Swell and sometimes with Great
should not a choir stop be prepared
on each manual? What 'Would be
a good balance? -c. K., Connecticut
In. ffl.lttters of this sort you can
only follow the general ideas as
suggested by Dr. Kraft, and apply
those tonal principles to the Ham-
mond. The Dictionary of Hammond
Organ Stops, by Irwin; and the
Hammond Organ Method by Stajnel··
Hallett give you rather full informa-
tion as to the Hammond equivalents
of the standard pipe organ tones,
and by a study of the Kraft reuistra-
tions applied to the Hammond with
the ajd of either of the above books
y.ou should have little difficulty get-
tmg satisfactory results. With the
aid of the pre-set keys as well as
the draw bars it is possible to set
up two sets of tone qualities on each
manual of the Hammond.
It happens each Itine !IOU pla!l-
HammondOrgan illustrated above is the Home'M"··'··d-'--·--_":a e - price on request.
Yf?Upress the keys of the Hammond Organ. The song
o"I~kY,I~I1·.kS~the. brilliance of brasses .. the whisper of
\r~l.0"5 COlne :dl\'C as you play. This is music that re-
,lXCS you refre'l. . . . ., les YOll. renews you And'
happens each time yOll play. . - It
Your family joins the fUll
when there's a Hammond
Organ in your home. for
even your youngsters can
swiftly. capwre lhe beauty
of.muslc. the feeling ot" kin-
~hlpthal comes wi tll pia y-
Ing such an instrument.
\,Vhat's more, even heo-in• ·0-
nelS on the Hammond Or-
gan ylay surprisingly fine
musIC the first month. And
your friends like to visit a
home where they may share
the fun of music-makino- o·
Your home is big enouo'h err .. to' lete
JS a I-Iammonu Organ that will
fit comfort:lbly in your home re-
gardless of size. A yariety of
payment pla.ns are available.
Hammond Oro-an pr,·cc, 1o . S art at
~1285 including Lonc equipment
..lI1~1bcnch, f.o.b. Chicag·o (for the
Spiller l\1oGf'I, not shown). See
your Hammond Organ dealer
now fora completc demonstration.
EJAMMOND OIiGAN
MUSICS MOST GlO~IOUS VOICE
i---- MAIL COUPON fOR FUll INFORMATION ----,
I '~:llllmond. JIl~trulllent Company I
: ~\':~hw. D;~~rse~ Ave., Chicago 39. Illinois I
I out 0) IgatlOn. please send m . r· '
I following Hammond Org, dIe rn Ol·mallon on the InUloes: I
: 0 Spinet Model 0 Church Model :
: 0 Home Model 0 COllcert Model I
I Name II '...................................I
I Street... II I
I City lI P. O. Zone State I
I @ 19S~. HAMMON D INSTRUMENT .~~~.~;." ••~.. I____________ ~,9 I____________________ J
CHURCH MODEL-
'·!ammond Organs arc used
In some 27,000 churches.
Concert .1II0del has 32-note
AG<!pcdal keyboard andan
addItional Pedal Solo Unit
tunable to preference by •
the organist.
Edited by Elizabeth A. Gest
The Lute
DID YOU ever hear of a
lute? In the middle ages it was
much in use and no doubt if you
lived at that time you would have
played on a lute instead of a piano.
It has gone Qut of use except in
some Eastern countries.
The Crusaders brought the lute
into Europe when they returned
from the crusades; in fact, they
brought several interesting things
The earliest known instruction
book for the lute was made in
1562. Before that the pia yers prob-
ably learned from other players
without any book. The latest use of
this instrument being included in
an orchestra was when Handel
wrote a part for the lute in his
opera, "Deidamia" in 1741. Even
Bach wrote some pieces for the
lute. A few present-day concert
I I
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Early notaUon of Lute mUSiC, called Tableture.
players are giving recitals on the
lute, reviving this interesting in-
strument. Perhaps you will hear
one played some time.
The tone is quite pleasant and
rather delicate, and the instrument
is used to accompany the singer,
rather than for solos.
back with them, including our
present system of arithmetic.
The lute looks more or less like
a large mandolin, though· it does
not have the ribs in its body and
the neck is longer and tips back
at the upper end. It has frets and
the strings were made of gut with
silver-spun bass strings._ The older
lute had eight pairs of strings but
later it was enlarged to as many
as thirteen pairs.
I ! With so many strings, and with
its rather fragile body, the lute was
not 'easy to tune, and the player
had to spend much time on its tun-
ing and also on its repair. It was
said that it was as costly to keep
a lute as to keep a horse!
The music that was written for
the lute was put down on paper in
what was called "tableture
ll
and
did not remotely resemble our
present day notation, though in
later centuries lute players learned
regular notation.
The LUTE PLAYER
Painted by Strozzi (Italian)
1581-1644
Original is in Vienna
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A Mu~ical Calendar
, by J. Lillian V"ndevere
Why, of course! It's [anuerv,
Drum beats, brisk and military
Call "Parade with February!" .'
School bells ringing! We remember
That sound tells us 'it's Septernbe~"
Cold winds sigh, the sound IS
sober;
That tune means it's turned Oc-
tober.
Hymns ring out the joy of living-
That's No'vember, and Thanks·
giving.
By the hearth-fire's cheery ember
Let's sing carols; it's December.
New Year
merry;
chimes r iug out, so
set toes to tripping;
windy March in, skip.
Irish tunes
They bring
ping.
Hurdy.gurdies, children playing.
April showers with branches sway.
ing.
Lovely Lady Mo.)' advances.
Keeping step to Maypole dances.
Bees fly oft with busy humming.
Just to tell us lune is coming,
Round a camp-fire songs arc ring-
ing-
That's July, with camper singing.
Summer's lnsect·voice blend .<1-
August. and the ~ear is ended!
Who Knows the Answers About Grieg?
•
(Keep score. 0,,(' luwdreil is per/eel)
1. Was Edvard Hagerup Grieg
born in 1856, 1843, 1868 or
1871? (10 points)
2. Was he born in Sweden. Den-
mark, Norway or Holland?
(5 points)
3. Is he best known as a pianist.
violinist, composer or conduc-
tor? (5 points)
4. Did he include native folk-
tunes in his compositions? (5
points)
5. Did he ever visit America?
(10 points)
~. What two Universities con~
ferred upon him the degree
of Doctor of M.usic? t 20
points)
7. One of his composilioll~ for
rchestra is coiled "Peer Gynt
uiie." \~1ho wrote the poem
011 which thi suite is found·
cd? 1 points)
8. fr m whi h ne of his cern-
1 ositi n is the theme girfn
wh h this quiz taken? flO
points I
9. He r ei\'ed n g ,"ernmenl
penEi n { r Iif in orderthat
he might gi\'e his time ta corn,
p ~ition. hat country gare
him this pension? UOpoint~1
10. Did he die in 1893. 18'Jl
190, or 1911? 110 poiD~1
ADs,," ~ 0[1 De~t pa~e
The A·B·C's of l\I\-SlC
An I.Q.
By Lee Martin
How many of these A-B-C quali.
tIes do you possess? Give yourself
four points for each one you have.
A ~c?re of one hundred is perfect.
AbIhty, Accuracy: Achievement.
Advanc.en:ent. Ambition. Analyse~,
AppreCIatIOn: Aptitude. Artistry
Attentiveness; Balance. Beaut\:
Beli.ef, Brilliance, Buoyancy: C~:
~aclty, Carefulness, Caution. CIar~
Ity, Clearness, Comprehension,
Con~dence, Conscientiousnes_,
ConSIstency, Contemplation.
)IEL OY of UfE
C(Jror~"'1 rgllli!r (Prj~ ttinlltl'ir
CI. 8)
Compo,ed b) God for J"o.and rot,
Life is ju,l a melod):
Ou r t.heme. the chirpin£ of ~
bird~. 1
Fleec~ cloutb are l\'riuen ,(11'(,'
The TU..tliUg gr~~.\\hkp·rir.:: tM
II created b)' the b""''':
Inces.aul roaring of the .
Gi'e w mU5.ic·~hat1l1(lOf.
Cuti! lbe CODg o[ .ife i;~
Beam. lor II' • bl."hi<l ~
We lind tbe theme i; ,'" ""
If "e lend a "illing aI·
HCD£_SEPTCllBLR I~
,Junior Etude Contest
The JUNIOR ETUDE will award the usual three prizes this month
for the best story (or essay) on the topic "The Value of fine music."
Must contain not over one-hundred-fifty words.
Cia" A-IS to18; Class B-12 to 15; Class C-under 12
Namesof prize winners will appear on this page in aft '. f. u ure Issue 0
the ETUDE. The tIurty next best contributions will receive honorable
mention.
Putyourname, age and class in which you enter on upper left corner
ofyourpaper and put your address on upper right corner of your pa
'd f I D per.Writeon one 51 e 0 paper on y. 0 not use typewriters and do not have
anyonecopy your work for you. Contest closes September 30. Send to
JuniorEtude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Results of Original Poetry Contest
Many good poems were received in
Ihe poetry contest. Some writers forgot
10 include their age, others to give
completeaddress.
Prize Winners
ClassA, Vincent Malatesta (Age 15),
New Jersey
Class B, Carolyn Cramer (Age 14),
Pennsylvania
ClassC, John Russitano (Age 9, Con-
necticut
Special Honorable Mention
Class A, Jean Speelman (Age 17)
California; Class B, Jocelyn McAfee
(Age 14) Mlchgan j Class C, Sandra
Anglin (Age 10) California
Letter Box
Send replies 10 letters in care of
Junior Elude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
and they will be forwarded to .be
wr~lers.Remember foreign mail re-
qUl~esfive-cenl postage; foreign air
mall, 15 cenls. Do not ask for ad-
dresses.
I am very fond of all kinds of music
a~d have studied piano and theory for
SIX years and piano accordion for a
year, I would like to hear hom olher
musiclovers.
Patricia Redman (Age 16), Canada
I t k 'a e plano lessons and hope to take
Anteand organ. I would like some '~i.rls
my age to write to me to
Lora BethJones (A~e 14), New York
Mary Jo Demski (Age 6)
Calumet, Illinois
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Honornhle Mention in alphabetical
o.·der:
Mildred Andrews, Carolyn Barbee,
John Fronseca, Joline Daniels, Eldreth
Foster, Florence Goodson, Frances
Hussey, George Ingram, Ellen Jen-
nings, Geraldine Colette Kennedy
Joan Levine. Noreen Lloyd, Anna'
Malafourls, Donna Kay Long, Elaine
Lubin, Sydney Morris, Alice Morrow.
Ellen Murphy, Archie Lyle, Edith Mc~
Intyre, Julie Nevins, Hilda Newcombe
J im Schnars, Sandra E. Schuller AI:
Ian Sheldon, Alfred Sims, Doris' Tur-
ner, Fanny Wilson, Adrien VanVelk
Lorraine Young. (Age ten to seventeen)'
One winning poem appears on previ-
ous page; other will appear later.
I have studied piano four years and
hope to take music in college. I belong
to a 4-H club and like the work very
much. I would like to hear Irom any
one in this or foreign countries.
Myrna Timmons (Age 15), Iowa
I study piano, violin and harmony, and
play in our school orchestra. Also, I
have an orchestra of my own. I would
like to hear from anyone, anywhere!
Allen Lewis (Age 13), Massachusetts
1 am interested in music, chemistry,
reading, religion and general science.
1 study piano and play brass-baritone
in our school band and orchestra. I also
sing in a singing class (J think Amer-
icans call it a glee club.) I am fond
of piano, symphonic and organ music.
I hope to become a scientist, pianist
and conductor. I would like to hear
from music lovers.
fohn Davies (Age 18), New Zealand
I would like to hear from ]Jeople in this
country or foreign lands who have a
great interest in music. I am now
studying piano.
Jackie Thomas (Age 14), Georgia
Answers to Quiz
1. 1843; 2. Norway; 3. Composer,
though he was also a pianist and con-
ductor; 4. Yes; 5. No; 6. Oxford and
Cambridge; 7. Henrik Ibsen, also a
Norwegian; 8, Concerto for piano and
orchestra, first movement; 9. His own
Norway; 10. 1907.
SHERWOOD MUSIl: S[HOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the training of professional
musicians. Member of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American and European
artists. Degree, di ploma, and certificate courses in piano,
voice, violin, organ, 'cello, wind inerruments, Public School
music, composition. In the heart of cultural Chicago. Liv-
ing accommodations at moderate cost.
** FALL SEMESTER OPENS SEPTEMBER 10
For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman, Musical Director.
1014 SO. MII:HIGAN AVENUE· [HI[AGO 5 • ILLINm~
ST.LOUIS INSTITUTEof MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr., President
Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Master of Music Degree in 23 Fields
Graduates Music Education Major program well qualified to teach all phases of
Music in public schools. A catalog will be sent on request.
Institutionol Member National Associolion of Schools of Music
7801 Bonhomme Avenue St. Louis 5, Missouri
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches 01 music and dra.matic art
eeth year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
~d for a free catalog-Address: John R. Ha~~~t. Pres .. 581 Kimball Bldg., Chicago
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
William S. Naylor. Ph. D., Director and Dean of FaC:lllty
Esta.blished 1867. Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts
a~l,ated with. University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music-Degrees,
Diplomas, Certificates-dormitories, 10 acre campus. For free Catalog address,
c. M. Benjamin. Registrar, Dept. E. T. HiqhJond Ave. and Oak St .• CINCINNATI 19, OHIO
THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of ~usic-Master of Music-Bachelor of Science in Education
(B.S. In Ed. by arrangement with Kent State University)
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus.D., Direetor
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15. Ohio
Member of fhe Nofional Associafion of Schools of Music
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, Co~lege, Special, and. Graduate Departments. Courses leadin to
Bachelor of MUSIC, Bachelor of MUSIC Education Master of Music d T 9h,
C t'fi t . M" d Th ' ,an eac er ser I IC? es In USIC an eahe Arts. Fall session starts Sept. 8.
Claren~e Eldam William Philr
PreSident Member NASM Dean IpS
Edwin L. Stephen-Mqr .. 306 South WabClsh, Chic;lqo 4, IlIinais
1Jepau!
UN IVE RS I TY..L.... CHICAGO
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Offers occredited courses in Piono, Voke Violin
Orgon. Public SchOol Musk, Theory and 'Orches:
trol Instruments, '
Confers degrees of B.M., A.B.. and M.M.
RegulCir Summer School COllrses.
Address Registrar for Bulletin
Room401, ii4 East Lake Street, Chicago I, Illinois
.55
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I
OF MUSIC
• For the serious student who wishes in-
tensive professional study of music, bal-
d ith participation in College liberal,ance WI ••
arts program and general campus actiVity.
DorDlitories, co_educational dining, exten-
sive concert series by guest and local
artists. excellent practice facilities.
Member National Association of Schools of Music
Write for:
Conservatory. catalog describing de-
grees awarded
Bulletin on admission and audition
procedures
Calendar of music events for the cur-
rent year •
recitals :
I•••••
~
I..__ _---_ __ __ _-_ '
Programs of concerts and
given during past season
Director of Admissions. Oberlin College
Box 592, Oberlin. Ohio
1f¢r.t' l4-
SOMETHING NEW
I.;AMI'~!
~r'
THE LEILA FLETCHER PIANO COURSE
America's Newest and Most Progressiv~ Method for
Class and Individual InstructIon.
I,I Just releaseell BOOK FOUR - GRADE 2
No gaps to bridge. Progress is uniform and gradual,
building the student's interest and confidence.
The other published books in the course:
BOOK ONE (Primer) • BOOK TWO (Grade 1)
BOOKTHREE(Grade 1 V2) , each 1.00
STUDENTAPPEALWITH ~ FOUR-.FOL~.PURPOSEl
To (J) read music fluenlly and 1~lerp~el,I arhsl~cally (2) play
with a faultless and comprehensl~e plano techmc ,<3) use c?n.
structively the latent creative musical talent (4) enloy a lastmg
appreciation of music.
Send 'rodoy for your Free Thematic literature
on the LEILA flETCHER PIANO COURSE.
At your Dealer or Direct
I ~
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•••I•• s/I"uction of emotion you will build
your characterization,
The third step IS to convert your
feelings of love, hate, etc., into the
kind of action the character would
be most likely to use, given her in.
dividual nature and surroundings.
Understanding the emotion of the
moment, approximating it through
your own feelings. and then reo
chan nefing it into the behaviour of
the character arc essential to making
a performance come alive.
And here it is that a knowledge
of style comes to your aid. You
understand a feeling of joy; you
vourscl l might show it by laughing
uloud. clapping your bands, hug-
ging somcon but how would a
tired. timid lillie 5 am-tress like
illimi express jO)? How would an
assured woman of the world like
Violetta, or a hoist reus Iaetory-glrl
like Cctrmcu, expr :::.'5 it? What were
the st y l 5 in manner and behaviour
of their time ..? Can you show, by
walk and posture, the difference
between til tavern-maid Maddalena
and the prince- Elizabeth? Each
actress settle.:; th que~lion her own
way. but whatcver 8hc does, ~he
need!; In r than wide, "operatic"
gestures. h need sincerity, which
comes r l' III und r..tanding and
anal sis IOLIt of motion and o[
charactcr-al~o of If! The per<
former who gh .'i tit gr at _t im·
pression of truth is al~ gi\<ingm~t
of her elf.
In perfccting ~Ingc·\fork. remem·
ber that eslUr l;l roll ..t mean some-
lhing. To mo\e. to .....alk. has no
value lInle S it e.,'pr :::~es a thought
or a feeling which the audience
mu~t u nder:,land at a gi\-en moment.
Don't mo\ )'our hand without
knowing why. A,-oid abrupt motions
(unless Lll mood of the moment
demands abrUI'Lne~)_ u5tain each
line of mOlion long enough for the
audienc to recognize the meaning
back of it. N \cr u~ ~t or gock
gesture ; work uL )our own. aC'
cording 10 inner signi6cance. ~t
of all. Culli\8te fepo::::e00 the gage.
and Listen witb our ears and eyes
to every ~ingle word the others are
sa) ing.
In learning mal pam (Cler~'
billo. OClar:ian. etc.) I found It
. bo . Iik 'iw",tpU/.••dlllg to acl }-'e ~ I
seeming awkward. and found hep
in obscning )oung men! I found
they hold lhemsehe::: differently u;:
girb; more SUllportro ~ tin~
waist. and n \- r dumped. !Jnila t
lbe poSlure from my own ~rrd'
tions made the la~k e~ier. I
la.ge lraini~g. r~u~ ..eD~
practice. and It I~ JU~l 00:: .1
is in ~uc:h ~hort uppl)-. The-~
Studio_ in 4 - w York. offer~ ~p,lIii
mean~ for dramatic pnctice
WHAT TO DO ON THE STAGE?
(Continued from Page 9)
•
In former years, operatic acting xe·
. (throw-r d largely on Wide gestures
i~eg out r'ight hand and then left
hand, taking steps, placing l;an~ ~n
heart etc.) that were calcu ate 10
suit the size of the house or tne
duration of the vocal phrase l'athtr
than the emotion deman~ed .llY \le
moment of action. ThiS IS W!y
operatic acting has been often cr
l
,,·
iclsed. It can hardly reach tne
realism of dramatic 'acting (because
of the restrictions imposed by the
vocal line), but it can and must be
based on something more t~an
empty, conventional gestures. ,,"' It~l-
in its specialized scope, operatic
acting should portray character;
hence, it should flow primarily [ro~l
the character-not from the music
nor yet from the ego of the per-
former.
I began my operatic ;vork in
Prague without ever having l.la~
dramatic lessons. It was not unt~l I
was privileged to prepare some Toles
under Max Reinhardt, in Berlin,
that I learned what acting means.
Reinhardt never taught us motions
or gestures-he taught us to creale
character from the inside out t This
is a difficult thing, involving three
separate and difficult steps.
The first step is a thorough analy-
sis of the libretto and the character
you are to play. What kind of per·
son is she-in herself, and in Tela-
tion to the other characters? What
are her background and habits? At
what period of time did she live?
What would be the normal. logica I
emotional reactions of such a per-
SOll. in such surroundings? By stich
an~lysis, you discover that Mimi,
Traviata, Carmen are distinct indj·
viduals, yet that they are all moti-
vated by general, common human
feelings-love, hate, jealousy, etc.
Your task is to reflect these genera 1.
understandable emotions through
the habits and actions of a specific
individual.
To do this, you move into your
second step. As a bridge between
understanding the desired emotions
and making them com.e to life. you
must enter into them imaginatively.
You must reach back into )'our own
experience for something you have
lived through which most clo~ely
approximates the feeling of the
specific character. This is sometimes
impossible (as in the case o[ a
character who kills someone); it is
never easy. The young performer.
emotionally inexperienced. finds it
very. difficult. The point is to ap.
proximate the feeling imaginatively,
for even the !Simplest life contains
~oments of loving, hating, being
Jealous, wanting to please, wanting
to punish. Think back to your Own
feelings. On this personal recon~
t! er organization·s could well ap-'I' Here professional actors, ofp t- , .
varying expenence, meet to act
enes and discuss stage problems,
~~derthe guidance of expert dlrec-
tors like Elia Kazan. ~nd Lee Stras-
berg. On e recent VISit there, I was
fascinated by the group's experi-
nents with the problem of walking
hackwarde to a chair and sitting
downin a way that gave out a sense
of full security. A dozen Broadway
actors practiced this, making sug-
gestions, commenting, working out
techniques in common. Everyone
gained something, and the group-
. '. espu-rt was stimulating. Another help-
ful group-experiment is to act out
a scene without words, relying on
motions to convey meaning. .
However the singing-actor learn~
his skills, his work will be deepened
by the realization that his task is not
to make motions, but to convey
emotion. That is the essence of staze-
craft! THE E';m
THE TUCSON BOYS CHORUS
(Continued from Page 10)
llnterpretation.Therefore, he insists
that each boy is taught to sing with
"vibrato"as soon as he starts work
withthe chorus.
The TUCSONBOY CHORUS is
like one big family, with excellent
teamworkcoming in from every cor-
ner.Each boy is a component part
of that family. In Mr. Ceso's own
words-"When a boy first joins the
group,he is immediately made to
feel this. He is just as important
a cog in the wheel as I am,"
EduardoCase demands obedience,
andhis discipline is stern. But the
relationship between director and
boy is that of the hest, with the
latter looking upon the former as
a friend and companion rather
thana teacher. Rehearsals are con-
ductedthree times a week-about
4Yz hours in all. On Mondays and
Wednesdaysthey meet at 4:30, and
on Saturdays the rehearsal is con-
ductedin the morning. A 10ng hard
day at school is plenty tough for
anyactive boy. Caso's boys are all
"live·wires." Sometimes they come
my tired and rather unwilling, but
they realize the absolute necessity
ofthe rehearsals and soon enter into
the spirit of the thing with inspir·
ing results.
This famed chorus was organized
in the fall of 1939 with only six
members.It was then called a choir.
Todaythere are 90 members, divided
into three groups. First. 30 boys
belong to the Traveling or Main
group.The Intermediate group has
20 enrolled, and the Junior consists
of about 40. From the first two
groups will he chosen next year's
Main chorus.
Boy sopranos have a very short
life-much shofter even than ath-
letes. No matter how limpid and
pure and sweet they reach High C
one day, always comes the other
whena discordant, grating "squeak"
takes its place. To overcome this
difficultyand to counteract these in-
evitablevacancies in the front ranks,
director Caso keeps the Inlerme-
?iate and Junior groups of singers
In p~rfeettraining as a musical res-
ervOJrfrom which to draw what he
needs.
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The TUCSON BOYS CHORUS
has always been non-sectarian. How-
ever, these clean-cut American boys,
whose voices echo the purity of the
air they have breathed since in-
fancy, made their initial appearance
in Tucson's Congregational Church.
Since then the chorus has appeared
hundreds of times at Civic affairs,
and yearly have become more and
more popular. The Temple of Music
and Arts and the University Audi-
torium eagerly await the fall and
spring a ppear ances-c-a PROUD
TUCSON'S MUSICAL SHOW-
PIECE!
Singing over a NBC broadcast on
Christmas 1944, first hrought them
national recognition. An appearance
at the Grand Canyon Easter service
the following year, added to the
fame of the chorus. They have ap~
peared in concerts all over the south-
west, and in 1950, the boys were
sent to Chicago to represent their
state on "Arizona" day. Whether
in concert or on radio, newspapers
have given them the most favorable
comments.
In the summer of 1951 the Tucson
Rotary sent the chorus to their In-
ternational Convention at Atlantic
City. Here they stole the hearts of
over 12,000 cheering people who
were carried away by the purity and
harmony of their young voices. They
also appeared at Town Hall, New
York City, where the "desert" lads
captured the hearts of many more-
so fully that it led up to a big con-
tract from the Columbia Artists
Management for a two-months na-
tion-wide tour in 1953. In the month
of June, this year, the chorus went
to the International Kiwanis Con-
vention in Seattle, where they re·
ceived a standing ovation.
Eduardo Caso attributes his suc-
cess with these boys to his discipline," .. "interspersed with complete glVlOg
of himself. He firmly believes in
relaxation and fun. "That's a big
part of any young boy's life," he
says, but he also ma.kes the boys
understand there is a ume and place
for it. Both the boys and their di~
rector love their concert work, and
(Continued on Page 59)
JUST ISSUED .....
THE PUPIL'S REPERTOIRE
A new series of piano boob confaining solo.$ progressing from easy fo
lafer intermediafe grade
(Schmidt's Educational Series Nos. 455, 456, 457, 458)
Four books, each 75¢
WRITE FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
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by Miklos Rozsa
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Outstanding programs at the
Berkshire Festival at Tangle·
wood. Mass., featured on August
7, Artur Rubinstein playing the
Brahms' Second Piano Concerto,
with Charles Munch conducting; on
August 2, an all-Wagner program
conducted by Pierre Monteux, pre-
sented Margaret Harshaw, soprano;
Charles Kullman, tenor; and James
Pease, bass; on August 10, ~erlioz'
"Requiem" was presented with An-
drew McKinley singing the tenor
part.
Robin Hood Dell again cre-
ated something of a record when
during the week of June 30, it drew
a total of some 75,000 persons to its
three concerts. The Monday night
program featured a concert version
of Bizet's "Carmen" conducted by
Dimitri Mitropoulas, which alone
drew some 26,000 to the Dell.
The Red Rocks Music Fes-
tival presented this summer by the
Denver Symphony Orchestra, con-
ducted by Saul Caston, included pro-
grams featuring famous concert art-
ists. The opening concert on July 3,
had Lily Pons as the featured solo-
ist, followed on subsequent dates in
July and August by the Philhar-
monic Piano Quartet; the "Song of
David" by DelIo Joio with the Uni-
versity of Colorado Chorus; the Bal-
let Theatre; Jeanette l\1acDonald;
and a Victor Herbert Night.
E. Power Biggs was the fea-
tured soloist in a concert for organ
and orchestra which was an out-
standing event of the Convention of
the American Guild of Organists in
San Francisco in July. Appearing
with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra he played three concertos
by Haydn, Fran~ois Poulenc and
Leo Sowerby, the last named being
conducted by the composer.
The International Piano
Teachers Association. held its
national convention in Washington.
D. C. July 7 to 10. With Robert
Whitford, its founder-president in
charge, the event included a full
schedule of meetings at which vari.
ous problems of the teaching pro-
fession were discussed, and anum.
ber of concerts by prominent artists.
The Fine Arts Quartet of the
A~erican Broadcasting Company
Will be the quartet-in-residence this
fall and winter at Northwestern Uni.
versity, Evanston, Illinois.
The Berkshire Music Center
at Tanglewood, Massachusetts re-
ports that its enrollment the past
summer totaled more than 400 stu-
dents from 41 states and 16 coun-
tries. Seven students came from Can.
ada; five from Israel; two each from
Argentina and Mexico and one each
from Brazil, Chile, Egypt, France,
and Germany.
Puerto Rico's First Cnribbean
Festival was held at San Juan
August 1 to 10. Folklore troupes
from all the Caribbean Islands per-
formed, many of the orchestra play-
ers using hand made instruments of
various kinds. otable among the
visiting delegations were the "Be-
guine" dancers of Guadeloupe, the
Geoffry Holder and Percy Borde
groups from Trinidad, a Steel Band
from the Leeward Islands, and the
Haiti National Folklore Troupe.
V (ln Clibu.rn, 17 year-old pian-
ist, of Kilgore, Texas, is the winner
of the 1952 hopiu Scholarship
award of 1.000 offered by the Kes-
ciuszko Foundation. Ceorge Leon
Katz, 18. or Brooklyn, N. Y. was
given honorable mention. Both are
students at the jullilerd School of
Music. They were leered from a
total of almost 200 young pianists.
Croce floDmo/l, mezzo-soprano
and Anne .lcKnight. soprano. both
Americans. were among the ten
winners in the Lausanne Intema-
tiona I Com petition for opera singers
in Switzerland.
The Chautau.qua Symphony
Orchest.ra's 24th summer season
from July 12 to August 22 was ODe
of the most successful in its history.
Under the baton of Franco Autori.
twenty-four concerts were giYenduro
ing which world premieres of com·
positions by the American com·
posers Tibor erl· and Roland
Leich were presented. Other 'fOrks
by Villa-Lobos 01 Brazil. Roberto
Caamano of Argentina. IdJebrando
pizzetli of Italy and Menahem Ben·
sussan of Bulgaria were performed.
Thirteen works by American com'
posers were heard, including ~is-
ton's Violin Concerto and Fredenck
Piket's Four Essays in Rhythm.
A.dolf Bu.sch, violini:ot and
founder of the string quartet and
chamber group that bore his namel
died suddenly at Guilford. Vermont.
on June 9. at the age of 60. He "'35
the brother of the late Friu Bu.;eh.
He made his American debut in
1931 and later became an Americ:an
citizen. He was the com~~ 01d
number of orchestra. '-Iobn. an
chamber works. THE E5D
THE TUCSON BOYS CHORUS
(Continued from Page 57)
the latter is not averse to comedy
numbersscattered through the pro-
"rams."This gives an outlet to boy.
ish capacity for 'horse play' and
rs I'" Mcreates greater ent tusrasm, r.
Caso contends. He joms in their
amusementsbut sometimes is corn-
pelledto show his authority in the
usualways,as "boys are boys." How-
ever when he says "Enough now!
(o~e on! Let's get to work!" the
hevs immediately come to attention
lind "dive in head first," no matter
how exciting the game.
Boys from the first two groups
spenda yearly vacation at. a sum-
mercamp on the Mrs. W. T. Weh.b's
famous SEVENTY-SIX Ranch,
Bonita.Arizona. Here. along with a
dailypractice session. the boys learn
10 become regular cowboys. Horse-
manshipis particularly stressed, al-
though other activities, such as
swimming,target practice and field
sportsare available 10 ensure a full
summerprogram. At the end of the
CampSession, parents and the pub-
lie are invited to a Junior Rodeo
where the young songsters demon-
strate their versatile ability in rop-
ing, branding, calf-r-iding and the
like.The boys love the "rough-and-
tumble"of it all, and it is difficult
10 imagine these boys as members
of one of the world's best Boy-
choirs!
Tucson,as a city and community,
nowstoically stands back of Ca50
andhis efforts. The venture. at first
was a hard pull. especially the
financialproblem. The boys needed
vestal garments. There was no
money.Finally Case decided to give
a concert in Tucson's Temple of
Musicdown town. Two hundred and
fifty people came. Next year. four
hundred bought tickets. an(1 the
next, seven hundred and fifty. The
following year, {our hundred were
turned away. Now, one concert down
town in the Fall, and two at the
huge University auditorium every
Spring are necessary to accommo-
date the people who wish to hear
and fully enjoy these brilliant young
performers. Caeo hates to see "so-ad-
nation" day come. Inevitably °each
year, voice changes rule that. some
of the boys must go. As a courtesy
to these "alumni," a banquet is
held at the start of a new season in
one of Tucson's leading hotels. Here
each boy is presented a silver .belt
buckle with their emblem "hand-
tooled" on it.
The com plere repertoire of the
chorus at the present time com pt-ises
about forty-six numbers-two com-
plete programs. The boys memorize
all their numbers. A typical pro-
gram consists of classics, semi-
classics, western songs, folk, and
popular songs. The boys wear choral
robes in three shades of blue for the
first part, as they sing majestically
through such num.bers as Mozart's
Alleluia, Tschalkowsky's Legend,
Lvcvekv'e Hospodi Pomiloi, and Han-
del's Hallelujah Chorus. Then they
shed their robes and appear in west-
ern denims, cowboy boots and hats.
From their young throats come such
songs as Blue Shadows, To The
Lone Prairie, F;mpty Saddle, Call 0/
The Canyon, and The Last Roundup.
The final part of the program
usually consists of Irving Berlin
songs, including such typical num-
bers as Easter Parade, Say It JI7 ith
Music, Blue Skies, etc., finishing
with a beautifully arranged rendi-
tion of the beloved God Bless Amer-
ica, which on divers occasions has
brought many an audience to its feet
in a standing ovation!
THE END
MASTER OF CREMONA
(Continned from Page 25)
the sunny valley and hills beyond.
Antonio merged so harmoniously
with the atmosphere and radiated
such absorbed interest and intelli-
gencethat Amati soon reoarded him
asmorethan an inquisjtiv~ neighbor.
Passing remarks were followed by.
detailed explanations until, at the
ageof ten, Antonio was apprenticed
to his beloved teacher and friend.
At thirleen he raced across the
street carrying to his home the
greatest treasure of his young life.
He had made his first violin.
For ten years the conscientIOUs
apprentice followed the creator's
rhythmof patterned days. Learninu
workin d' 00g an producmcr he followed
theAmati model. and "';ll his in5tru-
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ments of that period bore the Amati
label. But there was time for love.
In 1667 young Antonio married a
good, patient girl, at home in the
creative circle of Cremona.
Durinu the next two years he left
Amati's ~hop and set up the Stradi-
varius home and workshop. Opposite
the west corner of the church of St.
Dominic, he was next door to the
Guarnedus family much to the de·
light of Andrea, who was founding
a dynasty of his own with. two of
his lively sons. Giuseppe, or Joseph,
was in time to rival St.racUvarius in
tone if not in perfection. His fits
of depression hindered the methodi-
cal production of fiddles, and he
(Continued on Page 6l)
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progressions ...
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tervals, patterns, scales and chord
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lined in instruction booklet, "Five
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Price (with instructions).
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S.13 Mozart
5_1-4 Chopin
5-15 Schubert
S-16 Schumann
5_17 Grieg
5.18 Tschoikowskl
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5_21 Brownies
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5.24 Flog
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COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY
A "SELF-INSTRUCTOR" BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
Formerly Editor 0/ .Mlfsicaf Theory for "The l"terliatiQIlIJI Af"sidolJ"
To coml,ly with many requests for a Self. Instructor II. KEY h::ts been added to this course to eliminate
the need of II. teacher. By checkillG the work done 011 nercises 01 tho lessons with the completed
work in the key, the same benefits as tllosc obtained in individual inotruction will be derived. A
spocial introductory price of i7.00 is being made for a limited time only. Write for details and
nlOney.back guarantee.
JOSEPH A. HAGEN 70 WEBSTER AVENUE, PATERSON, N. J.
BALDWIN·WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA. OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)
.·\lllliated ,.-ith a first cla~. Liheral Art'
ColleKe. ~'our lind five year counes loading
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JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Olrers thorough training ill mush·. Courses load-
Ing 10 dt'gre~s or: Bachelor of .\llIsi<-. H:Jellelnr Qf
~llI.;le Edul'atioll. Master of ~lllsie. and .\Iaster
of .\I\lsie Education.
.\lelll beror the:o<ational ASSoci al ion Scllool.of ~I uste
Bulletin sent upon l'efJue,.t
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Dlredor
DILLER·9UAILE
School of Music
Normal Course with observation
01 children's claSSes.
Courses in Musicianship end Piano
lor Professionals and Amateurs.
66 East 80th Street, New York 21, N. Y.
.-EABO
CONS..:IlV:\TftRY OF
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In~trl1elion ill ull brunehes of lIllI."ie for the beginner
or aUI·anted sludell!. JI.~I\ls .. '\l..\lu,. Prep~res for
prufe~,ion;LI CnrOer. ill m\1~ir. illclurling eOlnnosl",'
Hl",ic therap.\'. Lear'lriull Comillcte instruction 11;
!lllhllo St'hoolmllslc . .i<'allterm October 2. Scbolar-
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ROOSEVELT COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition.
Musicology, and :Music Education. Bachelm'
of Music and Master of Music degrees.
Bulletin on Request
4,30 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois
CONVERSE COLLEGE S~8r,:L
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• . book Please send remittance with order.
These books are now in preparation. Orders are limited to two copies per.. "d) ·11b 1
ff hess deliver y (postpai WI e mac e.(Check or money order requested). As each book comes 0 t e pI ,
THEMES FROM THE GREAT ORATORIOS
Arranged and edited by Henry Levine
The Theodore Presser Company is pleased to present
another in this increasingly popular series of "Themes",
with Mr. Levine's excellent arrangements {or the pianist
of moderate accomplishment. This new collection contains
pieces from 16 of the favorite, well known oratorios. Here
are representative selections ranging from the 17t~1~e~-
tury to the 19th century, including works. ~Y CaTJSSlm~,
Stainer Bach Handel, Mendelssohn, ROSSIni, and Verdi.
Add th'is to ;our collection of favorite compositions!
410-41021 List Price 1.75; Advance of publication 1.40
RODEO by Marie Westervelt
Illustrations and lyrics by Jane Flory
Another delightful folio by Marie Westervelt and Jane
Flory, this time built around the Rodeo and using authen-
tic American cowboy tunes. These second and third grade
pieces will enliven both the teacher's repertoire and the
students' course of study.
430-41015 list Price .85; Advance of Publication .65
MARDI GRAS by Marie Westervelt
Illustrations and lyrics by Jane Flory
Marie Westervelt and Jane Flory have combined their
special abilities to produce a collection of delightful
music, lyrics, and illustrations. Mardi Gras time in New
Orleans comes to full life in these easy arrangements of
authentic Louisiana folk songs. This folio may also be
used for- school or club pageants.
430-41014 list Price .85; Advance of Publication .65
THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE by Ada Richter
Another in the appealing and ~ducational ."Stories with
Music" which are so popular WIth young p.lano students.
This time Mrs. Richter puts words and m~slc to the fable
of the race between the hare and the tortoise. An excellent
little book for children of grade two or grade three level.
410-41022 list Price .85; Advance of Publication .65
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY IT AllAN KEYBOARD MUSIC
Arranged and edited
by Cian Francesco Malipiel'o
This unusual folio contains Italian keyboard music of the
18th century transcribed. arranged and edited by Cian
Francesco Malipiero, one of Italy' leading contemporary
composers. Three early sonatas and three, minuets offer
fresh material for both the teacher and pupil. Of moderate
difficulty, they are excellent as preliminary materials for
the young pianist who is on his way to Mozart and Bee-
thoven.
410-41023 list Price 1.00; Advance of Pubiicolion.75
SING All MEN Arranged by Tom Scott
American folk songs are always favorites to sing and to
hear and these arrangements for male clioru by Tom
Scott are "tops". The 20 composition are grouped into
five categories-Sing of Work. Sing of Love. ing of FUll,
Sing of Heaven, and Sing in the addle-all of medium
difficulty. New, appealing. excellently arranged-a perfect
combination!
412-41005 list price .75; Advance of Publicotion .60
BARTOK IS EASY! Compiled and edited by Denes
• FINAL ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION
Bela Bartok, one of the four or five great masters of con-
temporary music, was in his youth a renowned teacher
of piano. Besides his works in the larger forms, he pro-
duced several hundred piano pieces for children. For this
collection Mr. Agay has selected 15 of these compositions,
which may be played by any second or third year piano
Agay
student. The selections are chiefly based on Hungarian and
Slovak folk songs. These pieces are unique in harmoni-
zation, melodically fresh. and thoroughly musical. and
are ideal for the teaching of rhythmic problems. phrasing,
and may be used for recital purposes.
410-41020 list Price 1.00; Advance of Publication .80
• PIANO SOLOS
Grode I
PUSSY AND THE LITTLE BIRD. . Mildred Hofstad
(4/4 in C, Word~, Alternate hands, R.H. cro~~ing)
110-40187 $.30
Grode IV2
CLIMBING SO HIGH Beryl Joyner
(Graceful arpeggio ~tudy. an ea~y approach to harmony)
110-40189 .3S
........... Richard Kountz
130-41108 .30
.. , .William Scher
110-40190 .35
COME, LITTLE BLUEBIRD
(4/4 in F, Legato, Phra~;ng, Words)
IN THE LION'S DEN.
(Study in lrds,. Wri~t control)
Grode 2
AT THE CIRCUS. . Johan Franco
(4 sharf but delightful piece~, each one cli~fincf~y characferi~tic.,
excellent variety, melodic, moke~ u~e of cerialn contemporary
melodic and harmonic clevice~) I 10-40192 .40
Prices subject to change without notice.
• CHORAL
Easy
CHRISTMAS FOLK SONG
(Excellent little piece, Very g~~d • . . . . . . • ..•. _. Merry eorolfor Christmas program)
312--40119 .18
Medium
RAGGLEaTAGGLE GYPSIES ... A. lovis Scarmolin
(Yery effective ~eHing of on ·E~~i;~i,' ~li tune. Ideol 101 Aigh
~chool g;rI~' chorus, SSA) 322-40021 ,Ib
SILENT STARS GO BY. . .• Rolph R. Belther
(Very eHective Chrisfmo~ numb~~: ~~~~~~,. ;'~zI, 0 coppeUo)
312--40118 .ib
Medium Difficult
LET US SLEEP. DEAR LOVE. _..... """" .. Oebuuy,UoIzel'
(Excel/ent choral ~ettin9 of 0 little Mown Debussy son9. SSA)
312-<40120 .18
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
MASTER OF CREMONA
(Continued from Page 59)
idedlittle eommercial competi-prou
ti n to Stradivarius.
!OFiendship and harmony knitted
h rcraftsmen and their families
I :eliler. De\'oted to their work they
10., . • 1 her'found entertamment III eae 1 ot e~ s
company. Evenings were spent In
the exchange of knowledge and
ideas over a gla~s of home-made
wine, or the playing of the newest
creation. No secrets or selfish ambi-
tion marred the perfect fraternity.
Each labored for one purpose only
_perfectionof achievement.
For twentyyears this great artist
lived each day that contributed to
his maturity of intellect and pro-
duction. A man of great simplicity
and faith his life was always as
beautifully proportioned as the in-
strumentswhich were to come to
life under the magic of his hands.
His instruments were limited in
number,hearing his own label but
with little variation from the A mati
tradirien.
In 1684 he began to add his own
characteristics to the Amati model,
and by 1690 the glorious age of the
Stradivariuswas well begun. The
instrumentas a whole became flatter,
the arching was determined with
care, the FF holes were arranged in
harmonywith the natural contours,
andthepurfling followed a delicate
line.Laterthe FF holes were placed
closer together, giving the instru-
menta lanky shape and the Harne
"LongStrada."
The year 1700 ushered in the
twenty-five-year period of master-
pieceswhich are marvels of perfec-
tion,Unequalled, they defy descrip .
tion.Thewood,chosen for its acous-
ticalproperties,cherished the sweet-
est of tones, and glowed with a
soft-textured varnish of golden red.
Measuringonly half an inch at the
bridge,its thickest point the curves, '
are gracefully rounded, as are the
holdFF holes. Variations of wood,
designand purfling distinuuish each
individualinstrument tha~ bears its
master'slabel.
The workshop, set atop the roof
of his home, and open to the sun,
what's new at PRESSER
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER
was the birth place for a method of
violin making which created a stand.
ard for subsequent craftsmen. His
method is still used, altered only
in the longer neck and stronger
bass-bar made necessary by the in-
creased compass and higher pitch of
modern violin music. The secret of
his varnish has never been dis-
covered. Perhaps the time element
was the major factor of such perfec-
tion and beauty. An entire life could
be devoted to one's craft. There was
time to hang the wood in the sun to
dry; time. to create, and apply the
right shade of varnish; time to let
it sink in. Added to this, the hot
dry climate of Cremona aided the
drying process, and allowed the
healthful open workshop.
Cremona had sprawled itself
across an old trade route from east
to west, and it was easy to import
Balkan wood from the other side of
the Adriatic, and to export the
instruments with the Su-adlvartus
label pasted neatly inside. Though :
he was taken for granted ]JY the
people of Iris village, that label
carried his name across Italy, abroad
to other lands, as it was to later
spread his fame down the centuries.
Musicians followed the tude route
10 his door to obtain a fiddle of his
making.
During the last thirteen years of
his life Stradivarius worked loving-
ly though his magic skill diminished.
Still aproned in white leather, bent
with age and the years of stooping
over his work, the white-haired
master instructed and encouraged
the pupils apprenticed to him. There
in his beloved workshop. surrounded
by his tools, material and varnish
pots, companions of a lifetime, he
used up his allotted days until a year
before his death when he could no
longer climb the steps.
In 1737, at the age of 93, Stradi-
varius died. He was buried in the
Church of the Rosary in the same
vicinity as his home. In death his
body was not far departed from the
scenes of his youth and achie,'ement.
THE END
THE TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued from Page 23)
or slower, louder or soft,er, in fact
after every indication I give her. J t
~akes me nervous and I don't know
ow ta cope with it. Can 'You help
me. Thank you very much in ad-
liflnce.
IMrs.) A. C. L., New York.
I know exactly what you
and how you feel, for some
mean
years
ETUDE-SEPTEM BER 19.52
ETUDE- EPTE.lfBER 19;2_........_-
ao-o I had an identical case to deal
with. I became so annoyed and ag-
o-ravated that one day I lost my pa-
o 1"1."tience. As the usua w Iy came up
I rose from my chair, stared at her
as sternly as I could, and said ,with
stentorian voice: "Why ... WHY
do you ask me why?".
That did it and to my great sur-
prise ... she came back.
Famed for accuracy f.f
and dependability. •• (t'
The : ~
METRONOME de Maelze I ¢F
by SETH THOMAS
.6<
Here's the very finest metronome
you can buy-the Seth Thomas"
Metronome de Maelzel.
Made by a company whose name
luis meant precision-in-time for 139
years, this dependable instrument is
easily adjustable for tempos from 40
to 208 beats per minute. Measure-
ment is both audible and visible-
by distinct tick and oscillating pgn-
dulum.
Inside the handsome, hardwood
case is a sturdy, key-wound mecha-
nism built with all the skill and pride-
in- workmanship that has gone into
every Seth Thomas product since
1813. It is lightweight and portable
... is a wonderful aid to the develop-
ment of correct timing in music and
dancing.
See this fine Seth Thomas Metro-
nome at your music dealer, depart-
ment or jewelry store. It's priced at
only $12.90.'
..neg. u. s. Pat. Off.
tPrlcc subject to ch"nge
Seth1110mas Clocks Thomasfon, Co.~n.Div. of General Time Corp.
SEND (without obligation I
Catalog M952E to:
Nome .._.
................ City .. _ Zone State.Streef_ ..
rn®~~®~ 001]J~!l© ©®Q
MUSIC OF All PUBliSHERS
116 BOYlSTON STREET 80STON 16, MASS.
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THE GOLDEN CHALICES OF SONG
MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Janet D. Schenck, Director
BACHELOR AND MASTER OF MUSIC DEGREES
In Applied Music, Theory, Composition, Musicology a,d Music Education
Auditions and Registrotion for the Fall Term, Sept. IS, 1'152
238 East 105th Street. N. Y. C .. N. Y. Le 4·3773
KNOX Deportment of Music ijf La • i ,'.1_ •• ""'."11 Galesburg, Illinois
I" ......... _ .. 11 •• _ ••••• •• II COLLEGE Member N. A. S. M.I.... ':II.~...I.I .. _ ••• -.t...11Il_J"". If· , )111 Thomos W. Williams S
(Jatalog sellt "pon r6<1"e~1 Cha,crnan
HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT
A (osclnatlnil" study. Send tor p"mpblet ducrlb-
JOHN MARI(ERT & CO.lnl:' these clear and complete les80ns. orKonlzedesperlally tor selt_lnstruction. 14J WEST 15TH ST•• NEW YORI( It. N. Y.
JOHN ... LEIPOLD VIOLINS OLD & NEW
218 S. Highland A~e., Los Angeles 36, Cali!. Expert RepalrinR. Send lor CataloR
i
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY? s
s
PRIVATE TEACHERS (Now Yo,k City) CRYSTAL WATERS S
Singer and Teacher of Famous
HELEN ANDERSON T.V., Radio, Stage and Concert Star$
Concert Pianist Breathing Voice Building t
Interesting course-piano, harmony Wider Range ·ResonanceMany Successful Pupils Phonetics · Projection I
16&W. 72nd St., N, Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385 Expression ·Dramatics i
Voice Personality and Confidence Developed t
MME. BOXALL BOYD Popular Songs and Classics
(Leschetizky)
Beginners or Advonced Students
t
Pion ist- Teacher-Cooch-Proqram Building
Address-Steinway Hall-Nolo Studios- \
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
Season starts Oct. 1st.
405 East 54 St. New York 22, N. Y.
EDWIN HUGHES
EI·dorado 5.(362 t
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE, Dramatic Soprano
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY Teacher of Singing-"Bel Canto"
TEACHING POSITIONS Experienced European trained Artist
338 West 89th Street, New York 24, N. Y. Coaching Opera, Concert and RadioCorrect voice production, defective singing
corrected.
leg/nners accepted
Method Leimer-Gieseking
Phone: Trafall::lar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurl.
for beginners & advanced students 60S Welt End Ave. New York City
VELIZAR GODJEVATZ DB. WM.MASDH'S"TDUCH'" TECHHIC"II
Pupil of Karl Leimer (Arm weight, relaxation, rotary method)(teacher of Gieseking)
P.O, Box #131 New York 19, N. Y.
Develops rhythm, tone, concentration, speed!
Closs, Private
LEILA TYNDALL MOSES
(Former pupil & Assistant)
(FRANK) (ERNESTOJ 315 W. 86, N.Y. 24, N. Y. . SC. 4-6351
LA FORGE·BERUMEN STUDIOS CLARENCE ADLER
Voice-Piano
I\mon(:l those who have studied with Mr. La Teacher of famous concert pianists now tour-
Forge' are: Marion Anderson, Lawrence Tib· ing the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.
bett, Richard Crooks, ond Mme. Matzenauer. Eastrrian, Syracuse U" Smith College.
1G40Pork Ave" New York
Tel_ Atwater 9-7470 336 Central Pork West New York 25. N. Y,
EDWARD E. TREUMANN PRIVATE TEACHERS (Western)
Concert Pionist-Artist-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Moritz Mosz·
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
EVANGELINE LEHMANStudio, Carnegie Hall, Suife a37, 57th St. at
7th Ave., New York City Tel. Columbus 5.4357 Mus. Doc.
Voice Building-Repertoire
WILLIAM FICHANDLER Opera, Concert, Church, RadioStudio gddress: 161 Elmhurst Ave.
Pianist, Composer, Teao;;.har Detroit 3, Mic;hlggn
314 West 75th St., New York Su-7-3775 Telephone: Townsend 5·8413
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer, Inc. EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. Q
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 Coste\lommore Pacific Palisades, Calif.
VOICE pRODUCTION-SINGING
EX 4-6573
for information: ISABEL HUTCHESON35 W. 57th St., New York
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Techn ic:Cooch ing Concert Pion ish:
RICHARD McCLANAHAN Group Work: for further information add res,;
Matthay exponent, formerlv his representative. Studio 202, 100SI/z Elm St., Dallas, Texas
Private Lessons, Lecture-Demonstrations, Six·
Day Seminars for Pianists and Teachers. SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-801 Steinwoy aldg., N.Y.C.
(Tue:i.-FrL) CI. 6-a950, other doys, KI. 9-a034 TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1-3496
CAROL ROBINSON Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Departmer,t
Pianist Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Studio: 4115East 54th St. Approved for veleran,
New York 22, N, Y. PI 5-5123 Children's Saturday morning Classes_
, I
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TRENDS IN ORGANS
(Continued from Page 20)
be of itself a rational whole; that
s, have at its disposal the differ-
ent families of stops, but not in the
arne proportion and mensuration.
"A stop-knob is to me as practical
as a tilting-tablet. The most im-
portant thing is that it functions
without noise, and that the organist
n both cases has at his disposal
enouah free combinations which,
fixed 0on the best place of the con-
ole, should work with an absolute
ecurity and without noise.
"There is no doubt, that the con-
oles of the modern org<;lns of the
United States are, from the practi~
cal point of view and in realization,
he most perfect in the world."
Peeters senses a renaissance move-
nent in music, one which will bring
nto greater prominence many beau-
ies long known only to the anti·
quarian. This renaissance he feels
o be a mighty influence in the
vhole world of art.
"A general tendency to well·bal-
anced music can be observed after
he second World War. The political,
social and economical disorder, be-
sides the lack of a philosophical
conception of life, created this
necessity and the urge to look out
for balance and peace in the music,
balance which society itself lost,
"There has never been a so si ncere
and intensive Bach-cuItus in Europe.
The 200th anniversary of Bach's
death was not the only cause for
that renaissance, but also the in-
contestable urge to sincerity, as
well as the consciousness and aware·
ness of the intrinsic values of the
music as such. There is no doubt
that the ostentation and gushing
self-complacency, characteristic of
the late bloated Romanticism, gives
no longer satisfaction to the culti-
vated public, which is more oriented
to the pure substance of an inner
spiritual life.
"That is perhaps the reason why
the classic literature takes such an
important place in the concert pro-
grams,
"This tendency is very clear with
musicians and with listeners. They
don't limit the classic literature to
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms, but
the Gregorian art, the early poly-
phony and the old Masters, who
were thus far the private property
of musicologues, received now their
legitimate place in the general music
life.
"Only the organ is too much
treated as a stepchild, Especially in
big concert halls, where famous con-
ductors, through lack of insiO"ht or
through taking advantage of ~he' in-
sufficient civic-rights of that instru-
ment with the average public, don't
have courage enough to do their
pedagogical duty, since they rarely
make a program with an organ con.
certo.
"It is a memorable fact that the
arrangements less figure in the pro-
grams than before. Those arrange.
ments are made for all kinds of in-
struments and have often nothing to
do with the organ,
HIt is still my opinion that the
interest for the rich old organ music
occupied not yet in proportion, its
place in the organ programs.
"Now and then, we see a prelude
and fugue by Buxtehude, or a sue-
cessful and charming piece of
Daquin, Couperin or Clerambault,
but generally the organ music of
the period before Bach is considered
as inferior. I don't know why!
"Should a painting from the prim·
itive school of Memlinck or Fra
Angelico be inferior to a big barock
piece of Rubens or Titiaan? Tbey
are all masterpieces from different
style periods. It is the same with the
organ music.
"Who should dare to say that a
primitive organ piece as Alma Re·
demptoris Mater of Dufay, a Can.
zona by Demonte, or a Toccata by
Frescobaldi, is less a masterpiC(e,
in the state of mind of his period
and style, than a Prelude and Fugue
by Bach?
"May I end with the desire that,
in the United States too, where so
much interest is for organ playing,
a rightful place should be given
to such rich and substantial organ
music."
THE END
9UESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from Page 22)
above, this part would have to
be J = 112, hut this is exUeme-
ly fast. This part must, of course,
go considerably faster than the
preceding section, but not netes-
sarily twice as fast. Take it as
fast as you can clearly manage
the last four measures with the
double notes, and try for a speed
somewhere near J = 112, but
dOIl't be concerned if you can't
manage it that fast. The effect
of this variation is one of bril·
liance, not necessarily terrific
speed.
Delicat
Same lelll po as Doppio movi·
mento,
Pas si vite
Somewhere slower than the pre·
ceding, but not too much so,
The change from tbe triplet 19·
ure to four si.xteenths will natu'
rally tend to slow the tempo
slightly. Let the clarity with
which you can play thi! figure
guide you in setting the tempo,
2. Yes_ The notes on the bottolll
staff are played just before thehe'_
and the notes on the middle staff
come on the beat. -R.II.
ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 19;1
(Continued from Page 20)
lnli comparedwith a $4.95 Tokyo
VIa In .
'J rder fiddle. Patti was never amalO. I
t dramatic smger, but s ie pos-grea I .
d heaven-sent natura VOIce,esse a
'h s oneof the great phenomena
t atwa
f ic Later Nellie Melba onceo rnus .
saidto me: ..'
"The vocal charactenstIc which
h blic most demands is vel-vet.the P'' . 1£
Thetonesmust be filled bnmfu. 0
, ,0100th sonorous, beautiful.mUSIC,, ,
1 havetried to preserve that ,~bove
all else. I never sing notes higher
thanmy normal range. I never. smg
withmy utmost force. There rs al-
wayssomething in reserve, always
omethingheld back. so that my
, . d"voiceis never strame .
Many years therea fter, a voc~l
teachernamed Giuseppe BoghettJ,
whohad a studio in the Press r
Buildingin Philadelphia, phoned
meat my officeand told me that he
hada pupil whom he would have to
teach without fees, but he first
wantedto havemy opinion upon her
Yocalpossibilities.Would 1 hea r her
sing?A short time later, a girl of
fourteenor fifteen, modestly entered
my office,holding in her hand a copy
of oneof my own compositions 01'
Car/ina written in Ihe style of
StephenFoster. The pupil sang the
songwith simplicity of manner and
witha tone 50 beautiful that it
startledme, Every note was so un·
affected,so rich and so brimful of
music,that I realized she was one
llf th~se"blessed by the Lord" with
'an amazing voice. 1 immedjately
telephoned her teacher that he
wouldbe making a terrible mistake
if he did nol give this girl every-
thingin the way of training possible.
ThegirlwasMarion Anderson. Each
notewas a chalice of pure music.
evenat t1lat time.
EnricoCaruso, the golden tenor
ofmusicalhistory once said to me:
"WhenI sing 1 forget all about
mybody,my throat, technic, breath·
ing. everything but the words, the
musicand the drama involved. As
the melody ascends I try to make
myvoiceblossom out like a flower.
The tones always float out. They
are never pushed out. Fancy the
gamutor scale of your voice as a
seriesof cups or chalices like the
musical glasses. Fill each chalice
with the most beautiful tone your
musical imagination can conceive.
If the tone is merely perfect from
the standpoint of pitch, its contents
CannotmoverniUions. Vast numbers
of peoplecan sing in perfect pitch!"
How can these golden chalices b
filled? Ah, that is a rnatter of end
less search for an ideal. Posslbl
one person in ten million reache
that ideal. Knowledge of the anat
omy and physiology of the throat
breathing, posture, practice witI
vocalises, all help, hut after all, th
tone is in the mind and in the soul
In his green room at the Metropoli
tan Opera House, Enrico Caruso in
his prime once said to me:
"My boyhood was spent as a
laborer digging in the ruins 0
Herculaneum. Every now and then
1 would uncover some beautiful ar
work in bronze, nearly two thousand
years old, buried in the lava. Thi
inspired me to become a sculptor 0
beautiful things. It also taught me to
appreciate beauty. Next I found
work as a singer and dancer in the
group of Tarantella dancers at near
by So.-rento."
Once at Sorrento, Signor Tramon
lana. a model, dignified white·whis
kered proprietor of the beauti Eu
Hotel Tramonlana, told me tha
Caruso's voice in those days was no
considered extraordinary. At tha
time it was lower, almost baritone.'
This is not advanced as a fact. but
merely slatt::d as what SignOl
Tramontana related to me.
"BuL" went on Caruso, "I had a
chance to lv'at" many oE the singers
at the San Carlo Opera House at
Naples. 1 always made it -a point
to hear the greatest men singers
and when I heard a voice that 1
liked. 1 invariably tried to make a
better tone. The singer must un-
ceasingly explore his own possibil-
il ies. When 1 was eighteen. I started
1.0 f':tudv and for the next [our years
T went 'through the customary vojce
culture regime making my debut in
Faust in 1895. in the little opera
house at Naples. Somehow 1 learned
instinctively that the beauty of tone
did not depend upon the vocal
organs alone, but upon the concept
of tone beauty in the mind. By con·
tinually striving to make ideal tones
which thereafter can be released
when the vocal organs are properly
condiLioned. is the best way to secure
the highes; voice results. That is,
every tone must be filled with the
loftiest concept of musical beauty,
appropriate to the meaning of tl?e
text. There comes a moment m
actual singing on the stage, when
the singer forgets his training a~d
concentrates entirely upon the role
itself." THE END
rfl~en a composer informs us that he has devised a "program"
forhu music, I say: "First let me hear whether you have created
beautifulmusic-then tell me what it means."
-Robert Schumann
ETUDE-SEPTEMBER 1952
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ADSCLASSIFIED
I~AR!UONl', Composition, Orchestra-
t t on, Musical Theory. Private or
Cor-respondence Instruction. M.anu-
ecr-rnts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107
St., Corona, N. Y.
LEAIlN PIANO 'J'lJNING-Simplified,
authentic instruction $4.00-Liter-
a.tu r-e free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.
NEW PIANO :!'IV'I'E LETS YOU
PUAC'I'ICE lJA,Y OR NIGH'I' 'VI'fH-
OpT 11IS'l'UlliUNG O'l'HEIlS, Mutes
plano about 85%. Easily attached or
detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upright, grand, or spinet!
Sold only on money b aclc guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute and full tnatr uc-
t.ions. Richard Mayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona Street, Phlla. 47, Pa.
\VRI'I'E SON(~S: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, ] 6iiQ-ET Broad-
way, New YOI'I;:: ]9, 2ri¢ copy; $2.00
v ear,
]UEl,ony HAn.1UO~TZA'I'ION chord
c!lat·t, Stackpole's Shorthand; rapid,
exact, notation, $1. Paul Stac],pole,
2110-12 'Vest Venango, Phlla. 40, Pa.
NAiUE AND AIJDIlESS S'l'ICu..EUS-
300 well gummed stickers in plastic
box for ~1.00. FOl' music, books, sta-
tionery. Print name carefully and
send ,vitb $1.00 to Menick's Gifts, 915
N. Palm Ave., Whittier 2, California.
A'I"I'mN'I'ION: TAPE n.l~COROEn.
O\VNEns. Phonograpll recol'ds made
from any tape recordings. Sent any-
where. Also, f1nest I'econled accom~
paniments. \\'rite, Esquire Record-
ings, e90 '\Vashington St., Bt'ookline,
j\'fassachusetts.
UA.CK POPUI~,'\..R SHEJ~'I: lUUSIC '1'0
~8;)o. Ballads, Ragtime, Everything.
'Vrite your wants. Fore's, E3151
High, Denver 5, Colorado.
Ji'OH. SALE: Uniquely beautiful old
brown rosewood square piano.
]\Iatched pearl I,eys, pearl inla.id me-
dallions. Merritt Smith, 36 Tuxedo,
Detroit, Michigan.
S'VING PIAXO-In' iHAIL-30 self-
teaching lessons, $3.00. Six folios
(classical and popular), each $1.00.
Chance to win $200.00 on new theory.
Order 46-page original classical im-
provisation con1posed on a new the-
ory. price $20.00 (monev bacl~ g"uar-
antee), samples. Phil Breton Publi-
cations, P,O. Box 1402, Om,.h,. 8,
Nebrasl'a.
I'HE SCIENTJ11'JC lUIJSIC TEACHER
-Monthly-$2.00 yeaI'. Hequest sam-
~l~\v ~~~,k.~g, Box 21, Brooklyn 25,
DANFOn.O HALL., COlUPOSER.-AR-
RANG Ell. All types of compositions
corrected. Lyrics set to music. 1914
,Yo Lunt Ave., Chicago, Ill.
PI.,AY .Ill.' SIGHT. Pianists-Sight
Reading m1-1de easy. lmprove your
)la~'ing by studying THI<.: ART OF
SIGHT READING. 5 lessons complete
$3. Danford Hall, 191-1 ",r. Lunt, Chi-
cago, Ill.
PIANO '1'fi:."-CJU<:n.S. "THE PIANO_
GRAJ'"H"-Note indicator and sight
'eading aid. Invaluable for beginner
students. Complete with 5 Discs, $2.
Danford Hall, 1914 "V. Lunt, Chi-
cngo, Hl.
HANU UlJJLU.NG EX~n.CISES FOR
."IA:\"S'l'S by Weldon Carter. Seven
exercises which with twenty min-
ltes daily practice give results
luicldy. For busy teachers, inter-
nediate and advanced pianists who
visil to improve and strengthen the
1and for a better technic. Send $1.00
Jet· copy to \Vashington Musical In-
stitute. 1730 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. From July 1st to
Sept. 15th 'Veldon Carter will teach
n Nantucket, Mass. Send orders Nan-
tucl,et or "'ushington Musical In-.
titute.
lUUSIC 'rEACHERS: Order our se-
ected assortment of music of leading
)ublishers on approval until Decem·
bel' 20, 1952, P.ay month!y for what
you use SpeCify quantity of each
grade of' piano solos; voice range and
acred or secular of vocal solos. 10%
iscount granted, plus 5% for those
vho elect to pay full amount in 30
ays. Carleton Music Co" Box 1269,
Rome, Georgia.
PUACTICE PIAXO Ii:El.'BOARDS.
'iT e buy and sell. Ed Clark, 1208 Polk
Ave., 'Vicbita Falls, Texas.
PIANIS'I'S ~ Modern Piano In trod uc-
tions (in a.l l popular keys) $1.00.
Modula tions (2 and 4 measure
bridges leading from and to all pop-
ular keys) $1.00. Modern Piano Huns
(l1l0 professional runs with a ch ot-d
index) $1.00. Accordion Bass Guid e
(explains all buttons and notes con-
tained in bass chords) 501. Accordion
Course for Pianists (rapid, thorough
100 page course, emphasis on the
bass k eyb oa.rd ) $3.50. Piano Technic
(advanced, scientific textbook ana-
lyzing' secrets of professional tech-
nique) $2.00.
ORGANISTS: Dictionary of Ham-
mond Organ Stops 75¢. Hammond
Novelty Effects (collection of a.m us-
ing "t.r-iclc" imitations) 7511:. Effective
Hammond Combinations (attractive
novel tone combinations for night-
club or concert use) 50¢.
'I'EACHI:~RS! How to teach popular
piano. (I8 lesson course, with 40 pop-
ular songs as illustrations, teaches
left hand patterns, runs, break s a nd
improvising by the "Chord System."
No bass clef and the student may use
regular popular sheet music. First to
sixth year- of piano instruction is
covered. Exclusive method used by
hundreds of successful teachel's.)
$5.95.
FOn. ALL ,XS'I'RUiUENTSl Chord
Chart. (132 sheet music chords
spelled out in letters) 501$.Chart of
Moderll CilOl'ds (204 practical 9th,
11th and 13th chords) $1.00. Harmon-
i~ation Chart (372 ways to llal'll1onize
any melody note) $1.00. Transposing
Chan (changing Music to all l~eys)
$1.00. Improvisation Pa.tterns (jazz
phrases for an}' chord combinn tions
with chord index. Hundreds of "1101."
lic]~s) $1.00. Model'll Chord Substitu-
tions (chords that may be used in
place of any majol', minor or seventh
chord) 50¢.
i\(USIC TI-I.li:OIlY! Orchestration
Chart (tonal 1·R.ngeand transposing
instructions for instrul11ent1:l) 50¢.
Score Reading (Including 71 actual
score extracts ft'om Bach to Strn.vin-
sl,y) $3.50. Art of Improvisatioll (for
}ldvanced pianists or organists) $3.00.
Harmony (moder'n 350 page text with
582 examples) $6.00. Course in School
Band Arranging (detailed instruc-
tions include countless score exam-
ples) $3.50.
l\Ioney hack guarantee on every-
thing. Free Catalog. ·'Naltel- Stuart
]\,'[usic Studio, 12~7 B Morris Ave ..
Union, j\.' . .T.
A.HHAXGL'\"(, for Band - Orchestra-
Piano Vocal.s. Manusct'ipts corrected
and prepared for publication. -Words
set to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for estimate. PI'ornpt
service. Val's Arranging Studio, 310
West lOth St., Sarasota, Fla.
I,l~An::'\" PIANO 'rUNIN'"G A.'l' HOllIE.
Course b~' Dr'. "rm. Braid White,
\'IIorld's leading' piano technician and
teachel-. "'rite Karl Bartenbach
1001A ,VeIls St., Lafayette. Ind. '
OJ,O lUUSICWAN'l'EO, Have you a
collection of old musl..:: gat!lering
dust in your attic or barn'? Turn it
into cash. Write to George Goodwin
Box 49, New Yorlc 19, N. Y, '
VIOLIN1UA.KEnS -Amateurs- Pro-
fessionals. Fine tone European wood,
materials, supplies, patterns, instruc-
tions. Illustrated catalog 10¢, refund-
ed. Premier Violin Supplies, Dept.
V.E., 430 S, Broadway, Los Angeles
13, California.
SPECIALIZED ARRANGING ANn
CO~IPOSING, Piano, vocal, band
(dance, concert) and orchestra scor-
ing. Melodies composed for lyrics,
l\'Tanuscl"ipts revised and corrected,
Prompt sel·vice. Stein StUdio, 602
East End Avenue, Lancaster, Penna.
PL."-Y ACCOUOJON. S'I'UDEN'I'S Ar-~D
'J'EA.CH~;R.S of other instruments
can easily master the bass buttons
"Cuice to the Basses", with Indicato~
and Index Slide, covers everything
necessary for a thorough knowledge
of the accordion basses and their
uses, H.eading from accordion music
and piano music, Relationship of the
buttons, Fingel'ing, Building other
chol·ds, Substitute chords, etc. Every-
thing you can possibly learn on the
bass buttons of an accordion. Sent
POSTPAID for $2.00. CY BROUGH-
TON, 2834 Que St., S.E., Washington
20. D. C.
OLD AND NEW VIOLINS, Cellos
Bows, Supplies. Repairing Eaken'
310 E. Washington St., d1Rmbers~
burg, Pa.
FOR SALE. Rare records. Lists. Col-
lections bought. E. H,irschmann, 100
Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey.
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LEARN
ITALIAN
" fRENCH.
..." GERMAN
WITH ' •.
L1IGUIPHOIE
The World's Standard
Conversational Method
Another lan9"age is invaluable to
musicians.
In your own home you can LISTEN and
learn any of 29 LANGUAGES by LINGUA·
PHONE ... quickly, eosily. You hear
noted linguists-men and women. Endorsed
by musicians, educators; over a million
home-study students, Send for interesting
FREE book.UNGUAPHONEiNSniuTE-~-----_·
]909 Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
Send me the FREE Linguophone book. I
want to leorn . . ..... Ionguage
Nome.
Address
City.
Headquarters far
Cathalic Church Music
Estimates on all type music printing
gladly furnished on request.
McLAUGHLIN " REILLY CO.
45 Franklin St., Boston 10, Moss.
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YOUR CHILD AND THE
PRACTICING PROBLEM
(Continned from Page 14)
as classics are concerned I approve
of them wholeheartedly ... but did
you like Shakespeare when you were
eight or ten?
3-DON'T LIKE MY TEACHER.
Most dislikes of children are more
or less superfluous and easily han.
dled. Find out 'why the child doesn't
like the teacher and then have a
talk with that teacher explaining
and discussing the problem. Most
teachers are anxious to do everything
in their power to cultivate the love
of music in the child. You'll be sur-
prised at how cooperative you'll find
the teacher to he. The whole prob-
lem may center on a slightly sharp
manner which the teacher may be
unaware of. At any rate, find out
from the child why he doesn't like
the teacher and talk it over.
4-RATHER WATCH TELEVI·
SION. This problem returns us to
question one. Arrange the practice
period so that it doesn't interfere
with the child's favorite programs.
Television is in itself a form of edu-
cation. Use it wisely and let the
children enjoy it. That is why we
have it and it can be a great boon
to the American people. But like
everything else in We we must learn
to handle it properly. It must not
disrupt the entire household. If chil-
dren are permitted to watch their
favorite program, but at the same
time are compelled by a wise parent
to carry out their other responsibili-
ties, the average parent will have
little trouble along this score. But a
sensible selecting of the practice
period is essential. Your Junior will
not be very inclined to practice if
he knows that Hopalong Cassidy is
dangling somewhere on the end of
a rope about to plunge into a ten
mile chasm.
5-THE MUSIC IS TOO HARD.
This problem must also be discussed
with the teacher. Many well-meaning
but thoughtless teachers use a stand-
ard method which is not elastic in
form. They believe that what one
student has been able to do every
other student" must be able to do.
Therefore a set order of progress
is put down as the study routine of
all students. Since each child and
his musical problems are totally dif-
ferent, such a system must neces-
sarily fail. Each child, if the lesson
.material is presented in the proper
manner, should feel a sensation of
accomplishment over each obstacle.
If a child is given small objectives,
well within the scope of his power
to handle them, he emerges from his
practice period feeling triumphant
and victorious. This is as it should
be. Young minds meet discourage-
ment rather poorly and the teacher
who continuously presents almost in-
surmountable problems to the child
is not considering the true manner
of teaching.
Most teachers work under extreme
pressure. The music teaching pro-
fession is a very competitive field
and the average teacher is expected
to show results almost from the start .
This frequently means "forcing" the
work of the student in order to
please the parent with expected ex-
hibitionism. Explain to the teacher
that you are interested in slow steady
progress rather than fast, forced de-
velopment. The teacher will be happy
to hear it, and relieved of the strain
of "pushing," will diminish to their
proper order the obstacles in Junior's
way.
With these five items carefully
handled, any parent should easily
overcome the practice headache.
But one word of warning. Never ...
never ... never ... use practicing
as a punishment. I have heard par-
ents warn children that because of
something they have done or failed
to do they must spend an extra hour
practicing. If this is your altitude ...
don't ever expect your Junior or
Mary to like music. Practicing then
becomes the j ail of the disobedient.
With a careful analysis of the five
suggestions ... offered by the pupils
themselves, you will find that music
in your household will become the
blessing it is meant to be. And in
later life your youngster will thank
you endlessly for your wisdom in
handling his problem and giving him
the joy that only self-made music
can bring. THE END
PIECES OF THE YEAR
(Continned from Pnge 21)
the Cornstalks (Schirmer) a comic,
four-square and healthy piece of
corn-for second year youngsters.
Then there is Olive Dungan's sim-
ple (second year) but lovely tango
Glimpse of Cuba (Ditson) which {o;
simplicity plus substance quallfies
as the Easy Dance of the Year ...
and Margaret Wigham's humorous
and unique Scampering Whole Steps
(~itson) is surely the whole step
piece of the year ... and Eric Stein.
er's Siesta Dreams (Mills) could be
the Year's Salon Piece. It's an oozly
slightly syncopated study (third
year) in simple chords movinz up
~nd down in smooth patterns. Early
'teen-agers will love it.
Stoye's Polka March (Summy)
for two pianos, four hands. runs
away with the easy ensemble Piece-
of-the-Year prize. It's "Beer-Barrel
Polka" quality starts a riot when.
ever two boys (third year) play it.
Performed an~ way, fast or slow
soft or loud, staccato or legato, ex:
pertly or awkwardly, it is effectiv
Such a mira~ulous piece surely d::
serves a special accolade!
CORNER ON SCALES
(Continned from Page 13)
In the Grecian system of tuninc
the lyre, the pitch of the highest and
lowest of the four strings in their
tetrachord was unchangeable, while
the two inner strings could be al.
tered in tuning. thus a tetrachord
could produce E, Deharp, C-sharp
B; E, D, C-sharp, B; E, D, C, B, etc.
This variation in the tuning of the
inner strings created the mode of
the scale. Fortunately for most mu-
sic students, the many modes ol
Greek music have been forgotten
except the modes we call major and
pure minor; and in losing the modes
we also lost their names, such as
Phrygian, Lydian, etc., names of
geographic locations where the
modes were in use. With the major
and pure minor we have the har.
monic and so-called melodic minor
arrangement of tones, and the chro-
matic and whole-step, or whole-tone
scales. And since Bach established
his plan of equal tuning, each one
of the twelve half-steps in the oc-
tave can be used as a starting place,
or keynote for any of these scales.
We might also include the penta.
tonic, or five-tone scale found in
many parts of the world, and this
gives us plenty of scales.
The Greeks were even modern
enough to know something about
quarter-tones. but that need not
concern the average piano student,
nor need such pupils spend their
limited practice time on the pure
and melodic minor scale-forms.
When the tones. or degrees of a
diatonic major scale are laid in an
ascending line they may be called
by alphabet letters.' A. B. C. D.E.F.
G; they may be numbered, I, 2. 3,
4, 5. 6. 7. 8: they may be given their
triad names. if so desired. tonic,
super-tonic. mediant, sub-dominant,
dominant. sub-mediant and leading-
tone; in sight-singing they are fre-
quently called by their do. reo mi
names; Of. they can be called noth-
ing at a.ll. just sing tra-la-la or
whistle them. But in any casco all
musicians should know them men-
tally (know their arrangement of
whole-steps and half-steps): should
recognize them by their signatures
(their written arrangement of flats
and sharps); pianists must know
them on the keyboard (their ar-
rangement of black and white
keys) j and must also know them by
the tactile sense (the muscular con-
trol of fingers and thumbsl-rell
this before a good job can be made
of putting the scales into melodies.
(Continued next month)
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dyna-Iension
~VEnETT
Illustrated 10 the right is
the Series 100 Modern in light oak.
Also available in ebony.
SERIES lOO-HEPPLEWHITE
ChOiceof . Iwe nut Ot m~hogony.
tone-WIse
NO COMPROMISE!
Nothing less than a grand for you? Then prepare
yourself for a pleasant surprise! Here's a small
piano that asks no compromise, for its tone rivals
many a grand. The difference
is dyna-tension, a "greater ten-
sion" scale exclusive with
Everett, and conceded to be
the greatest advance in piano technology for gen-
erations! Hundreds of eminent piarusts have
confirmed the miracle of dyna-tensron. No less
than a miracle, because it's a small piano, and
because the price is just above the very lowest.
Write the Everett Piano Company, South Haven,
Michigan, for Catalog E-952 and the name of
your nearest authorized dealer.
SERIES I GO_COLONIAL SERIES IOO-VICTORIAN
Choice of maple or moh09.any.
Choice of mahogany or ebony.
IN SUCH LITTLE SPACE
FOR SO LITTLE MONEY
I
Here is the best solution to the organ-music
problem for the small home. Here is the best
solution to the fine organ-music problem for
churches. chapels, auditoriums, where cost is
of major consideration. The LOWREY
ORGANO-the amazingelectronic p iano-
organ-transfonns any piano, in a matter of
minutes, into an unbelievable three-way instru-
ment. It plays organ music, organ and piano
together, or piano alone, from the same familiar
piano keys.
Here is fine music beyond your fondest ex-
pectation-so easily played by anyone acquainted
with the piano keyboard-so compact it te-
quires only two square feet of floor space-
at a price that extends ownership to everyone.
Listen to this miracle of music. Let your
music dealer show you what the LOWREY
ORGANa can do, or write today.
LO"WREV
G
CHICAGO
CHECK THESE FEATURES
OF THE NEW
LOv.TREVOm,o
\I Concealed or Portable
Key Switches
V Two-manual operation
" Many new tonalities
v' Optional Pedalboard
---------- ------------------
Built-in models available from dealers who sell
JANSSEN PIANOS, STORY & CLARK PIANOS
GET COMPLETE INFORMATIO U~THIS EW
ORGANO BOOKLET.
Use handy COupon on page 64-. This saves your
Etude cover.
LOWREY ORGAN DIVISiON
Central Commercial Industries Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.
